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ABSTRACT 

Potassium chamiels govern the duration and frequency of excitable membrane 

events, and thus may regulate voltage-dependent signals that are important in neuronal 

development This study assesses the developmental expression of two classes of K**-

channels in vivo and in vitro in the rat cerebellum. In vivo, the level of mslo-TclaXed 

transcript for the Ca^+^ependent K+ channel (Kca) was shown by Northern analysis to 

be upregulated during development, whereas transcripts for delayed rectifier (Kp) 

channels remained fairly constant The same pattern of in vivo development was 

demonstrated with fimctional assays by expression inXenopus oocytes of poly A-

enriched RNA isolated from pos.aatal rat cerebella. In vitro, single chaimel studies of 

Purkinje neurons showed that Kca channel activiQr was increased during development 

and KD channel activity remained stable. Although the semi-quantitative Reverse 

Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) showed that the level of transcripts 

of the ICca channel sequence remained constant in control culture, the developmental 

pattern that was seen in vivo was mimicked in vitro when cultures were treated 

chronically with tetraethylanmionium (TEA, ImM). Chronic treatment with 10 mM 

extracellular KCl resulted in an upregulation of Kca transcripts similar to that seen with 

chronic TEA. The stimulatory effects of TEA or KQ were negated in low external 

calcium (0.1 mM), suggesting that Kca transcript levels were influenced by 

depolarization and calcium entry. The Kca channels may in part contribute to the mature 

electrical properties of Purkinje neurons. This was supported by evidence that 

developmental trends in cellular firing activity were antagonized by decreased Kca 

channel abundance caused by chronic treatment with TEA. Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels 

(N, R and P type) were developmentally down-regulated at the transcriptional level in 
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control cultures. Chronic treatment with TEA increased the transcript levels for N and R 

type Ca2+ channels, but not for P type, suggesting that the various types of Ca^+ channels 

were differentially regulated. Ca '̂*' signaling plays a key role in neuronal development in 

many cells. The Kca and Ca2+ channels regulate Ca2+-entry, and may thus influence the 

neuronal differentiation. 
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CHAPTER I: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEWS 

Voltage-gated ion channels are a class of transmembrane proteins that are 

essential for cellular excitability, defined as the abillQr to communicate within and 

between cells via electrical signals. In response to a change in membrane potential, these 

molecules mediate a rapid ion flux through the highly selective pores and lead to a 

significant depolarization and repolarization of membrane, called the action potential 

Cells transmit information by regulating the duration and firequency of their action 

potentials. 

Developmental changes of membrane electrical excitability in many cell types 

including neuron, muscle and other types of cells, have been extensively studied. For 

example, the action potentials in embryonic rat skeletal muscle are tetrodotoxin (TTX) 

resistant, whereas those in the adult muscle are TTX sensitive (Harris and Marshall, 

1973). As another example, myombes of embryonic rat skeletal muscle grown in culture 

show spontaneous discharges, whereas innervated adult muscles are electrically quiescent 

in the absence of neuronal input (Barrett et al., 1981). Also, a shift firom a long calcium-

dependent action potential to a short sodium-dependent action potential has been 

observed in a number of developing excitable tissues (review, Spitzer, 1985). Recent 

progress using a molecular approach, coupled with patch-clamp analysis, illustrates that 

these transitions in membrane electrical properties reflect the developmental regulation in 

types, densities and properties of Na**", K"*" and Ca2+ conductances (Baiish, 1986; Blair 

and EKonne, 1985; (JTUOI et al., 1992; Harris et al., 1988; CDowd et al., 1988; Ribera, 

1990; Yool et al., 1988; Yaari et al., 1987). 

The regulation of ion channels in particular is an important theme in the 

developing nervous system. The ionic dependence of excitability of neurons at the early 
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stage is often different from that at the mature stage (Baccaglini and Spitzer, 1977; 

iCidokoro and Sand, 1989; Takahashi et al., 1971). CSianges in acdon potentials and die 

underlying ionic conductances during neuronal differentiation suggest that the membrane 

proteins responsible for changes of neuronal excitabiliQr are expressed according to a 

specific developmental sequence and time course (Gruol and Franklin, 1987). 

This chi^ter is a background and literature review that A) surveys the evidence 

for developmental regulation of three general classes of ion channels, Na"*", Ca^^ and K"*" 

in nervous system and the underlying regulatory mechanisms; B) focuses on using a 

model system, the rat cerebellar Purkinje neurons to investigate the developmental 

expression of K'*' and Ca '̂*' channels; Q discusses the significance of these studies of 

developmentally regulated ion channel expression. 

A. Developmental Regulation of Na ,̂ Ca^'*' and K+ Channels in the 

Nervous System 

A1. Molecular Diversity of Voltage-gated Ion Channels 

Although Na**" channels originally appeared to be the least diverse phenotype 

based on pharmacological properties among voltage-gated ion channels, recent studies 

indicate that there are many subtypes of Na**" channels distinguished by functional and 

structural properties. Three classes of Na'*' channels have been identified according to 

pharmacological properties. The first class of Na^ channels, present in brain and adult 

skeletal muscle, is blocked by low concentrations (nM range) of TTX and thus is 

identified as "TTX-sensitive"; conversely, Na"'" channels in developing skeletal muscle 

and cardiac muscle are only sensitive to high concentrations (1-10 |iM) of TTX and thus 

are known as "TTX-insensitive" (Harris and Thesleff, 1971; Pappone, 1980; Brown et al.. 
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1981). The third class of Na'*' channels is present in the dorsal root ganglia and blocked 

by TTX at very high concentration (100 pM; Jones, 1987). 

Molecular cloning and expression of cDNAs encoding voltage-gated Na^ 

channels have revealed the existence of a multi-gene family. Na^ channels in mammalian 

brain and skeletal muscle contain one large a subunit and one or two P subunits 

(Catterall, 1986; Barchi, 1988). The full-length cDNA encoding a Na"*" channel a subunit 

was first isolated and cloned from eel Electricus electrophorus (Noda et al., 1984), and 

the secondary structure was postulated to contain four repeated domains, each consisting 

of six transmembrane segments (Catterall, 1988). Using a probe generated from eel a 

subunit, Noda and colleagues further identified the honoologous a subunits in rat brain, 

termed types I and II (Noda et al., 1986a). The sequence of cDNA encoding for type m 

Na"*" channels was cloned thereafter (Kayano et al., 1988). All three mammalian brain 

Na*** channels exhibit about 87% identity at the amino acid level among themselves, and 

about 60 % identity to the eel a subunit (Kayano et al., 1988). The brain type II and IQ 

Na+ channels are sensitive to TTX when expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Noda et al., 

1986b; Moorman et al., 1990); the type I channel was expressed too poorly for detailed 

characterization of TTX sensitivity (Mandel, 1992). 

Voltage-dependent Ca '̂*' channels are recognized as a group that is more diverse 

than the Na**" channels based on their variety of fimctional and structural properties. In 

general, they all regulate influx and therefore contribute to signaling in many 

cell types. Their diverse roles include the generation of various forms of electrical 

activity, such as dendritic spikes, rhythnsic firing, burst discharges, as well as control of 

hormone and neurotransmitter release (review. Miller, 1987). Ca?-* is known as an 

intracellular second messenger, and its voltage-gated entry may serve to couple electrical 

activity to metabolic processes, thereby inducing long-term changes in synaptic 
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transmission or gene expression (Tsien et aL, 1991). Several types of Ca '̂*' channels have 

been identified by electrophysiology, pharmacology and tissue specificity. The L-type 

("long lasting") Ca '̂*' channels are defined as high-voltage activated channels, which are 

sensitive to 1,4-dihydropyridine. The "high-voltage activated" means that the channels 

are activated at a positive voltage (more positive than -20 mV) as compared with the 

"low-voltage activated" channels which are activated at negative potentials (more positive 

than -70 mV). The N-type ("neither L nor T') CaP* channels are also high-voltage 

activated channels; however, they are resistant to dihydropyridine and blocked by Q>-

conotoxin-GIVA, a sea-snail toxin. An additional high-voltage activated Ca^"*" channel, 

called the P-type, differs from the Ca^^ channels mentioned above in being resistant to 

dihydropyridine and CD-Conotoxin, and sensitive to fimnel-web spider toxin, co-Agar-IVA 

(Llinis et al., 1989; Tsien et al., 1991). The T-type ("transient") Ca2+ channels show low-

voltage activation and rapid inactivation, and in general, they are resistant to 

dihydropyridine and Cd^* and sensitive to 1^2+^ amiloride and octanol. Yet, another class 

of low-voltage activated Ca2+ channels (R-type) has been identified recently. The R-type 

Ca2+ channels are highly sensitive to Ni2+, and unlike T-type Ca?* channels, they are 

blocked by Cd '̂*' and not blocked by amiloride and octanol (Soong et al., 1993). 

Recently, molecular cloning approaches have provided more detailed insights into 

the classification of channels. It has been shown that cloned cDNAs encoding the 

skeletal muscle L-type Ca^**" channels are composed of five distinct subunits (al, a2, p, y, 

and 5) (Catterall, 1988; Tanabe et al., 1987) and the al subunit is structurally 

homologous to the a subunit of Na"*" channels (Noda et al., 1986b). Both the al subunit 

of Ca '̂*' channel and a subunit of Na*^ channel alone are sufficient to form functional 

channels. Utilizing low stringency hybridization with a probe generated from skeletal 

muscle, Snutch and colleagues isolated multiple isoforms of the al subunit of Ca '̂*' 
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channels from rat brain and designated the subtypes as class A (rbA), B (rbB), C (rbC), D 

(rbD) and E (rbE). (Snutch et aL, 1990; Stair et aL 1991; Dubel et aL, 1992; Snoong et 

al., 1993). Studies of expression pattern of these al subunit transcripts in conjunction 

with electiophysiology and toxin binding assays suggest that the rbA, rbB, rbC, rbD and 

rbE correlate with P, N, L, T and R-type of Ca^"*" channels respectively in rat brain 

(Snutch et al., 1990; Starr et aL 1991; Dubel et aL, 1992; Soong et al., 1993). 

In terms of diversity, the multiple subtypes of Na"*" and Ca2+ channels are greatly 

outnumbered by the subtypes of K"*" channels which are exceptionally diverse in many 

properties. Over 30 different K+ channel types have been characterized biophysically by 

their conductances, kinetic properties and sensitivities to voltage and/or intracellular 

messengers (Jan and Jan, 1990). Most cells express multiple classes of channels 

which possess different fimctions and pharmacological characteristics (Moczydlowski et 

al., 1988; Rudy, 1988). The wide range of K+ channel properties reflects the broad 

spectmm of functional roles that they play, such as stabilizing resting membrane 

potential, repolarizing the action potential and generating rhythmic &ing patterns and 

spontaneous bursting activities (Hille, 1992). Furthermore, K"*" channels are subject to 

short- and long-term modulation by neurotransmitters that can control synaptic efRcacy 

and hormone secretion (Levitan and Kaczmarek, 1991). 

Most voltage-gated channels are thought to consist of four identical subunits. 

Each subunit contains six transmembrane spanning domains (S1-S6) flanked by 

hydrophilic segments with both N and C terminals facing the cytoplasmic side. The H5 

segment (between SS and S6) is proposed to dip into the membrane and form part of pore 

region and contribute to the ion selectivity. S4, which contains basic residues at every 3rd 

or 4th position, has been proposed to fimction as a voltage sensor (review, Catterall, 

1988). 
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In contrast to the proposed membrane arrangement of the voltage-gated 

channels, the inward rectifier K"*" channels and ATP-regulated channels contain two 

transmembrane spanning domains (Ml and M2) and HS segments in between which 

extends from the extracellular surface into the membrane (Yoshihiro et al., 1993). 

K'*' channels can be divided fimctionally into at least four types; non-inactivating 

delayed rectifier K**" channels (KD), rapidly inactivating transient chaimels (KA)> 

inward rectifier K"*" channels (Kjr) and Ca2+-activated K+ channels (Kca) (Hille, 1992). 

Single chaimel cinrent recordings have revealed that each general type of K"** channels 

comprises several subtypes of channels that differ in channel conductance, voltage-

dependence, kinetics and pharmacological properties (Stuhmer et al., 1989). This raises 

an interesting question: what is the molecular basis of fimctional diversity among the 

subtypes of K"*" channels? 

Based on molecular cloning and sequencing, several mechanisms underlying the 

diversity have been proposed. The alternative splicing of a primary transcript (Kamb et 

al., 1988; Pongs et al., 1988; Schwarz et al., 1988) contributes to the diversity of 

functional properties of K"*" channels. In addition. Shaker family subunits for example 

form both homo- and heteromultimeric channels which may be another mechanism 

involved in the generation of diverse types of K+ currents (Beckh and Pongs, 1990). 

Finally, the great number of different genes encoding members of the K"*" channels 

(Butler et al., 1989; Freeh et al., 1989; Salkoff et al., 1992) should generate diversity, 

although it has been demonstrated that an extensive homology exists among Drosophila, 

amphibian and rodent K"*" chaimels at the level of nucleotide sequences and derived amino 

acid sequences (Baumann et al., 1988; Kamb et al., 1988; Pongs et al., 1988; Schwarz et 

al., 1988; Tempel et al., 1987). Nonetheless, it seems reasonable to propose that the small 
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regions that do show variation in amino acid sequences among related K**" channel genes 

could contribute to the functional diversi^ of voltage-gated K"*" channels. 

The molecular cloning of the voltage-gated Kt channels has been pursued 

successfully by a number of laboratories after first cloning of several Shaker cDNAs 

encoding for A-type K*** channels from Drosophila (Baumann et al., 1988; Pongs et al., 

1988, Schwarz et aL, 1988; Tempel et al., 1987). Using the Shaker clones, the members 

of other three voltage-gated K"*" channel subfamilies, Shab, Shaw and Shal were isolated 

from Drosophila by sequence homology (Butler et aL, 1989; Wei et al., 1990). The 

Drosophila clones were then used to isolate Xenopus, Apfysia, mouse, rat and human 

cDNA homologues based on the sequence similarities in the conserved core region of K*** 

channels using a reduced stringency for the screens (Beckh and Pongs, 1990; Drewe et 

al., 1992; Christie et al., 1989; Freeh et aL, 1989; Goldman-Wohl et aL, 1994; Luneau et 

al., 1991; McCormack et al., 1990; Pemey et al., 1992; Ribera, 1990; Robeids and 

Tamkun, 1991; Schroter et al., 1991; Stiihmer et al., 1988; Swanson et al., 1990; Tempel 

et al., 1988; Weiser et al., 1994; Yokoyama et al., 1989). ^thin each subfamily of 

voltage-gated K"*" channels, amino acid sequences show approximately 55-82 % identity 

across species, whereas 40 % identity is found among different subfamilies in a single 

species (Salkoff et al., 1992; Wei et al., 1990). The simplified K+ channel gene 

nomenclature for Shaker -, Shab-, Shaw- and 5/ia/-rclated subfamily is shown in Table 1. 

This table lists four subfamilies that represent vertebrate homologues of four K"*" channel 

genes in Drosophila {Shaker, Shab, Shaw and Shal) (Chandy, 1991). For example, the 

name for MBKl/RCK/RBK in this nomenclature is Kv 1.1; that means a K**" channel 

gene (K) which is voltage dependent (v), and is the first member of the Shaker-related 

subfamily 1 (1.1). 
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The Ca '̂̂ '-dependent channels (Kca) belong to another distinct fanoily of 

channels that depend on C2?* for activation. The large conductance sub^pe of the Kca 

channels ("6K" or "Maxi-K" channels) is found in nearly every type of vertebrate 

excitable cells (Hille, 1992). These "BK" channels arc voltage-dependent and highly 

sensitive to Ca^*** and external TEA. In addition to these BK channels, there are also small 

conductance (SK) channels vsadi little or none voltage-dqiendence, low Ca2'*'-sensitivity 

and resistance to TEA (Romey and Lazdunski, 1984; Pennefather et aL, 1985; Blatz and 

Maglyby, 1986,1987). The BK and SK channels also show the distinct toxin-binding 

properties. Charybdotoxin from a scorpion venom blocks BK channels (Miller et aL, 

1985) and apamin from honeybee venom blocks SK channels (Hugues et al., 1982). 

The a subunit of Kca channels (BK) ate thought to contain at least six 

hydrophobic transmembrane segments (SI to S6) in a pattern similar to Shaker-xtlaxsd 

voltage-gated channels; however, the Kca channels have been suggested to contain four 

additional hydrophobic segments (S7 to SIO) that are conserved among Kca channels 

(Atkinson et al., 1991; Butier et al., 1993). Studies of channel structure and function have 

revealed that the tail region of Kca channels (S9 to SIO) is involved in Ca2+ binding (Wei 

et al., 1994). Recendy, the ^ subunit of Kca chaimels has also been identified and shown 

to contribute the Ca^"*" sensitivî r when it is coexpressed with the a subimit (Knaus et al., 

1994a,b; McManus et al., 1995). 

The Drosophila Slo gene encodes the a subunit of Kca (BK) channels in both 

neurons and muscle cells (Atkinson et al., 1991; Adelman et al., 1992; EUdns et al., 

1986). Later, mSlo cDNA encoding a mammalian Kca channel was isolated from both 

mouse brain and skeletal muscle cDNA libraries using probes homologous to fly Slo 

(Butler et al., 1993). The deduced translation product of mSlo shows high amino acid 

sequence conservation with Drosophila Slo protein. Most recently, a rSlo encoding Kca 
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channels from rat brain has also been partially cloned (S1 to S6) and shows about 96% 

homology to mSlo at the level of nucleotide sequence (Mi and Schwaiz, unpublished). 

A 2. Developmental Regulation of Ion Channel Expression 

The expression of Na^, Ca '̂*' and K"*" channels during development has been the 

subject of many investigations. In 1989, Beckh and colleagues studied the expression of 

mRNA encoding three types of Na*** channels during rat brain development using RNA 

blot hybridization. The probes were generated from the divergent 3' untranslated regions 

of the brain Na*^ channel mRNAs to provide signal specificity. The results showed that 

the expression of Na*** channel genes is differentially regulated in developing rat brain. 

The mRNA levels for type n and type HI Na+ channels significandy increased between 

embryonic day 10 and birth and appeared to be coincident with the time of neurogenesis 

in the rat brain. Type n mRNA levels remained high in the adult, whereas the mRNA 

level for type in declined over the next two weeks to a low level in the adult Type I 

mRNA level was low until birth, then gradually increased during posmatal development 

(Beckh et al., 1989). These findings were further supported by immunoprecipitadon 

studies that revealed the expression of type I and type n proteins corresponded with the 

levels of mRNA (Gordon et al., 1987). 

Developmental changes have also been observed in the nervous system regarding 

Ca^^ channel expression. In 1987, Yaari and colleagues studied development of two 

types of Ca '̂*' channels in cultured mammalian hippocanopal neurons. Using whole-cell 

patch clamp techniques, they demonstrated that low-voltage activated, fully inactivating 

somatic Ca2+ currents appeared at early developmental stages, while high-voltage 

activated, slowly inactivating CsP-* cim^nts were only present at later stages, coinciding 

with the dendritic outgrowth (Yaari et al., 1987). These results were very similar to the 
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findings by McCobb and colleagues who studied developmental changes in Ca^"^ 

channels in chick limb motoneurons. Using whole-cell cunent recording, T, N and L type 

Ca^^ currents were distinguished on the basis of kinetics, voltage-dependence and 

pharmacological sensitivity. Their results showed that the T-type cinrent was dominant at 

early stages, and at later stages, the T-type current densi^r decreased and N and L Qrpe 

current densities increased (McCobb et al., 1989). 

A decline in the expression of a T-type current has also been observed in skeletal 

muscle during postnatal development (Beam and Knudson, 1988; Gonoi and Hasegawa, 

1988). It was suggested that the T current might have an in^Kntant function in the 

regulation of repetitive firing rates at early stages (Schwindt and Crill, 1984). The role of 

later appearance of L and N currents in neuronal differentiation is less clear. A 

developmental increase in the expression of N and L type Ca^*^ currents probably 

mediates enhanced neurotransmitter release (Atchison and O'Leary, 1987), but also may 

be related to neurite outgrowth (Yaari et al., 1987). 

Investigations using Northern blot analyses and in situ hybridization have 

provided evidence that K"*" channels also show different patterns in temporal and spatial 

expression during neuronal differentiation. Some subtypes of K"*" channel transcripts are 

expressed at all stages in rat brain, such as Kvl.3 (Swanson et al., 1990), Kvl.4 (Beckh 

and Pongs, 1990) and Kv2.1 (Drewe et al., 1992). In contrast, other types such as Kvl.5 

and Kvl.6 show a remarkable increase in rat brain m RNA during development (Drewe et 

al., 1992; Swanson et al., 1990). Kvl.l and Kvl.2 are predominantly expressed in the 

adult rat nervous system (Beakh and Pongs, 1990). Developmental up- and down-

regulation has been observed for Kv3. la mRNA, which is detected at rat embryonic 

dayl7, increased gradually until postnatal day 10, and then decreased at later stages 

(Pemey et al., 1992). 
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The timing of expression of one ^pe of ion channels may be closely related to 

that of another type of ion channels. In Drosophila flight muscle, Kca appears with the 

activation of a Cd?* conductance during development (Salkofif, 1985), and suggests that 

the activation of Kca channels requires the presence of Ca^^ channels. Also, in cerebellar 

Puikinje neurons, the timing of Kca channel expression coincides with the appearance of 

a low-threshold Ca?* conductance (Gruol et aL, 1992; Yool et aL, 1988). 

What are the molecular events that underlie developmental changes in ion channel 

expression? Developmental changes in current densi^ have been shown to be regulated 

at the transcriptional level (Spitzer and Lamborghini, 1976; Baccaglini and Spitzer, 1977; 

O'Dowd et aL, 1988) and at the post-translational level. These two types of regulation can 

be involved in changes in numbers of channels and/or single channel properties (Harris et 

al., 1988). Besides changes in the levels of channel transcripts, the transcriptional 

regulation is also involved in a switch in the subunit composition such as nicotinic 

ace^lcholine receptors (AChR). During postnatal development of bovine neuromuscular 

junction, the AChR y subunit is replaced with the e subunit, and gives rise to a decrease in 

mean open time and an increase in single channel conductance of the AChR (Mishina et 

al., 1986). In other cases, there is evidence for post-translational changes in properties of 

functional channels such as protein phosphorylation. Phosphorylation has been shown to 

modulate the activity of ion channels in a variety of ways. For example, the activation 

rate of delayed rectifier K"*" channels in murine B cells is increased by stimulating protein 

kinase A (Choquet et al., 1987). In contrast, phosphorylation in squid axon causes a 

decrease in the rate of activation of delayed rectifier K"*" currents (Augustine and 

Bezanilla, 1990). Phosphorylation has been found to change the open probability of some 

ion channels. The cAMP-dependent protein kinase increases the open probability of Kca 

channels in inside-out patches from the garden snail Helix (review, Levitan, 1985,1988). 

An increase in open probabiliQ^ by c AMP-dependent protein kinase is also observed in 
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the L type Ca '̂*' channels from skeletal muscle (review, Levitan, 1988). Other post-

translational modifications of ion channels include the fomaation of disulfiHa bonds, 

proteolytic cleavage or glycosylation (Green and Millar, 1995). 

A 3. Factors That Influoice Temporal and Spatial Expression of Ion Channels 

Although many studies have focused on describing patterns of temporal 

expression and tissue distribution of ion channels, the nature of the mechanisms 

controlling the developmental expression and subcellular localization of ion channels 

remains less well characterized than patterns of ten^)oral expression. Expression of some 

types of channels is influenced by electrical activity, which can be mediated by unrelated 

channel types (Linsdell and Moody, 1995). For example, during development of 

embryonic skeletal muscle, the normal developmental increase in density of the 

K"*" current was inhibited by the Na"*" channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX), suggesting that 

electrical activity stimulates the expression of K"*" channels. This finding was further 

supported by the fact that the normal pattern of expression of K"*" channels can be altered 

by manipulating the Na+ channel expression. Early overexpression of exogenous 

functional Na*^ channels by injection of RNA encoding type II Na"*" a and P subunits into 

fertilized eggs significantly accelerated expression of delayed rectifier K+ and inward 

rectifier K+ channels in embryonic myocytes, as measured by whole-cell patch clamp 

techniques (Linsdell and Moody, 1994). This effect was abolished by TTX treatment, 

indicating that the upregulation of K"*" channel expression was directly caused by the 

overexpression of Na+ chaimels and required their electrical activity (Linsdell and 

Moody, 1994). One mechanism by which of electrical activity could regulate channel 

expression has been proposed to be mediated by transcription factors that are activated by 

Ca2+ entry through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (Pilz et al., 1995). The current densities 

of delayed rectifier and inward rectifier K"*" as well as Na"*" channels were significantiy 
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reduced in the cultured Xe/iopu; skeletal muscle cells treated with a Ca?-* channel blocker 

nifidipine (linsdell and Moody, 1995), further supporting the idea that Cs?* entry could 

influence the expression of ion channels. 

The regulatory role of Ca '̂*' on channel activi^ also is supported by studies with 

cultured an:q)hibian spinal neurons, which have been shown to exhibit spontaneous 

elevations of internal Ca^^ during early stages of development (Holliday and Spitzer, 

1990). A subsequent increase in the rate of activation of the delayed rectifier channels 

was found to require the presence of external Ca '̂*' during a critical period of 

development during which spontaneous Ca '̂*' influx occurred. The stimulatory effect 

could be reproduced in the absence of external Ca.^* by application of phorbol ester at a 

dose that stimulates protein kinase C. This suggested that calcium influx and the 

consequent activation of protein kinase C may mediate the maturation of kinetic 

properties of the delayed rectifier K+ cinrents in Xenopus neurons (Desarmenien and 

Spitzer, 1990). 

Regiilation of the expression of the skeletal muscle nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (AChR) by nerve-evoked muscle activity has been well demonstrated. AChR 

mRNA was expressed at high level throughout development, but expression decreased as 

the muscle was innervated and AChR was largely restricted to and stabilized at the 

synaptic site (Merlie and Sanes, 1985; Fontaine et aL, 1988; Caroni et al., 1993). 

Denervation elicited upregulation of AChR gene expression in extrasynaptic areas 

(Goldman and Staple, 1989; Fontaine and Changeux, 1989). This increase in AChR 

mRNA was prevented by direct stimulation of denervated muscle, indicating that loss of 

electrical activity rather than loss of nerve-derived trophic factors was largely responsible 

for the increase in AChR expression after denervation (Goldman et al., 1988). Nuclear 

Run-on assay and transgenic mice studies have shown that electrical activity regulated 

AChR gene expression by a transcriptional mechanism that involved a cis-acting DNA 
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element (Tsay and Schmidt, 1989; Dutton, et al., 1993). However, the activity-dependent 

stabilization of AChR at the syn^tic site required Ca?* entry through dihydropyridine-

sensitive Ca '̂'' channels that were activated by high-firequency synaptic stimulation 

(Caroni et al., 1993). 

K'̂ '-induced membrane depolarization and N-mediyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 

treatment have been shown to regulate gene expression in cerebellar granule cells 

(Bessho et aL, 1994; Harris et aL, 1995; Resink et aL, 1995). Northern analysis indicated 

that the high KQ and NMDA treatments specifically upregulated NMDAR2A subunit 

mRNA during development of cultured granule cells through an increase in resting 

intracellular Ca '̂*' concentration (Bessho et al., 1994; Resink et al., 1995). The same 

treatments also signiflcantiy increased the transcription rates of al and a 5 gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GAB A) receptor subunits in granule cells (Elarris et al., 1995). 

Environmental cues such as neurotrophic factors and growth factors play 

important roles in regulating ion channel expression. In neonatal rat sympathetic neurons, 

the expression of a rapidly inactivating A-current and a slowly inactivating A-current 

have been shown to require the presence of a secreted factor called ciliary neurotrophic 

factor which is derived fiom non-neuronal cells in culture (McFarlane and C^per, 1993). 

Nerve growth factor (NGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) have been reported to 

induce an expression of two types of sodium channels in PC12 cells; upregulation of the 

typell and peripheral neuronal type (PNl) of Na"*" channels at both the transcriptional and 

protein levels was detected by Northern blot analysis and whole-cell voltage clamp 

recordings (D'Arcangelo et al., 1993). The regulation of these two different sodium 

channel types by NGF and FGF was found to be mediated through distinct signal 

transduction pathways. Induction of the type n Na^ channel followed activation of cyclic 

AMP-dependent protein kinase (A-kinase) with dibutyrl cAMP, whereas expression of 

the PNl Na"*" channel was induced through an A-kinase-independent signal transduction 
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pathway. Evidence for the involvement of separate pathways was obtained with a PC12 

cell line that was deficient in A-kinase (A126-1B2), and in a cell line with A-kinase 

constitutively inhibited by an inhibitory peptide (PKI-4). The level of type n Na+ channel 

mRNA did not increase in either cell line after treatment with NGF or FGF. In contrast, 

the level of PNl Na"*" channel mRNA was elevated in both cell lines after the same 

treatment (D'Arcangelo et aL, 1993; Toledo-Aral et aL, 1995). 

The induction of Na^ channel gene expression during neural differentiation in an 

ascidian system has been well smdied by Mandel and colleagues. They found that cell 

interactions prior to neurulation were required for expression of a neural specific Na**" 

channel gene TuNalva the ascidian Halocynthia roretzi. Only after contact with an a4-l 

blastomereC'neural-inducing region") in culture, are the Tu Na I gene expression and Na"*" 

currents consistently induced in an aA-l blastomere which gives rise to most of the neural 

cells in the ascidian nervous system (Conklin, 1905; Nishida, 1987). TuNal transcripts 

were not detected in the cleavage-arrested embryos that resulted from specific ablation of 

the a4-l blastomeres from an 8-ceU stage embiyo (Okamura et al., 1994). The molecular 

mechanism requires direct cell-cell contact; induction did not occur when the isolated a4-

1 and a4-2 blastomeres were co-cultured without direct contact (Okado and Takahashi, 

1990a,b). The Na+ channel expression induced by cell contact was mimicked by 

application of protease and suggests that proteolytic enzymes may mediate activation by 

altering a cell-surface protein, which then initiates a cascade leading to altered gene 

expression (Okamura et al., 1994). 

DNA elements and their transcriptional factors have been linked to the spatial and 

temporal patterns of expression of ion channels in the nervous system (Mandel et al., 

1992). Some type of DNA elements that specify neural-specific expression have recendy 

been identified for the type n Na+ channel gene by Mandel and colleagues. They fused 

the 5' flanking region of neural-specific type n Na+ channel gene (regulatory element) to 
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a reporter gene CAT (coloramphenicol acetyltransferase), and transfected the construa 

into several mammalian cell lines: PC12 (a neuronal-like cell line), L6 (a skeletal muscle 

cell line) and 3T3 (a fibroblast cell line). They found reporter gene activiQr, used as an 

indicator of transcription directed by type n Na"*" channel regulatory elements, was high 

in the PC12 cell line, but low in the 3T3 and L6 cell lines. The transfected L6 cells 

continued to express the skeletal muscle Na'*' channel gene (SkM2 Na"**), suggesting the 

involvement of a different promoter. These date suggested hierarchical levels of 

regulation of Na"'" channel expression. The first level may be a genetic " yes or no" 

decision that determines the expression of any Na*^ channel genes in excitable (PC12 and 

L6) versus inexcitable (3T3) cells. The second level of regulation could determine the 

expression of the specific subtypes of Na+ channels (eg. type n versus SkM2) within 

different cells (Mandel, 1992). 

A 4. Impact of Ion Channel Expression on the Neuronal Differentiation 

How does the regulated expression of ion channels relate to changes in the 

functional capacities of cells during neuronal differentiation? One obvious effect of 

differentially regulated expression of the voltage-gated ion channels is on the shape of the 

action potential, and the firing patterns evoked by stimulation. This link between ion 

channel expression and action potential shape has been studied extensively in primary 

spinal neurons of Xenopus laevis by Spitzer and colleagues. The maturation of 

excitability was characterized by a change in duration and ionic dependence, progressing 

from a long Ca2+-dependent action potential to a brief Na+-dependent action potential 

during the first day of development in culture. Studies of whole-cell and single channel 

currents that underlie the action potentials reveal that changes in abundance and single 

channel properties of different currents are involved in this process. In amphibian spinal 

neurons, the delayed rectifier K+ current increased 3-fold and the Ca2+-dependent K+ 
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cunent increased 2-fold in peak cunent density during the first day in vitro. This increase 

in magnitude of K"*" currents accounts for the more rapid repolarization and decreased 

duration of the Ca '̂''-dependent action potential, and thus the reduced amount of Ca '̂*' 

influx in the mature state (Barish et al., 1986; Lockery and Spitzer, 1992; ODowd et al.. 

1988; Ribera and Spitzer, 1989). During the second day in culture, the appearance of a 

voltage-dependent current contributed to a further shortening of the duration of 

the action potential (Ribera and Nguyen, 1993). Similarly, in hindlimb motoneurons 

ftom embryonic chick, an increase in delayed rectifier, A-type K*** and Na^ currents 

accounts for the development of an action potential that is shorter in duration and higher 

in amplitude (McCobb et al., 1990). In some cases, the later acquisition of specific 

currents is involved in the subsequent gains of cell-specific function. For instance, in 

chick cochlea, the expression of Ca '̂''-dependent channels permits the characteristic 

high-fi:equency firing of the adult hair cells (Fuchs and Sokolowski, 1990). 

Several lines of evidence suggest a link between electrical activity and 

morphological differentiation of neurons. Spontaneous Ca '̂*'-dependent action potentials, 

present before neurites outgrowth begins, cause transient elevations in intracellular 

calcium, which appear to be required for subsequent neuronal differentiation (HoUiday 

and Spitzer, 1990; Gu et al., 1994). Overexpression of delayed rectifier K"*" channel 

transcripts in Xenopus embryos prematurely shortened the duration of the action potential 

and suppressed neuronal differentiation in vitro. Overexpression of K'*' channels could 

lead to a decrease in the number of morphologically differentiated neurons by promoting 

neuronal cell death or by inhibiting neurite initiation as a result of a reduced Ca2+ influx 

(Jones and Ribera, 1994). 

Intracellular calcium levels have been shown to influence the extent of process 

outgrowth (Cohan et al., 1987; Cohan, 1992; Davenport and Kater, 1992; Mattson and 

Kater, 1987). Evidence suggests that the expression of K"*" channels in growth cones may 
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regulate growth cone motility as an indirect result of regulation of voltage-dependent 

Ca '̂*' influx. Since the magnitude of Ca '̂*' entry during depolarization dq)ends upon die 

duration of the action potential, and the duration is limited by voltage-gated or Ca '̂*'-

dependent K**" channel activity, then levels of K"*" channel currents could conceivably 

influence growth cone motility and neuronal di£ferentiation (Ribera and Spitzer, 1992). 

B. Developmental Expression of K-*- and Ca^  ̂Channels in Rat 

Cerebellar Purkinje Neurons 

B 1. Morphological Maturation of Rat Purkinje Cells in vivo and in vitro 

The use of rat cerebellar Purkinje cells as a ooodel to smdy development has 

several advantages. The anatomical and physiological development of the cerebellum in 

vivo has been described previously (Altman, 1972; Woodward et al., 1969a.b). The 

cerebellum is comparatively immature at birth in the rodent and develops rapidly during 

posmatal life. It arises as a bilateral thickening in the neural tube called "cerebellar 

plates" that fuse along the dorsal midline. The cerebellar cortical cells originate from two 

separate germinal zones. Purkinje, Golgi and some glial cells emerge from the inner 

surface of the cerebellar plates. Other types of neurons: granule, basket and stellate cells, 

and some glial cells are derived from the outer surface of the cerebellar plates (Altman, 

1972). The mature cerebellar cortex consists of three distinct layers. The outer molecular 

layer is composed of the axons of granule cells, known as parallel fibers, and stellate and 

basket cells. The middle Purkinje cell layer contains the single layer of large Purkinje cell 

bodies. Their extensive dendritic trees extend up into the molecular layer to make 

synaptic contacts with parallel fibers as well as climbing fibers. Purkinje cells send their 

inhibitory outputs through axons into the deep cerebellar nuclei. The inner granular cell 
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layer consists of a vast nomber of small cell bodies of granule cells. The dendrites of 

granule cells form the complex synaptic contacts with the excitatory input, mossy fibers 

(Altman, 1972; Woodward et aL, 1969a,b). 

Three general phases of differentiation of rat Purkinje neurons have been 

recognized in vivo . In the rat embryo, Purkinje neurons originate at embryonic day 14 to 

17. Until birth of the rat, Purkinje neurons arc small and round and constitute a 

multilayered band in the cerebellar plates (Uzman, 1960). During the first posmatal week, 

they form a discrete monolayer between the granide layer and the molecular layer. In this 

phase, Purkinje cells become multipolar and grow numerous somatic processes contacted 

by climbing fibers (Miale and Sidman, 1961). In the last phase, during the second and 

third posmatal weeks, the mature cerebellar Purkinje cells are marked by elaborate 

dendritic arbors and undergo extensive synaptogenesis with parallel fibers and inhibitory 

intemeurons (basket, Golgi and stellate cells). A dramatic increase in the number of 

synaptic junctions occurs in the rat cerebellar molecular layer during the third and fourth 

posmatal weeks (Hemdon and Oster-Granite, 197S). The impact of granule neurons on 

the differentiation of Purkinje cells has been suggested by the observation that a 

neurologic mutant mouse in which granule cells fail to make synaptic connections with 

Purkinje neurons shows abnormalities of Pin'kinje cell dendritic spines (Bradley and 

Berry, 1976). 

The large inhibitory Purkinje cells can be easily distinguished from other 

cerebellar cell types (granule, Golgi, stellate, basket and glial cells) by their 

morphological and immunochemical features in vivo. Purkinje neurons are characterized 

by dendritic arborization with primary, secondary, tertiary and terminal branches 

embedded with dendritic spines. The identification of Purkinje cells can be confirmed by 

immunochemical staining techniques with antibodies to cell specific markers such as 
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cGMP-dependent protein kinase (Lohmann et aL, 1981), calbindin 28K (Jande et ah, 

1981), PEP-19 (Ziai et aL, 1988) as well as L7 (Oberdick et aL, 1988). 

Pinkinje cells undergo final mitosis around embryonic day 16 and start 

subsequent development after birth around postnatal day 3 (Altman, 1972). A natural 

delay between final mitosis and subsequent differentiation provides a useful tinw window 

to establish cell cultures at embryonic day 20. In culture, cells can be accessed diroughout 

the entire postnatal period of development The morphological and synaptic development 

of Purkinje neurons in cultures resembles the profiles of Purkinje neurons in histological 

sections prepared fiom rat cerebeUa in vivo, although the dendritic arborization is 

reduced in extent and order with respect to the pattems in vivo (Altman, 1972; Crepel et 

al., 1981; Meller and Glees, 1969; Woodward et al., 1969a,b). The developmental time 

course of Purkinje cells in culture has been shown to follow the sequence described in 

vivo but lags behind by 2-3 days (Gruol and Franklin, 1987). This shift may reflect the 

time required for cells to attach to the culture plates. As is the case in vivo (Altman, 

1972; Inouye and Murakami, 1980), morphological development is asynchronous, and 

different morphologies of Purkinje cells can often be observed in the same dish (Gruol 

and Franklin, 1987). 

Five stages of morphological development of Purkinje neurons in culture (days in 

vitro) have been described by Gruol and Franklin (1987): 

1.0-3 davs in vitro: Purkinje cells are small and round; fine perisomatic processes are 

starting to emerge fi-om the somatic region. 

2.4-7 davs in vitro: The Purkinje cell body is rounded or elongated with many thin, 

branching processes; large outgrowing dendrites are starting to emerge fix)m the somatic 

region. 
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3. 8-12 days in vitro: The cell body shape is elongated, triangular or stellate. Large 

dendrites are present with primary and secondary branches; syn^tic sites (dendritic 

spines) are present on the dendrites. 

4.13-20 days in vitro: The soma is large and rounded or pear-shaped; the dendridc tree is 

developed. 

5. 21 days in vitro and olden The soma is large and rounded or pear-shaped; the dendritic 

tree is well developed with large branches heavily invested with dendritic spines. 

B 2. Development of Electrical Properties of Rat Purkinje Cells in vivo and in vitro 

In parallel with the morphological maturation, electrophysiological properties of 

Purkinje cells change during development Extracellular recordings of action potentials 

firom Purkinje ceils were made in intact rats at different posmatal stages to characterize 

electrophysiological properties of Purkinje neurons in vivo (Lathan and Paul, 1971; 

Llinis, 1981; Woodward et al., 1969a,b). Spontaneous action potentials were observed as 

early as several hours after birth with regular sustained activiQr beginning at 1-2 days. 

Between posmatal 10 to 15 days there was an increase in spontaneous firing rates, a 

decrease in spike duration, and a shift from regular to irregular discharge patterns. The 

spontaneous activity was characterized by two types of spike events: simple and complex 

spikes. Simple spikes are short-duration, biphasic action potentials of uniform amplitude 

and duration; complex spikes are multiphasic events characterized by bursts of 2-5 action 

potentials of decreasing amplimde and increasing duration, followed by a period of 

inhibition. 

Extracellular recordings of Purkinje neurons in culture demonstrated some 

similarities between spike events and firing patterns in vitro to those seen in vivo (Gruol 

and ftanklin, 1987). At an early stage (4 days in vitro), only 20 % Purkinje cells 

exhibited spontaneous activity. The predominant form of activity was a slow (^IHz), an 
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inegular pattern of simple spikes. The majority of Ptnkinje cells were "silent;" however, 

they were responsive to iontophoretically implied glutamate or Y-aminobuQrric acid 

(GABA) (Gruol and Franklin, 1987; Schilling et aL, 1991), indicating die presence of 

postsynaptic receptors, but the lack of either presynaptic structutes or activity in 

presynaptic neurons. In cultures at 7-9 days, all Purkinje cells studied were 

spontaneously active with the predominant firing pattem being regular simple spikes. In 

13-20 day old cultures, simple and complex spikes were observed, as well as doublet 

spikes which were characterized as bursts of two action potentials of similar amplitude 

and duration. The simple or complex spikes were the most firequentiy observed modes. 

The mature Purkinje cells (21 days in vitro and older) exhibited the same three types of 

spike events as described in 13-20 day cultures. The most common firing mode was a 

regular simple spike pattern. 

Intracellular recording was used to examine the membrane properties of Purkinje 

cells responsible for the activity observed extracellularly (Gruol and Franklin, 1987; 

Gruol et al., 1992; Yool et al., 1988; Yool and Gruol unpublished data). Purkinje cells 

developing in vitro exhibited an increase in firing rate and increased complexity in the 

patterns of activity. In immature Purkinje cells (5-7 days in vitro), the firing pattem 

elicited by intracellular injection of depolarizing current pulses consisted of one to two 

single spikes followed by progressively decaying oscillation of membrane potential. This 

immature pattem evolved into a mature firing pattem that was characterized by a 

complex spikes (two to three action potentials) at the onset, followed by repetitive simple 

spikes riding on a slow depolarization. The transition of the firing patterns appeared to 

correlate with the timing of dendritic outgrowth and synaptic development. The rate of 

pacemaker-like pattem of spikes at the mature stage was voltage-dependent, and 

increased with greater depolarizations (Yool and Gruol, unpublished). 
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B 3. Appearance of Kca Conductance during Maturation of Puridnje Cells 

In vivo, these simple or complex firing patterns are generated both by an 

endogenous, voltage-sensitive mechanism and by synaptic input. The effect of ion 

channel blockers on the endogenous activity of Puddnje cells was tested by Gruol and 

colleagues to identify the ionic mechanisms required for electrical activity (Gruol and 

Franklin, 1987). These studies indicated that several types of ion channels are required 

for the firing activity, including Na"*", Ca?* and K+ channels. The results showed that 

blocking Na+ channels with TTX (l^M) and Ca2+ channels with Mg^+ (lOmM) 

completely abolished the spontaneous action potentials; whereas blocking Ca '̂*'-

dependent K"*" channels with TEA at ImM or A-type K+ with 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) at 

0.5 mM, significandy altered shape of spike and pattem of activity. Puridnje neurons 

undergo changes in membrane excitability from immature to mature patterns. This 

transition may involve either modifications of existing ionic conductances or the 

additional expression of new ionic components. 

The evidence for the new appearance of Kca channels in the mature stages is 

further supported by single channel studies (Yool et al., 1988). Puridnje cells possess at 

least three classes of K"*" selective conductances in physiological saline conditions that are 

identified as: delayed rectifier channels (KDI 27 pS); apamin sensitive channels 

(44 pS); and Ca2+-dependent channels (Kca. 100 pS). The first two types of 

conductances were observed in Puridnje neurons at all stages. The Kca conductance first 

appeared at day 8-9 in culture, correlating with the initial dendritic outgrowth, and the 

relative abimdance of Kca channels appeared to increase thereafter with time in cultures 

(Yoolet al., 1988). 

These three types of K"*" channels were distinguished not only by their 

conductances, but also by their different sensitivities to TEA. The delayed rectifier K+ 

current (27 pS) was insensitive to TEA below 10 mM; and the apamin-sensitive K+ 
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cunent (44 pS) was blocked by TEA at higher than 4 mM; and the Kca (100 pS) cunent 

was completely blocked by TEA at ImM and half-blocked by 0.5 mM TEA (Yool et aL, 

1988). 

Cuxrent-clamp recordings of activiQr patterns of Purkinje cells corroborated the 

single channel results. The acquisition of TEA-sensitive firing pattern coincided with the 

time of appearance of Kca channels. The shape of spikes and types of firing patterns in 

immature cells (4-7 days in vitro) were insensitive to TEA up to lOmM, correlating with 

the single channel recordings that showed the presence of KD but not Kca channels at 

early stages. In immature cells, increasing the intracellular concentration did not 

induce any sensitivity to external TEA up to 10 mM (Yool and Gruol unpublished data). 

Therefore, the possibility that Kca channels were present but inactive due to the lack of 

internal Ca?* could be excluded. In contrast, the activity patterns at intermediate and 

mature stages (8 days and older) were sensitive to TEA at 0.5mM (Yool and Gruol 

unpublished data). The results suggested that the Kca conductance appeared at later 

stages of development and contributed to spontaneous activity of Purkinje neurons. 

B 4. Contribution of Csfi* Influx to the Mature Activity Pattern of Purkinje Cells 

The Ca2+ dependence of Kca channels raises a particularly interesting question: 

Dose the appearance of Kca channels correlate with the expression of Ca2+ channels 

during the maturation of Puiidnje cells? The studies done by Gruol and colleagues 

showed that high-threshold Ca '̂*' channels sensitive to cadmium were present throughout 

all developmental stages, whereas low-threshold Ca '̂*' channels sensitive to magnesium 

but not to Cd2+ were first expressed in Purkinje cells during the time of dendritic 

outgrowth, coinciding generally with the appearance of Kca channels (Gruol et al., 1992). 

Ca2+ conductances modulate the mature firing pattern not only by activating Kca 
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channels, but also by slowly depolarizing the membrane potential, and thereby, 

participating the generation of the mature firing spikes (Gruol et al., 1992). The 

contribution of Ca?* influx to the mature firing pattern of Purldnje cells was 

demonstrated in current clamp recordings (Yool and Gruol unpublished data). In these 

experiments, the intracellular concentration of Ca^^ was manipulated by buffering Ca '̂*' 

at different concentration with EGTA in the pipet saline. Pi^t solution containing 

0.1^ Ca '̂*' served as a control Increasing internal Ca '̂*' to 0.5MM or 1^ had no effect 

on the firing pattern of immature Purldnje neurons. Increasing Ca?* concentration to 0.5 

)xM in mature cells resulted in the faster repetitive firing when compared with control (0.1 

|iM Ca2+). In contrast, decreasing the intracellular Ca2+ concentration to O.OS^iM and 

removing external Ca '̂*' caused the mature cells to generate only the immature firing 

pattern (Yool and Gruol, unpublished). Similar results can be found when both Kca and 

Ca2+ currents were simultaneously blocked by TEA (ImM) and Mg2+ (5 mM) (Yool and 

Gruol, unpublished). These data support the idea that the activation of Kca channels in 

combination with an increase in Ca^"** conductance plays an essential role in producing 

the mature firing pattern of Puddnje cells. 

C. Signiflcance of Studies 

These studies focus on the developmental regulation of ion channel expression, 

and may have significance to furthering our understanding of ionic mechanisms involved 

in development of function and morphology in mammalian central nervous system. 

Clearly, ion channel expression must be genetically activated within a period after 

commitment to ceU fate, but before the electrical responsiveness is required. It is 

reasonable to speculate that a failure of the correct temporal and spatial expression of ion 
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channels would impair the normal membrane excitabiliQr of cells. In fact, the chronic 

blockade of Na**" channels with TTX in cultured Puridnje cells significandy altered the 

dendritic growth patterns, and resulted in the loss of many small structures that may 

represent dendritic spines (Schilling et al., 1991). 

Many human diseases result from defects in ion channels. Cystic fibrosis involves 

a defect in cAMP-activated chloride channels in epithelia (Rosenfeld et aL, 1992). 

Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis is a disorder Qrpified by an episodic weakness of muscle, 

and may be caused by a potassiimi-induced failure of sodium channel inactivation 

(Cannon et al., 1991). The Lambert-Eaton myasthenia syndrome is an autoimmune 

disease charact^ized by reduced quantal release of acetylcholine firom the motor nerve 

terminal (Vincent et al., 1989). In this case, the immime targeting of presynaptic voltage-

gated Ca2+ chaimels reduces the Ca?* influx. 

These examples serve as a precedent to suggest that some developmental 

neuropathologies also could result firom failure or dysfunction in the developmental 

expression of ion channels. Our studies may have significance not only in understanding 

a developmental model, but also in demonstrating the underlying ionic mechanisms 

responsible for normal or abnormal function and organization in the central nervous 

system. 
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Table 1. A simplified nomenclature for a family of vertebrate voltage-gated K"*" channel 

genes, reproduced from Chandy, 1991. 

Property Xenopus Mouse Rat Human 

Shaker-TtAsAeA subfamily 1: 
Kvl.l 

Kvl.2 XSha2 

Kvl.3 

Kvl.4 

Kvl.5 

Kvl.6 

K01.7* 

5^^related subfamily 2: 
Kv2.1 

SAaif-related subfamily 3: 
Kv3.1 

Kv3.2 

K03.3* 

Kv3.4 

5Aa/-related subfamily 4: 
Kv4.1 
Kv4.2 

MBKl 
MKl 
MK2 

NOG 

MK6 
MK4 

Mshab 

NGK2 
Mshaw22 
Mshawl2 

Kv3.3 
Mshawl9 
Kv3.4 

Mshall 

RCKl 
RBKl 
RBK2 
RCK5 
NGKl 
RCK3 
RGKS 
Kv3 
RCK4 
RHKl 

Kvl 

Kv2 
RCK2 
RK6 

DRKl 

Kv4 

RKShniA 
Rshawl2 

Raw3 

HKl 

HK4 

HPCN3 

HK2 
HPCN2 
HKl 
HPCNl 
HK2 
HBK2 

HaK6 

RK5 

* K01.7 and K03.3 indicate that a voltage-dependence for these channels is unknown, 
ated from K. G. Chandy. 1991. Simplified gene nomenclature. Nature 352:26 
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OBJECTIVES 

The hypothesis of my study is that calcium-dependent potassium channels (Kca) 

and calcium channels are developmentally regulated at the transcriptional level during the 

maturation of the rat cerebellum in vivo and in vitro-, and the levels of transcripts for Kca 

and channels are influenced by membrane depolarization and Ca^"** entry. 

The goals of this work were to use molecular and electrophysiological approaches 

to smdy the developmental regulation of K'*' and Ca '̂*' channel expression at the 

transcriptional and protein levels, and to determine the factors that may influence channel 

expression. The specific aims of this study are as follows: 

Aim 1: Analyze the expression of Kca channels at the transcriptional level during 

development of rat cerebellum in vivo by Northern blot analysis and expression in 

Xenopus oocytes, using mRNA isolated from posmatal rat cerebella. 

Aim 2: Analyze developmental changes in the abundance of Kca KD channels in 

cultured Purkinje cells using single channel recording, and assess the effects of chronic 

Kca blockade by 1 mM TEA on channel abundance. 

Aim 3: Analyze the developmental changes in electrical properties of cultured Purkinje 

cells using current-clamp recording, and characterize the consequences of chronic 

treatment with TEA on the cellular firing patterns. 

Aim 4: Analyze the developmental expression of Kca aiid Ca^"*" channel transcripts in rat 

cerebellum in vitro by semi-quantitative Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (RT-PCR), and use 1 mM TEA, high extracellular KQ (10 mM) and low 

extracellular Cd?-* (0.1 mM) treatments as a method for manipulating transmembrane 

signaling to study the modulation of Kca and (^2+ expression by depolarization and Ca2+ 

entry. 
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CHAPTER n. DEVELOPMENTALLY REGULATED 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVITY OF K+ CHANNELS IN VIVO 

A. Introduction 

Dining a period equivalent to postnatal development of the rat cerebellum, 

Purkinje neurons in culture grow from simple immature cells to large mature neurons 

with extensive dendritic arbors (Gruol and Fnmklin, 1987; Baptista et aL, 1994). The 

mature Purkinje neurons gain a pacemaker-like activity and complex spikes that are not 

seen at earlier stages (Yool and Gruol, 1987). This transition in excitability is 

accompanied by increases in Ca?* and Kca conductances (Yool et al., 1988; Gruol et al., 

1992). The large conductance Kca channel of Purkinje neurons is present in soma and 

dendrites (Gruol et al., 1991) and has properties of the BK channel (Pallotta et al, 1981; 

Blatz and Magleby, 1987) including dependence on internal Ca '̂*', sensitiviQr to external 

TEA (0.5-1 mM), and a high conductance (-100 pS in physiological K+, and ~200 pS 

with high external K+) (Gruol et al., 1991). Other K+ channels in Purkinje neurons are 

comparatively insensitive to TEA; the delayed rectifier channels are not blocked with 10 

mM external TEA (Yool et al., 1988). 

Prior single channel smdies showed the developmental activation of Kca channel 

activity in cultured Purkinje neurons (Yool et al., 1988) but could not distinguish among 

transcriptional, translational and post-translational mechanisms. Several different 

mechanisms could explain the development appearance of Kca. 

1). Kca may be present but "silent" in the early stage, and activated when Ca2+ influx is 

permitted during maturation of Purkinje neurons at the later stages. 
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2). The appearance of Kca channels may be regulated at transcripdonal level The 

mRNAs encoding Kca channels are transcribed only at the later stages. 

3). The appearance of Kca channels may be regulated at transladonal or post-translational 

levels. The Kca transcripts may be present throughout all stages, but translation of Kca 

channel proteins is delayed. 

The first possibility that the channels are present but inactive seemed unlikely 

given the observation that TEA had no effects on the firing pattem in the immature cells 

when the intracellular Ca '̂*' was increased, suggesting that the absence of Kca activity at 

the early stage was not due to the lack of intracellular Ca '̂*' capable of activating Kca 

channels. The second and third possibilities were addressed by comparing the timing of 

appearance of transcriptional activity and functional expression of Kca channels. 

I used a combination of molecular biology and electrophysiology techniques to 

analyze the developmental expression of channels at the transcriptional level. The 

mRNA levels for K+ channels in vivo were assessed by expression in Xenopus oocytes 

and Northern blot analysis using polyA-enriched RNA isolated from postnatal rat 

cerebellum at different ages. The expression of rat cerebellum polyA-RNA in Xenopus 

oocyte (Dascal, 1987) serves a fimctional assay to investigate the transcriptional activity 

of K+ channels in vivo. The endogenous currents expressed by oocytes have been well 

characterized previously (Dascal, 1987). A predominant oocyte current, the Ca^"*"-

dependent Q" current (average 30-l(X)nA) is activated in the presence of external Ca2+, 

but it can be separated with exogenously expressed Kca current, because the Kca current 

can be blocked by ImM TEA, but the Q* current is insensitive. A small amount of 

delayed rectifier K"*" current (average 30-40 nA) is also present in the uninjected oocytes. 

An endogenous voltage-gated Ca2+ channel is also present in oocyte. Although difficult 

to detect in recordings (whole cell current <lnA), it allows sufficient C^2+ influx to 
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activate the Gi '̂*'-dependent currents, and thus was essential for evoking the Kca current 

in this study. 

For Northern blot analysis, the Kca probes were chosen ficom sequences 

that are conserved within each gene family. Delayed rectifier channels show extensive 

homology in the core region transmembrane domains (S1 to S6). The fly slo, mslo and 

rslo channels cloned from Drosophila, mouse and rat have four additional hydrophobic 

segments (S7 to SIO) that are conserved among Kca channels (Atkinson et aL, 1991; 

Adelman et aL, 1992; Butler et aL, 1993; Mi and Schwarz unpublished data). These 

sequence differences were exploited to analyze the levels of transcripts with homology to 

cloned Kca and KD channels. The probe used for honmlogy screening of Kca-icl^ted 

sequence was derived from S9 to SIO plus the CXX)H-terminal region which is specific to 

the Kca channel and shows greater than 96 % homology in nucleotide sequence between 

mouse and rat The piobe for the family of KD channels was generated from the delayed 

rectifier Kv4 (in the Shaw subfamily) fit>m the S1 to S6 regions plus termini which are 

generally conserved among the broad group of delayed rectifier K"*" channels. 

Both assays demonstrated that in the rat cerebellum, the levels of Kca transcripts 

were developmentally increased as a function of postnatal age, whereas KD channel 

transcripts were fairly constant throughout development The results indicated that the 

expression of Kca channels was developmentally regulated at the transcriptional level. 

B. Method and Materials 

Isolation ofpolyA- enriched RNA from postnatal rat cerebella: 

Sprague-Dawley (Harlan) rat pups were anesthetized by CO2 exposure and 

decapitated at posmatal days 2,4,6,7,8,10,14 and 21. After making a small incision at 
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the base of the skull, the rat brain was removed caiefuUy. Cerebellar cortices were 

dissected and frozen in liquid N2, then suned in until all samples from different 

posmatal ages were collected. The frozen cerebellar cortices were ground with a mortar 

and pestle on dry ice in separate preparations for each age. The powdered tissue was 

denatured in guanidinium thiocyanate solution (containing: 4M guanidinium thiocyanate, 

42 mM sodium citrate, 0.83% SDS and 0.2 mM ^-mercaptoethanol in DEPC-treated 

water). DEPC (diethyl pyrocarbonate) is used to eliminate RNase. Total RNA was 

extracted by phenol and chloroform and precipitated by isopropanol at -20°C for at least 

30 minutes. Pellets of RNA were obtained by centrifiigation at 10,000g for IS minutes. 

To eliminate contaminating DNA, the RNA pellet was resuspended in buffer (O.IM 

sodium acetate, 5 mM MgS04, pH 5.0) with RNase-free DNase(10-20 units/100 \ig 

DNA, Boehringer-Mannheim) at room temperature for 1 hour. Total RNA was then 

extracted by phenol and chloroform again and precipitated by isopropanol at -20°C 

overnight, and pelleted by centrifiigadon. Polyadenylated-RNA was enriched from total 

RNA by oligo-deoxythymidine affinity separation (Poly ATtract kit, Promega). Poly A-

RNA was initially annealed by a biotinylated-oligo (dT) probe, then bound with 

streptavidin-paramagnetic particles. The particles were captured by a magnetic rack and 

washed several times with O.IX SSC (NaCl and Na-citrate solution) and finally eluted in 

sterile RNase-free water. PolyA-RNA was precipitated by isopropanol at -2(fiC 

overnight. Gel electrophoresis of the polyA-RNA samples showed the expected smears of 

RNA from 2 to 9 kb and faint but distinct ribosomal RNA bands at 28S and 18S. 

Xenopus oocyte expression: 

The mature female Xenopus laevis were anesthetized in 2% tricaine for 20 

minutes. Several lobes of ovary were surgically removed, and oocytes were dissociated 

with collagenase type lA (Sigma, 1.5 mg/ml) for 2-3 hours at 18®C with gende shaking in 
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calcium-£ree medium (NaCl 82 mM; KQ 2.5 mM; MgQ2 1.0 mM; HEPES 5 mM; pH 

7.6). Good oocytes, identified by having an animal hemisphere with even daik brown and 

a vegetal hemisphere with creamy yellow or pale white colorations, were selected for 

injections. PolyA-RNA was prepared fiom 2 to 3 sets of isolations of rat pups at posmatal 

days 2,4,6,8,10 and 14, and was injected into the vegetal sides of oocytes at 100-150 

ng each in 50 nl of sterile water using a injection pipette. Oocytes were then incubated for 

at least 24 hours at 18°C in ND96 saline (NaQ 96 mM; KQ 2.0 mM; CaQ2 1.8 mM; 

MgCl2 1.0 tnM; HEPES 5 mM; pH 7.6) before recording. 

Two-electrode voltage clamp recording 

Two-electrode voltage clamp technique was used to record currents expressed in 

injected and uninjected oocytes at room temperature (22-23PC). The recording electrodes 

were pulled on a two-stage microelectrode puller (Model PP-83, Narishige) from 

capillary glass with filaments (World Precision Instruments) and coated with Sylgaitl to 

reduce the capacitance between the electrode and bath solution. The electrodes were 

filled with 3 M KQ and had resistances of 0.5 to 1.5 MQ. Healthy oocytes showed 

resting potentials from -30 to -50 mV and were held at -80 mV. Each test pulse began 

with a step to 0 mV (200 ms duration) to activate Ca '̂*' influx dirough endogenous 

voltage-gated calcium channels (if external was present in the bath saline; Dascal, 

1987), and then the voltage was stepped to potentials from -80 to +60mV in 10 mV 

increments (200 ms duration). Current amplitudes were evaluated before and after 

perfusion of bath saline containing 1 mM TEA. The Kca component was determined as 

the TEA-sensitive current recorded in ND96 saline containing 1.8 mM Ca2+ gjyj 

calculated as Itotai-lTEA (Table 2). The Kd component was determined as the TEA-

insensitive component and calculated as the outward currents recorded in Ca2+-free 

ND96 saline (Ica-free. Table 2). Capacitance and leak were subtraaed on-line using five 
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subthreshold pulses at one-fifth the amplitude of the test voltage (P/5 technique). Data 

were collected by GeneQamp (Axon bistnunents), filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 200 

and stored on a Dell 386 computer for subsequent analyses with pQamp software. Peak 

and steady state current amplitudes at different voltages were measured using Qan^fit 

software. The unpaired smdent t-test was used to compare the significant difference of 

mean currents at each age with respect to P2. A value of P< 0.05 indicated a significant 

difference. 

Northern blot analysis: 

Rat cerebellar polyA-RNA from each time point (posmatal days 2,4,6,7,8,10, 

14 and 21) was prepared from 2-3 sets of isolations of totals of 15-50 rat pups. Totals of 

10 ^g of PolyA-RNA were loaded on a denaturing formaldehyde agarose gel and 

separated by size through electrophoresis at +80 mV for 10 hours, then transferred to a 

nylon filter (GeneScreen) for 20 hours by standard techniques (Sambrook et aL, 1989). 

The filter was baked at 80^C for 15 minutes then crosslinked by a UV transillumination 

for 3 minutes. 32p-iabeled antisense RNA probes were prepared from the linearized 

plasmids for two types of cloned cDNAs: (1) the Kca channel mslo (Butier et al., 1993) 

provided by Drs. Ganetzky and Robertson, U. Wisconsin, linearized with Hindm to 

include bases 2208 to 4610 (region S9, SIO and the C-terminal); and (2) the delayed 

rectifier Kv4 {Shaw family, Swanson et al., 1990) provided by Dr. Swanson, Merck 

Research Laboratories, linearized with EcoRl to include the full length sequence 

(regions SI to S6 and termini), ^^p-iabeled antisense RNA probes for mslo and Kv4 were 

synthesized at 37°C for 1-2 hours in a total of 10 ^ mixture containing 0.2 pmole 

linearized DNA template; 10 mM DTT (dithiotbreitol); 0.5 mM each rATP, rCTP, rUTP; 

IX transcription buffer, 5 unit RNase inhibitor; 50 p-Q a-32p-iGTP and RNA polymerase 

(10 unit T3 RNA polymerase for mslo probe, 25 unit SP6 RNA polymerase for Kv4 
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probe). After incubation, DNA template was digested by RNase-&ee DNase I and RNA 

probe was purified with a push column. The filter was prehybridized with solution 

containing SO % formamide; SX Denhardt's; SX SSC; 100 ^gAnl salmon speim DNA and 

0.5 % SDS at SO^C for 4 hours and subsequently hybridized with mslo or Kv4 probes 

added in the same solution overnight at SO^^C, washed 15 minutes at room temperature in 

IX SSC, 0.1 % SDS; and 45 minutes at 62°C in 0.5X SSC, 0.1% SDS using methods 

described by Sambrook et al. (1989). The X-ray film (Kodak) was exposed to a filter with 

an intensifying screen for 3-4 days before being developed. The constitutively expressed 

gene for cyclophilin (Danielson et al., 1988) served as a control for the amount of RNA 

loaded on each lane. The cyclophilin cDNA provided by Drs. Mi and Schwarz, Stanford 

Univ., was digested with EcoRl and Hind in to obtain the entire sequence (680 bp) to 

serve as a template. ^^P-labeled DNA probe for cyclophilin was synthesized by random 

priming (Sambrook et al., 1989) in a total of 50 ^ volume, at room temperature for 3 

hours. The reaction mixture contained: 0.1 to 0.2 ^g cyclophilin DNA template; 0.5 ^g of 

random primers; 2 mM DTT; 0.5 mM each dATP, dTTP, dGTP; 50 dCTP and 2.5 

unit Klenow enzyme. The filter was hybridized with the probe for cyclophilin overnight 

at 37®C in the same solution. To visualize the RNA ladder, 32p.iabeled cDNA probe was 

synthesized using random priming with 40 units of reverse transcriptase. The 

hybridization was carried out overnight at 37^C. Semi-quantitative analysis of the 

Northern blot results was carried out by measuring the signal intensity of the bands on the 

scanned images of the exposed X-ray films (Ambis 4000 laser densiometer). Signals were 

adjusted by subtraction of background in a region adjacent to the band and standardized 

by comparison to the intensity of the signal for cyclophilin in the same lane. A single 

experiment was carried out for Northern blot analysis, because the polyA-RNA source 

was limited. 
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C. Results 

Development of AT'*' channels in vivo assessed by RNA expression in oocytes: 

Hgure 1 illustrates the current responses evoked by a prepulse to 0 mV and a test 

step to +60 mV (other voltage steps are omitted for better clariQr). Outward currents 

generated in the presence of external (Hg. 1 A)were partially blocked by 1 mM TEA 

at the later stage (PIO), but not at the early stage (P2). These TEA-sensitive components 

of currents were identified as the Kca currents and shown to be present only in RNA 

isolated at the later stage. In uninjected oocytes, outward currents were also evoked in 

the presence of external Ca2+, and were insensitive to TEA (Fig.l A, top panel), 

indicating that an endogenous Ca^^-dependent Q* current contused the Ca^^-dependent 

TEA-insensitive component was present in oocytes. Figure 1 B shows that outward 

currents recorded in the Ca^^-ftee bath saline were not sensitive to 1 mM TEA. These 

currents were identified as KD currents and were expressed from cerebellar RNA isolated 

from all posmatal stages. It should be noted that activation of KD currents did not require 

Ca2+, and KD currents were equally apparent in Ca^+.g^ Ca2+^ontaining bath 

salines. Uninjected oocytes showed litde current in the Ca2+-fitee saline (Fig IB, top 

panel), indicating that the KD current endogenous to oocytes was small in comparison to 

the introduced currents. 

Data for the mean ciirrent amplitudes recorded from oocytes before and after 

perfusion with 1 mM TEA are summarized in Table 3. Uninjected oocytes showed 

currents averaging 140 nA in the presence of external Ca2+ t^at reflect the endogenous 

Ca2+-dependent Q- currents and KD currents. In the absence of external Ca2+^ currents 

averaging 50 nA were recorded in uninjected oocytes, and reflected mainly the 

endogenous KD currents. The endogenous currents were not affected by TEA, whether 
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was present or not Li the absence of Ca^^, the large outward currents (260-340 nA) 

that were insensitive to TEA were recorded in oocytes injected with RNA finm postnatal 

rat cerebella at days 2 through 14, reflecting primarily the expression of the delayed 

rectifier currents encoded by the cerebellar RNA throughout all stages. In the firesence of 

external Ca '̂*', TEA blocked a portion of outward currents in oocytes injected with RNA 

firom day 8 and older, not firom days 2 to 6, indicating a TEA-sensitive component was 

apparent from day 8 and older. The results demonstrated that the expression of the 

currents with properties of Kca was restricted to mRNA isolated at day 8 and later from 

the rat cerebellum, whereas KD currents were present through all developmental stages. 

For the measurement of the Kca currents, the endogenous oocyte Ca '̂*'-dependent 

Q" currents and cerebellar KD cinrents were effectively subtracted because of their 

insensitivity to TEA. The contribution of the endogenous oocyte KD currents in Ca '̂̂ -free 

saline was not subtracted from measurements because the actual amplitude of the 

endogenous currents could not be independently determined for the same oocyte. From 

the amplimde of KD currents in uninjected oocytes (Table 3), I estimate that the 

endogenous component accounts for 15 to 20% of the measured KD currents. These 

background KD currents are reasonably assumed to remain constant and thus do not 

influence my conclusion that the expression of the KD component from cerebellar RNA 

remains comparable throughout development 

The mean peak amplitudes of Kca and Kd currents (mean ± SE) expressed in 

oocytes are summarized as a fimction of posmatal age in Figure 2. The graph illustrates a 

developmental increase in the Kca component in cerebellar RNA from rats at 8 days 

posmatal and older, and a relatively constant level for the KD component at all ages. KCA 

currents were significandy different at days 8,10 and 14 when compared with day 2 

(asterisk, P< 0.01, unpaired student t-test), whereas KD currents showed no statistically 

significant difference at all ages with respect to day 2 (P>O.OS, unpaired student t-test). 
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Although oocyte expression would not necessarily be expected to reflea die 

presence of mRNA in a quantitative manner, the cmrent an^litude in the graph did show 

a consistent rising trend with age that matched the results of the Northern analysis 

(below), and suggested that the average current amplitude could reflect the relative RNA 

abundance. The observation of this consistent trend may have been facilitated by my 

effort to standaidize the concentrations of RNA (as dettnnined by UV 

spectrophotometer) during preparation of the injection solutions. 

The current-voltage plot (Figure 3) shows the relationship between steady state 

current amplitude (mean ± S£) and voltage (-80 to +60 mV) in oocytes injected with 

mRNA ftom postnatal day 10 (n=4 for KcaJ n=6 for KD). Both Kca and KQ currents 

exhibit the voltage-dependent outward rectification at potentials above -40mV. Their 

negative reversal potentials (^ -60 mV) are consistent with K"*" selective conductance. 

K* channel expression in vivo assessed by Northern blot analysis: 

Screening a Northern blot of rat posmatal cerebellar polyA RNA with a Kca probe 

(mslo ) showed a band at 4.4 kb that increased in intensity after day 7 and appeared to 

decrease in intensity by day 21 (Fig. 4). Interestingly, ficom day 2 to 6, the 4.4 kb band 

was not obvious, but there was a fainter band that ran at a slightly smaller size. Screening 

with the KD probe (Kv4) showed the continuous expression of a signal at 5.S kb (Fig. 4), 

in a pattern consistent with results of the expression of KD current in injected oocytes 

(above). Faint secondary bands at 1.8 kb detected by the mslo probe and at 2.4 kb 

detected by the Kv4 probe also were seen on the Northern blots (not shown). Although 

the secondary signals may result from non-specific hybridization, it is possible that the 

cerebellum contains multiple transcripts homologous to cloned Kca and KD channels 

(Reinhart et al., 1989). The cyclophilin band at 0.6 kb served as a control for the amounts 

of mRNA loaded. 
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The intensities of the primaiy signals were measured by densiometer (Fig. S). 

Data were adjusted by subtraction of background, standardized to cyclophilin in the same 

lanes, and are presented as percentage of the signal detected on postnatal day 2. The 

results show an upregulated level of Kca-related transcripts after postnatal day 7 and a 

fairly constant level of Kp-related transcripts through development 

D. Discussion 

Although the presence of K"** channels can be examined by electrophysiological 

recordings in cultured Purkinje cells using the patch clamp technique, this method only 

measiuies the activity of channels in the membrane and is indirect evidence for genetically 

regulated expression. Data from expression in oocytes and Northern blot analysis of 

poIyA-RNA isolated from posmatal rat cerebella at different stages show that the 

expression of the Kca channel during development in vivo is likely to be regulated at the 

transcriptional level. 

The TEA-sensitive KcaCu^ents appeared around the time of the initiation of 

dendritic outgrowth (approximately day 7 to 9) and increased in the magnimde during the 

period of dendritic differentiation and maturation (day 10 and older). In contrast, the 

TEA-insensitive KD currents were expressed at all stages (through the 21 day period 

examined). It should be noted that more than one subtype of channel may contribute 

to the exogenous currents identified here simply as KD currents from expression in 

oocytes. For example, Kv4, RCK2 and Kv3.3b are abundant in cerebellum (Drewe et al., 

1992; Goldman-Wohl et al., 1994), Because these currents possess similar voltage-

dependent gating properties as well as pharmacological properties (Hille, 1992), they 

could not be determined individually in my study. 
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The fainter band detected by mslo probe was observed in RNA from postnatal 

days 2 to 6 in the Northern blot ^ig. 4). This band ran at a slighdy smaller size than 4.4 

kb. One explanation is that it is the same sequence that was detected at the later stages 

(postnatal day 7 and older), and the slight difference at size was sin^)ly due to the 

technical variability of gel electrophoresis. Alternatively, the fainter band may represent 

an isofomi that is homologous to cloned Kca channels mslo , which would suggest that 

different isoforms of Kca transcripts may be expressed at different stages. Other ion 

channels show developmental changes in subunit composition, such as nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptors (AChR), glycine receptors and Na*** channels (Harris and Marshal, 

1973; Mishina et aL, 1986; Withers, 1995). 

The expression of mRNA in oocytes was found in my study to complement the 

Northern analysis by showing that the functional expression of currents is correlated with 

the presence of K""" channel transcripts. The measurements of Kca and KD currents 

encoded by the cerebellar mRNA matched the detection of signals with homology to 

sequences of cloned Kca and channels. In contrast to patch recordings from cultured 

Puridnje cells that may reflect cumulative expression (if the tum-over rate of channel 

protein is slower than transcription of mRNA), the currents expressed in oocytes 

represented only those transcripts that were present at the time the cerebellum was 

harvested. Channels may persist from transcription completed at earlier stages and thus 

may be seen in cultured Purkinje cells even if the RNA is gone, but will not contribute to 

the isolated currents recorded in oocytes. Results fix)m the oocyte expression showed that 

Kca and KD channels continued to be actively expressed at the later stages of 

development in the cerebellum, and that full length RNA sequences were successfully 

obtained in the RNA isolation procedure. The functional assay furthermore supports the 

idea that the signals detected by Northern analysis are RNAs encoding the gene of 

interest rather than unknown genes with undefined sequence similarities. 
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The cellular source of the Kca signals is unknown, since mRNA was 

isolated from the whole cerebellar cortex which comprises a number of cell types such as 

Puiidnje neurons, granule cells, intememons and glial cells. However, evidence from 

other smdies indicates that in the cerebellum, mRNA encoding mslo is especially 

enriched in Purkinje cells and is found only to a minor extent in the molecular layer 

which is composed of axons of granule cells, stellate and basket cells (Knaus et al., 

1996). This supports the idea that the developmental expression of Kca transcripts 

observed in my smdy is most likely occurring in Purkinje neurons. The cell and tissue 

localization of channel transcripts might be investigated further in a future study by in 

situ hybridization. 
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Table 2. The identiilcation of KCA and KD cunents in oocytes injected with rat cerebellar 

poIyA-RNA. 

Component Sensitive to Dependence on Reversal Measurement 
ImM TEA external potentials (mV) method 

Kca + +  ̂ Itt)ial*-LTEA* 

KD - - ^-60 ICa-fiBC* 

* Itotai is measured as the current amplitude recorded in bath saline containing l.SmM 

Ca2+ before perfusion of 1 mM TEA. 

* ITEA IS measured as the current amplitude recorded in bath saline containing 1.8mM 

Ca2+ after perfusion of 1 mM TEA. 

* Ica &ee is measured as the current amplitude recorded in Ca-free bath saline. 



Table 3. Expression of calcium-dependent and -independent K"*" currents in 
oocytes injected with postnatal rat cerebellar mRNA. 

Treatment Current Amplimde*' (nA) 

With external calcium (1.8 mM) Calcium-free external saline 

Control TEA(ImM) (n) Control TEA(ImM) (n) 

Uninjected 146±48 141 ±45 9 49 ±16 50 ±13 5 

mRNA P2 283 ±47 273 ±51 6 258 ±34 258 ±14 4 

P4 360±64 348±59 7 261 ±22 250 ±36 4 

P6 411 ±62 391 ±58 8 318 ±22 309 ±21 10 

P8 373 ±42 261 ±41 10 233 ±25 230 ±18 4 

PIO 442 ±52 277 ±45 4 302 ±32 289 ±41 6 

P14 597 ± 34 401 ±58 7 308 ±33 310±43 4 

*Peak current amplitudes were recorded in the same oocytes before and after 

perfusion with 1 mM TEA and are presented as mean ± SE; (n) is the number of 

oocytes tested. 
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Figure 1. Expression of Kca and cunents inXenopus oocytes injected with postnatal 

rat cerebellar mRNA. 

PolyA-RNA isolated firom postnatal rat pups at days 2,4,6,8,10 and 14 was expressed 

in Xenopus oocytes to assess the presence of transcripts encoding Kca and KD currents in 

vivo. Cerebellar KCA (A) and KD (B) currents were recorded by two-electrode voltage 

clamp. The Kca current was evoked in bath saline containing 1.8 mM by a prepulse 

to 0 mV to allow Ca2+ entry followed by a test step to +60 mV. The TEA-insensitive KD 

current was evoked using same voltage protocol in Ca '̂̂ '-free bath saline. For KD> the 

prepulse was unnecessary but was retained to facilitate comparison. External TEA at a 

final concentration of 1 mM was applied by perfusion. Capacitance and leak were 

subtracted using subthreshold voltage steps (P/5 protocol). 
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Figure 2. Expression of mean Kca and KD cunents during development of the postnatal 

rat cerebellum. 

A summaiy graph shows the peak cunent amplitudes (mean ± SE) of the isolated K"*" 

cunents as a function of developmental age in days (P) of the postnatal rat cerebella that 

served as the source of RNA. The Kca cunent (A) was significantly different at P8,10 

and 14 (asterisk, p< 0.01, unpaired t-test) with respect to Kca ^ whereas the KD 

current (O) at all ages showed no significant difference with respect to KD at P2. 
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Figure 3. The current-voltage relationship of Kca and KD currents. 

The I-V plot shows the relationship between steady state current amplitudes (mean ± SE) 

and the voltage steps (-80 to +60 mV; 10 mV increment) ^Ued in the test pulses 

recorded from oocytes injected with mRNA isolated from 10 days of postnatal rat 

cerebella (n=4 for KCA; n=6 for KD). Both KCA and KD currents are activated at -40mV 

and above and exhibit voltage-dependent outward rectification. The negative reversal 

potentials indicate that the currents are K+- selective conductances. The variance of 

current amplitudes probably reflects the different level of expression in oocytes. 
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Figure 4. Northern blot analysis of K"*" channel transcripts in postnatal rat cerebellum in 

vivo. 

PolyA-RNA was isolated from rat pup cerebella at different ages ^smatal days 2,4,6, 

7, 8,10,14 and 21) and screened by Northern blot analysis with ^^-labeled antisense 

probes for Kca (mslo , region S9-S10) and KD (KV4) sequences. A 4.4 kb band was 

detected with the mslo probe at the relative high level from day 7 and thereafter when 

compared with signals from days 2-6; a 5.5 kb band detected by the Kv4 probe was 

present at all stages. Constimdvely expressed cyclophilin (Cyc, 0.6 kb) served as a 

standard for the amount of RNA loaded in each lane. 
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Figure 5. Densitometric analysis of relative intensities of Kca and KD channel 

transcripts from the Northern bolt 

Densitometric analysis of the Northern blot (illustrated in Fig. 4) provided an estimate of 

relative intensities of the ICca and KD signals (standardized to the signal for cyclophilin), 

as a function of developmental age of the rat cerebellum. Signal intensities measured 

from a scanned image ate presented as a percentage of the signal measured at postnatal 

day 2 (the first time point assayed). 
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CHAPTER ra. SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYSIS OF THE 

DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN K+ CHANNEL ABUNDANCE 

AND THE EFFECT OF CHRONIC BLOCKADE OF Kca 

CHANNELS 

A. Introduction 

The membrane electrical properties of excitable cells are dictated by the type and 

number of ion channels present on the membrane. In the developing nervous system, 

membrane excitability often is seen to undergo a transition that reflects the developmental 

regulation of ion channel expression at the single channel leveL Single chaimel analysis 

has been used to characterize the ion channels underlying changes of membrane electrical 

properties (Blair and Dionne, 1985; Umemiya and Beiger, 1995; Gruol et al., 1991; Yool 

et al., 1988). 

The cerebellar Puridnje neurons undergo dramatic morphological and 

electrophysiology differentiation during development in vivo and in vitro. Previous 

smdies have reported that the progression in cellular firing patterns during maturation of 

rat Purkinje neurons correlates with changes in the types of channels that are 

expressed on the Puridnje ceU membrane (Gruol and Franklin, 1987; Yool et al., 1988). 

Using conventional patch-clamp techniques, several types of K+ channels previously 

have been characterized from cultured Puridnje cells at the single channel level. In cell-

attached patches recorded under physiological conditions, at least three voltage-

dependent K"*" channels were identified by imit conductances as the 100,44, and 27 pS 

channels. They showed differences in voltage-dependence, patterns of activity, TEA-
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sensitivity and timing of appearance during development, and have been identified as 

"Kca", "apamin-sensitive" and "KD" channels respectively (Gruol et aL, 1991; Yool et 

al., 1988). Kca channels have high Ca2+..dependence and TEA-sensitivity (completely 

blocked at ImM, half-blocked at 0.5 mM) (Yool et aL, 1988) that are similar to BK type 

of K**" channels in other neurons (Hille, 1992). KD chaimels are not blocked by TEA 

below 10 mM (Yool et al., 1988). Apamin-sensitive channels are blocked by ^amin at 

125 nM and TEA >4 mM (Yool et al., 1988) and have the properties that are similar to 

SK channels (Elille, 1992). In immature cells, only the smaller conductance channels 

(apamin-sensitive and KD types) were present, whereas the large conductance channels 

(Kca) were active beginning at day 8-9 in culture and increased in activity through the 

later stages (Yool et al., 1988). In cell-attached recordings under symmetrical K+ 

condition, channel types with conductances of 222,134,39 pS were observed (Gruol et 

al., 1991) that correlated with the three channel types recorded in cell-attached patches 

under physiological conditions. 

In my study, three types of K+ conductance were identified under symmetrical K^ 

recording condition, which correlated with the 222,134 and 39 pS channel types reported 

by Gruol and colleagues (1991). Three additional small conductance chaimels of the 25, 

15 and 14pS (Gruol et al., 1991) were not detected in recordings. The explanation may be 

that these three small conductance channels were found to be activated at hyperpolarized 

membrane potentials. In my study, resting and depolarized potentials (pipet voltage: 0 to 

-140 mV) were applied. Patch recording under symmetrical K+ conditions allows the 

detection of channel activity over a wide range of membrane potentials, and enhances the 

single channel conductance by 2-3 times. The increased conductance under symmetrical 

K+ (high K+) condition is thought to be due to allosteric regulation of channel gating 

properties (Gruol et al., 1991; Verheugen et al., 1995). 
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Low concentrations of TEA (1 mM) have been shown to specifically block Kca 

channels in many cell types (Blatz and Magleby, 1984; Yellen, 1984). I have used 

chronic blockade of Kca with ImM TEA during development in culture to test for a 

direct role of this channel type on the physiological development of Purkinje neurons. 

B. Methods and Materials 

Primary cerebellar culture methods: 

The primary cerebellar cell culture method was adapted from techniques 

described previously (Gruol and ftanklin, 1987). Purkinje cells undergo final mitosis 

around embryonic day 16 and start subsequent development after birth around postnatal 

day 3 (Altman, 1972). A natural delay between final mitosis and subsequent 

differentiation provides a useful time window to allow us to establish cell cultures at day 

20 of gestation (E 20,1 day before birth) and to access cell development throughout the 

entire time course. Timed-pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan) were anesthetized by a 

brief exposure to CO2 and sacrificed at day 20 of pregnancy. The rat embryos were 

removed from the uterus and decapitated. The cerebellar cortices of embryos were 

dissected and gently minced and triturated with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette in chilled 

Ca '̂̂ -free saline without enzymes (DISC saline containing: 136 mM NaCl; 5.3 mM KCl; 

0.3 mM Na2P04; 0.2 mM KH2PO4; 33.2 mM glucose and 43.8 mM sucrose), then placed 

on poly-D-lysine (20 ^g/ml, Sigma) coated 35 mm Petri dishes containing minimum 

essential medium (MEM, Gibco BRL) with 10% each heat-inactivated horse and fetal 

bovine serum. An additional glucose at 2 g was added in 500 ml MEM to obtain final 

concentration of glucose at 5g/L. The cultures were incubated at 37^C in a humidified 5% 

CO2 incubator. After 3 days, the cultures were treated for 3 days with 0.02 mg/ml 5-
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fluoiodeoxyuridine (FUDR) K> inhibit the giowtfi of mitotic cells such as granule cells 

and glia. Subsequendy, the cultures were maintained in MEM with 10% horse serum, 

changed twice weekly. For chronic TEA treatment e}q)eriments, the channel blocker 

TEA was added at the final concentration of 1 mM beginning with the FUDR treatment 

on day 3 in culture and subsequently was included in the culture medium throughout 

development 

Patch clamp recordings in vitro; 

Cultures from the different treatment groups (control and chronic TEA) were 

harvested at 5 to 20 days in vitro for the analysis of channel activity. Prior to 

recording, the culture medium was replaced by several washes with Na'*' saline containing 

(in mM): NaCl 137; KQ 3.5; KH2PO4 0.24; MgS042.2; CaQ2 2.2; D-glucose 10.0 and 

HEPES-KOH 10.0 (pH 7.3). Na+ saline in the bath contained tetrodotoxin (TTX, 0.5 

^iM) to block spontaneous action potentials. The culture dish was then mounted on the 

stage of an inverted phase-contrast microscope. The Purkinje neurons were distinguished 

from granule cells, inhibitory intemeurons and glia by morphological features. This 

identification was conJSrmed by R. Reitstetter with immunochemical staining with 

antibody to the Purkinje cell-specific marker calbindin (Jande et al., 1981). 

Patch recordings were made from the somata of cultured Purkinje neurons in the 

cell-attached configuration at room temperature following the conventional methods 

(Hamill et al., 1981). From a total of 134 patches, 65 recordings were made from control 

Purkinje neurons, and 69 patches from cells chronically treated with TEA. All recordings 

were done in the absence of external TEA in order to characterize the types of K+ 

channels present Patch electrodes were pulled from soft glass (100 ^1 micropipets, 

VWR) on a two-stage microelectrode puller (Model PP-83, Narishige) and fire-polished. 

The electrodes (resistance 2-6 Mfl) were filled with K+ saline. The K+ saline was 
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identical to Na'*' saline (described before) except that NaO was substituted by equimolar 

KQ. For the cell-attached configuration, die electrode tip was placed closed to the 

Puiidnje cell surface, and when the tip contacted the membrane (visualized as an increase 

in electrode resistance), gentie suction was applied to form a tight seal with a resistance at 

least 10 Channel activities were recorded at pipet voltages of 0 to -140mV (i.e., 

applied voltage changes of 0 to +140 mV) using a patch-clamp amplifier (EPC-7, List 

Medical). The "applied voltage" is defined here as (-1) x (pipet voltage) by convention 

for the cell-attached configuration, and is not corrected for the contribution of the resting 

membrane potential. Applied voltages were constantiy held for several minutes to collect 

100-300 channel events per voltage step. Single channel traces were monitored on the 

oscilloscope and data were filtered at 3 kHz through a 8-pole Butterwoith filter (Model 

90 IF, Frequency Devices) and stored onto FM tape (Store 4DS, Recal) for subsequent 

analyses. Stable recordings were maintained in patches for approximately 30 minutes. 

Single channel data analysis: 

Traces were digitized at a sample interval of 100 ^ec through a A/D converter, 

refiltered at 1.5 kHz with an external filter (Model 901F, Frequency Divices) and stored 

to a computer (IBM-AT PQ. Mean single channel current amplitude was analyzed with 

pClamp software (version 5.5.1, Axon Instrument). Data with multiple levels of channel 

openings observed occasionally were skipped because of the difficulties with data 

analysis. For amplitude measurements, open events with durations < 1 msec were found 

to be attenuated in amplimde as tested by simulated pulses (H-M Chang, personal 

communication). Therefore, events with duration ^ 1 msec were used for measurement of 

amplitude. Transitions from closed to open and fijom open to closed were determined by 

setting the threshold at 50% of full amplitude. Mean amplitude of the channel events (100 

to 300 events) was obtained fi:x)m amplitude histograms constructed by pCIamp software 
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that were fit as a Gaussian distribution. Mean amplitudes at different voltage potentials 

were used to generate current-voltage reladonship that allowed the calculation of die 

single channel conductance. Slope conductance values obtained by linear regression were 

used rather than chord conductances for identifying channel types in order to remove the 

possible con^lication that might have arisen from differences in resting potentials 

between cells. Some patches contained more than one type of K*** channel. Rather than 

attempt to determine the absolute number of channels present in patches, the "frequency 

of occurrence" for each channel type was calculated simply as the number of patches that 

contained at least one active channel of a given type out of the total number patches 

tested within each age group and treatment With symmetrical K*** saline in the recording 

pipet, the enhanced single channel conductances and approximately linear current-voltage 

relationships facilitated the identification of the Kca ("^200 pS) and KD (»50 pS) channel 

types. Statistical analyses were performed systematically to test for the presence of 

significant differences between all groups as function of age and treatment using the Chi-

Square Test for Multinomials. P values < O.OS indicated a significant difference. 

C. Results 

Single channel activity ofKca recorded in cultured Purldnje cells using cell-

attached patch clamp technique: 

The somatic membrane of cultured Purldnje cells at different developmental 

stages was used to investigate the K"*" channel activity under the symmetrical K''' 

recording condition. Kca channels from Purldnje neurons grown in control (A) and 

chronic TEA-treated cultures (B) are illustrated in Figure 6. The single channel properties 
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were comparable in both treatment conditions. Kca channels showed a short open 

duration with rarely more than one open channel level, and had a high unitary amplitude. 

The I-V plot (C) showed a linear current-voltage relationship. The single channel 

conductances determined from the slopes of the linear plots were 204 pS for the control 

cell and 191 pS for the TEA-treated cell. 

KD channels from Puridnje cells under control and chronic TEA-treatment are 

shown in Rgure 7. The KD channels also showed no obvious differences in single 

channel properties between control and chronic TEA-treatment conditions. The KD 

channels were characterized by openings clustered in bursts at depolarized potentials and 

a small unitary amplitude. The calculated slope conductances were 63 pS for the control 

cell and 45 pS for the TEA-treated cell. 

The similarity in conductance properties is reflected by the overlap in measured 

conductance values for Kca channels for the control and chronic TEA treatments 

in a scatter plot of data compiled for all ages (Fig. 10). The mean conductance of Kca 

channels recorded in the control Puikinje neurons was 209 ± 7.9 pS, (mean ± SE, n=21) 

and was not significandy different (p>0.05; unpaired t-test) from the mean Kca 

conductance for neurons chronically treated with ImM TEA (212 ± 10.2 pS, n=15). The 

KD channels showed a mean conductance of 56 ± 4.8 pS (n=15) in the control group, 

which was not significandy different O»0.05; unpaired t-test) from the conductance of 

54 ± 4.2 pS (n=14) in the chronic TEA treatment group. Thus the single channel 

properties of Kca and KD channels were not obviously affected by the chronic TEA 

treatment Both Kca ^ channels showed no detectable current at applied voltage 

around +60 mV, indicating a reversal potential of approximately 0 mV with respect to the 

cellular membrane potential (=» -60mV), as expected with high K+ saline in the patch 

pipeL 
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A patch with multiple types of channel openings is shown in Figure 8. Both KQI 

and KD channels (A) from a Purldnje cell in control culture were identified by single 

channel conductance fix>m the linear current-voltage relationship (B) and by patterns of 

activity. 

Although, KCA and KD conductances are the predominant channel classes in rat 

Puddnje neurons, a third type of apamin-sensitive channel with intermedium 

conductance (121±3.4 pS, mean ± SE, n=19) is also present in Puridnje cells (Fig. 9). 

This type of channel was characterized by long open duration with intermediate 

amplitudes. A 10-fold increase in mean open duration during the second week of 

development of Puiidnje neurons in vitro has been observed in previous study, although 

there was no obvious change in the abxmdance of channels (Yool et al., 1988). 

Analysis of the abundance of Kca ond Kd channel activity during development in vitro: 

Table 4 shows the frequencies of occurrence of Kca and Kd channels in cultured 

Purkinje neurons under control and chronic ImM TEA treatment conditions. Results 

were grouped by developmental stages by combining recordings from days 5-6 as the 

early stage, days 7-8 as the transient stage and days 9-20 as the later stage. The table 

illustrates a developmental increase in the abundance of Kca but not KQ channel activity 

in control cultures. This increase in the abundance of Kca channel activity during 

development was inhibited by chronic TEA treatment 

Figure 11 shows the results of statistical analyses of the channel frequency data, 

systematically tested for significant differences between all groups as a fimction of age 

and treatment using the Chi-Square Test for Multinomials. The percentage of patches 

with Kca channels showed a significant increase from 13 % at DIV 5-6 (days in vitro) to 

48 % at DIV 9-20 (p<0.05) in the control condition. This increase did not occur when 

the cultures were chronically treated with 1 mM TEA. Within the chronic TEA treatment 
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group, the frequency of occurrence at the early stage (20 %) showed no significant 

difference fiom that at later stage (21%). However, the frequency of occurrence of Kca 

showed significant difference (p<0.05) when conq>ared the control (48%) with TEA 

group (21%) at the oldest age group (DIV 9-20). In contrast, the frequency of occurrence 

of KD channel activity did not significantly change as a function of developmental age or 

TEA treatment. The percentage of patches showing KD activity remained near 44 % to 

70% throughout development (Rg. 5B). Chronic treatment with TEA prevented the 

developmental increase in Kca channel abundance but not in the KD channel abundance, 

suggesting that TEA at 1 mM specifically affected the frequency of occurrence of the 

Kca channel. 

D. Discussion 

The abundance of K*)" channels was quantitated as the "frequency of occurrence", 

a measure calculated as the number of patches that contained at least one active channel 

of a given class out of the total number of patches that were tested at each age group 

within a given treatment Patches which contained no chaimel activity were discarded 

because the difficulty of determining the true absence of any channel type, as opposed to 

artifacts such as a plugged pipet Ideally, a better method for assessing channel 

abundance would be to use recordings of whole cell current With the whole-cell voltage 

clamp technique, current density can be calculated as total current normalized to the 

surface area of the cell which is assessed from the capacitance (Hayashi and Levine, 

1992; Spruce and Moody, 1992). However, I found that the extensive dendritic structure 

of Purkinje neurons creates a space-clamp problem that limits the use of the whole-cell 

voltage clamp recording technique in this preparation. 
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Table 4 shows the frequency of occunence of Kca and KD channels at different 

stages. In control cultures, Kca channel activity was recorded in 3 out of 23 patches at 

days S-6, the earliest stage studied. The presence of Kc^ activity at days S-6 appeared to 

conflict with a previous study that found no detectable channel activity befcns day 8 

(Yool et al., 1988). The presence of Kca transcripts at day 4 in vitro as seen by semi

quantitative RT-PCR (Chapter V) supports my identification of Kca channels in 

immature Purkdnje neurons. The possible reasons for the differences between my smdy 

and the previous study are the different recording temperature (i. e., room temperature in 

my study as opposed to 37<C in the previous smdy); or the variability in animals or in 

culture conditions between studies. Kca channel activity increased in the frequency of 

occurrence during development, while KD channel activi^ remained more constant This 

increase in Kca channel abundance was inhibited in the chronic treatment with TEA. The 

statistical comparisons using the Chi-Square test showed a significant increase by 3.5 

fold (p<0.5) between days 5-6 and days 9-20 in control culture. In the chronic TEA 

treatment group, Kca channel abundance was 50% lower at days 9-20 when compared 

with the age-matched control (p<0.5). Single channel properties, such as unitary 

conductance, voltage-dependence and pattern of activi^ did not change during 

development or with chronic TEA treatment (Fig 6,7,10). 

The mechanism by which TEA antagonizes the developmental increase in Kca 

activity in culture is unknown. One possible explanation for the lower Kca channel 

abundance after chronic TEA treatment might be that the presence of the blocker 

increases the rate of protein turnover to a level that exceeds the rate of new synthesis. 

Other studies have shown that binding of external agents can decrease the half-life of the 

affected protein in the membrane (Sawyer et al., 1993; Robers et al., 1993). The lower 

frequency of Kca channels following chronic TEA treatment is unlikely to result from 

residual block of the channels by external TEA because: (1) the unitary conductance of 
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the active channels is not different from control, indicating that an open channel blocker 

is unlikely to be present (ImM TEA has been showed to be a open channel blocker of 

Kca conductance; Yool et al., 1988), and (2) the lower frequency of occurrence persisted 

through several hours of repeated medium changes during a recording session where 

residual TEA would be expected to eventually be washed out While it is possible that 

TEA could enter the cytoplasm over the prolonged chronic treatment period, the idea diat 

the lower abundance represents internal channel block also seems unlikely because the 

amount of TEA required for Kca block internally is typically 50-100 fold higher than 

needed for block externally (Blatz and Magleby, 1984; Yoshida et al., 1991), and the 

unitary conductance of the remaining active channels is not different from control. 

Although chronic treatment with TEA antagonized the developmental increase in 

Kca channel activity in cultured Purkinje neurons, the effect of TEA treatment on the 

level of Kca transcripts was found to be opposite (see Chapter V). It is possible that the 

decrease in abundance of Kca channel activi^r may affect the level of Kca transcripts 

through a feedback mechanism mediated by depolarization-induced Ca^"^ entry. 

The apparent developmental changes in K:^ channel expression may involve not 

only an increase in the abundance of channel activity, but also the segregation of channels 

in different distributions perhaps according to functional specializations. My study did 

not assess possible changes in ion channel distribution during development, since the 

patches were only made in the somata of Purkinje neurons. Other studies have 

demonstrated that Kca and KD channels also exist in the proximal dendrite of Purkinje 

cells (Gruol et al., 1991). Similarly, mslo proteins (encoding the Kca channel) are 

expressed in both the cell bodies and proximal dendritic trunks of Purkinje cells of the rat 

(Knaus et al., 1996). A detailed analysis of regional and functional specializations of ion 

channels would require further experiments. 
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The rat cerebellum possesses multiple types of K"*" chamiels, including delayed 

rectifier K+, inactivating A-type, inward rectifier and Ca '̂''-dependentK^ channels 

(Drewe et al., 1992; Veh et aL, 1995; Knaus et aL, 1996, Takahashi et al., 1994). The 

developmental expression of A-Q^ K"** channels has not been well studied in Purkinje 

neurons, although A-type K"*" channels have been suggested to be present in Purkinje 

neurons (Graol and Franklin, 1987). This type of channel was unlikely to be observed in 

the present study because the applied voltage steps were long in duration; therefore, A-

type K'*' channels if present would be inactivated. It is possible that A-type channels 

also contribute to changes in electrical properties of Puridnje cells during development 

Developmental changes in A-type channels have been observed in other studies. A-type 

currents were developmentally expressed in spinal neurons of Xenopus leavis at the 

second day in culture, and contributed in part to the shortening of the action potential 

(Ribera and Nguyen, 1993). Similarly, in hindlimb motoneurons fit)m embryonic chick, 

an increase in A-type K"*" currents was also observed during development (McCobb et al., 

1990). 

Developmental changes in ion channel expression have been shown to contribute 

to the membrane excitability in many cell types (Barish, 1986; Blair and Dionne, 1985; 

Harris et al., 1988; Ribera and Nguyen, 1993). In the rat cerebellum, the regulated 

expression of ion channels modulates duration and frequency of action potentials in 

Puildnje neuron as well as other neurons, and thus may play an important role in motor 

control and coordination (Paulin, 1993; Yuen et aL, 1995). 
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Table 4. Bequency of occmTence of Kca and KD channel activiQr in Puddnje neurons 

cultured in different chronic treatment conditions. 

K channel Treatment Frequency of occurrence^ 

5-6 DIV 7-8 DIV 9-20 DIV 
Obs n % Obs n % Obs n % 

BCCa Control 3 23 75 5 15 33 13 27 48 

TEA(lmM) 2 10 20 3 11 27 10 48 21 

KD Control 16 23 70 7 15 46 12 27 44 

TEA(lmM) 7 10 70 7 11 5^ 21 48 44 

1. "Obs" is the number of patches containing at least one channel; "n" is the total number 
of patches recorded; % is the percent frequency of occurrence of the channel type; 

'T)IV" is the age of the culture in days in vitro. (See Fig. 11 for statistical analysis of 

significant differences). 
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Figure 6. Single channel recordings of Kca channels in cultured Puikinje neurons after 

control and chronic TEA treatments. 

High conductance Kca channels were recorded in the absence of TEA in cell-attached 

patches from Purkinje neurons from (A) the control culture at 7 days in vitro, and (B) the 

chronic 1 mM TEA-trcated culture at 14 days in vitro. (C). The graph shows the linear 

current-voltage relationships for the same patches illustrated in A and B, with mean 

single channel current amplitudes (± SD) determined from Gaussian fits of amplitude 

histograms at various applied voltages. Slope conductances were 204 pS for control (open 

triangle) and 191 pS for the TEA treated (filled triangle) cells. 
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Figure 7. Single channel recordings of KD channels in cultured Purkinje neurons after 

control and chronic TEA treatments. 

KD channels were recorded in the absence of TEA in cell-attached patches fiom Purkinje 

neurons from (A) the control culture at 15 days in vitro, and (B) the chronic 1 mM TEA-

treated culture at 7 days in vitro. (C). The graph shows the linear current-voltage 

relationships for the same patches illustrated in A and B, with mean single channel 

current amplitudes (± SD) determined firom Gaussian fits of amplitude histograms at 

various applied voltages. Slope conductances were 63 pS for control (open circle) and 45 

pS for the TEA treated (filled circle) cells. 
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Figure 8. Single channel recording of both Kca and Kd channels in a cell-attached patch 

&om a control Purkinje neuron at DIV 13. 

Single channel traces (A) illustrates representative activities of the Kca {triangle) and KD 

{circle) channels recorded in the same patch. The linear current-voltage relationships (B) 

indicate a calculated unit conductance of269 pS for the Kca channel and 65 pS for die 

KD channel. 
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Figure 9. Single channel recording of the ^amin-sensitive K**" channel in a cell-attached 

patch from a control Purkinje neuron at DIV 14. 

Single channel traces (A) illustrates the representative activity of an apamin-sensitive 

channel from a Purkinje neuron. The graph (B) shows the linear cunent-voltage 

relationships indicating a calculated unitary conductance of 122 pS. 
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Figure 10. The conductance of Kca ^ channels fiom Puridnje neurons grown in 

control and chronic TEA-treated cultures during development 

Summary of single channel slope conductance values measured for KCA (triangle) and KD 

(circle) channels in cell attached patches fiom Puridnje neurons. For each channel Qrpe, 

the conductance values overlapped in the range for control (open symbols) and chronic 

TEA (filled symbols) treatments at all stages (days in vitro; DIV). 
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Figure 11. The frequency of occurrence of Kca and KD channels during development in 

control and chronic TEA-treated Puridnje neurons. 

Histograms summarize the data for frequencies of occurrence of Kca channels (top panel) 

and KD channels (bottom panel) in cell-attached patches at different developmental 

stages from Puridnje neurons in control cultures (striped bars) and chronic TEA-treated 

cultures (open bars). Significant differences (asterisks) were determined as pcO.OS from 

the Chi-Square test Horizontal brackets indicate the groups that show significant 

differences. 
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CHAPTER IV. CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERED Kca ABUNDANCE 

ON THE CELLULAR FIRING PATTERN OF PURKINJE NEURONS 

A. Introductioii 

The expression of ion channels has been shown to contribute the developmental 

changes in membrane excitabili^ in many cell types (Barish, 1986; Blair and Dionne, 

1985; Gruol et al., 1992; Hairis et al., 1988; ODowd et al., 1988; Ribera, 1990; Yool et 

al., 1988; Yaari et al., 1987). The rat cerebellar Puridnje neuron is an excellent model to 

study developmental issues. In culture, Puridnje cells exhibit a morphological and 

physiological development comparable to that described in vivo (Gruol and Franklin, 

1987; Woodward et al., 1969 a, b). During development of the rat cerebellum in culture, 

Puikinje neurons undergo an increase in the firing rates and the complexity of activity 

patterns (Yool and Gruol, 1987). Cunent clamp studies showed that the mature firing 

pattern is characterized by increased sensitivity to a Kca blocker (TEA) and Ca^* 

blockers (Mg^*** and as compared to the immature firing pattern, suggesting that a 

developmental increase in Kca and Ca2+ conductances underlies the change in membrane 

excitability (Yool et al., 1988; Gruol et al., 1992). 

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the abundance of Kca channel activity 

was lower in chronic TEA-treated cultures than that in control cultures, although, this 

treatment also affected the expression of several Ca2+ channels at mRNA level (this will 

be discussed in Chapter VI). In this chapter, I analyzed developmental changes in 

cellular firing patterns in Puridnje neurons grown in control cultures and the effects of 

chronic treatment with 1 mM TEA on the membrane properties of Puridnje neurons. It is 
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possible to analyze the partial contribution of Kca conductance to the whole cell 

physiology of Purkinje neurons by evaluating the consequences of the altered abundance 

of Kca channels. The nystatin perforated-patch claoq) technique was used for current 

clamp studies in which depolarizing current was injected to evoke the action potentials 

fiom control and chronic ImM TEA-treated Purkinje neurons at different stages. TEA 

was washed out to examine the effect of altered abundance caused by chronic treatment 

with TEA, not acute effects of TEA. The results showed that in control cultures, Purkinje 

neurons exhibited an increase in firing rate and a decrease in the duration of spikes as a 

function of developmental age. The repetitive firing pattern was observed more often at 

the mature stage (DIV 10-23) than at the immature stage QDIV 5-6). In chronic TEA-

treated cultures, the firing rate was lower, the duration of the spike was greater by 20%, 

and the percentage of cells that displayed the single spike pattern was greater by 7 fold 

than those in age-matched controls at the mature stage. Chronic treatment with TEA 

appeared to antagonize the age-dependent transition in the pattern of activity from single 

spike to repetitive firing. Therefore, I suggest that the mature cellular firing activity of 

Purkinje neurons in part requires the expression of Kca channels. 

B. Methods and Materials 

Primary cerebellar cell culture: 

The procedures for cerebellar cell cultures were same as those described in 

Chapter HI. 

Current clamp recording in vitro: 
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Cultures firom the different treatment groups (control and chronic TEA) were used 

at 5 to 23 days in vitro for analyzing cellular firing patterns. Prior to recording, die 

culture medium was replaced by several washes with TEA-firee Na*^ saline containing Qn 

mM): Naa 140; KQ 3.5; KH2PO4 0.4; Na2P041.25; MgS042.0; CaCl2 2.2; D-glucose 

10.0 and HEPES-KOH 10.0 (pH 7.3). AH the current clamp reccwdings were done in the 

absence of external TEA in order to determine the firing patterns of Purkinje cells at 

different stages following the control or chronic TEA treatments. The culture dish was 

mounted to a stage of a inverted phase-contrast microscope (Nikon) and Puildnje cells 

were identified by their unique morphological features. 

The nystatin perforated-patch recording was used for current clamp study. 

Nystatin is used for whole cell recording to prevent" wash-out," the loss of an ionic 

current response firom diffiisional exchange between the cytoplasm and the contents of 

pipet (Horn and Marty, 1988; Falke et al., 1989). Nystatin is a polypeptide that forms 

pores which increase membrane conductance to monovalent cations and to a lesser extent 

anions, while larger molecules are impermeant The membrane under a cell-attached 

patch is permeabilized by nystatin, providing electrical continuity between the pipet and 

the cytoplasm of the cell. The increase in conductance induced by nystatin is comparable 

to that seen for broken patches used in conventional whole-cell recordings (Horn and 

Marty, 1988). Although "wash-out" may not be critical in my study involving voltage-

activated ion channels, I found that access to whole-cell mode was remarkably facilitated 

by this approach, in contrast to the difficulty of mechanically disrupting the patch 

membrane. Patch electrodes (3-6 M)were made as described for the single channel 

recordings (Chapter IE) and were filled with the high K"*" pipet saline; (in mM): K+-

gluconate 100; KCI54; NaCl 6; MgCl2 2.0; CaCl2 0.85; EGTA 1.0; D-glucose 10 and 

HEPES-KOH 10 (pH 7.3). The tip of electrode was filled with nystatin-free K""" saline to 

facilitate seal formation. The barrel of the pipet was filled with the K"*" saline including 
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nystatin (Sigma) at a final concentration of 200 p-gAnL Nystatin stock solution (SO 

mg/ml) was freshly made each time using 5 mg of nystatin dissolved in 1(X) ^1 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma) by ultrasonication for 10 sec. After the initial seal 

(resistance > 5 G^2) was made, no further suction was applied. The capacitive current 

response to a repeated 10 mV test pulse was monitored. Over a time period of S-20 

minutes, the capacitive current increased and the series resistance decreased to 5-10 MQ, 

corresponding to the expected range of series resistance for a whole-cell recording. 

Action potentials in Puridnje cells were evoked by injection of depolarizing current 

pulses (0.1-1.0 nA; duration 400 ms). The data were collected by a Axopatch 200A 

amplifier (Axon Instrument), filtered at 2-5 kHz with a 4 pole lowpass Bessel filter and 

digitized at a sample interval of200 (xsec and stored on a Dell 466/MX computer for data 

analysis. The spike analysis was done with pClamp software. The duration (at 50% of 

maximal amplitude of action potential) and maximal rising slope of the upstroke of first 

spike at each depolarizing membrane potential were measured and the firing rate at each 

depolarization step was calculated. In addition, the magnitude of depolarization of the 

membrane potential induced by current injection was measured in the end of the pulse. 

The data were plotted as a function of developmental age and fit by linear regression. The 

linear coefficient indicates how well a straight line fits the data points. A linear 

coefficient of > 0.9 is considered to be a strong correlation between X and Y variables, a 

coefficient between 0.5 to 0.9 is considered to be a moderate correlation, whereas a 

coefficient of < 0.5 means a weak correlation. Because of the peak amplitudes of the 

Na'''-mediated spikes were too fast to be resolved by the acquisition program (Clampexl), 

the maximal amplitude could not be accurately determined and the measurement was 

omitted in this study. 
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C. Results 

Cellular firing patterns in vitro during normal development and under the irrfluence of 

chronic treatment with TEA: 

During current clamp recordings, the basal resting potentials were adjusted to 

between -60 to -65 mV, from typical resting potentials of -50 to -60 mV by constant 

current injection. Depolarizing currents from -fO.l to +1.0 nA were injected into the 

Purkinje cells to evoke predominandy two types of distinct filing patterns: single spike 

and repetitive firing (Fig. 12). The single spike was characterized by one action potential 

sometimes followed by smaller oscillations. For cells showing this pattern, the number of 

action potentials did not increase with greater depolarizations. In contrast, the repetitive 

firing mode was characterized by several action potentials of uniform amplitude and 

duration with fairly regular intervals between spikes. The rate of the pacemaker-like 

pattern of repetitive firing was voltage-dependent, and increased with membrane 

depolarization. The fast upstroke of the spike is Na'''-dependent; a slow rising phase and 

long duration of the action potential was observed with 0.5 TTX (Na"*" channel 

blocker) added to the bath solution (data not shown). Occasionally (in 4 cells out of a 

total of 90 cells), a bursting firing pattern ("complex spike" mode) was observed, but only 

in mature cells at DIV 18-21. This pattern was characterized by bursts of two or more 

action potentials with decreasing amplitudes and increasing durations, that are followed 

by a long period of inhibition between bursts (Hg. 13). The developmental trend of this 

pattern was not quantitated because of its rare occurrence. 

All Purkinje cells from control or chronic TEA-treated cultures responded to 

depolarization with either single or repetitive firing patterns. As shown in Figure 14, the 

number of control Purkinje cells that displayed single spike decreased, while the number 
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of cells that displayed the repetitive firing increased as a function of developmental age 

(Bg. 14A). Gironic treatment with TEA caused a higher percentage of cells to exhibit the 

single spike mode with a corresponding lower percentage of cells with repetitive firing 

patterns as compared with age-matched controls at DIV 10-23 (Hg. 14B). Table 5 

summarizes the number of observation and percentage of cells that displayed the single, 

repetitive or complex firing pattern at di£ferent stages. Qii-Square test was used to 

systematically compare all groups as a function of age and treatment In control cultures, 

the percentage of cells with single spike patterns was significantly decreased from 22.2 % 

at DIV 5-6 to 3.8 % at DIV 10-23 (P< 0.05). This difference with age did not occur when 

cultures were chronically treated with 1 mM TEA. As a result, the percentage of cells at 

DIV 10-23 that exhibited the single spike patterns was 7 fold higher in the TEA-treated 

group than that in age-matched control (significant, P< 0.05). These results indicated that 

chronic treatment with 1 mM TEA 2q)peared to antagonize the developmental transition 

in the pattern of activity from single spike to repetitive firing. Single channel data 

(Chapter m) showed that the chronic Kca blockade with TEA antagonized the increase in 

the abundance of Kca channel activity during normal development Therefore, the effects 

of chronic TEA treatment seen here could in part reflect the direct consequence of altered 

Kca channel abundance on the cellular firing pattern. Previous studies showed that the 

acute blockade of Kca chaimels with ImM TEA had similar effects as seen here (Yool 

and Gruol, unpublished data), and thus led me to propose that the observed changes in 

cellular firing patterns could be partially due to the contribution of decreased Kca 

conductance. However, it should be noted that chronic treatment with TEA also 

influences the levels of Ca2+ channel transcripts (Chapter V). 

Effects of chronic TEA treatment on the firing rate and the shape of spikes: 
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Figure IS illustrates action potentials lecoided from immature Puridnje cells from 

control and 1 mM TEA treatments at 8 DIV. Li both conditions, die firing rate increased 

as a function of membrane depolarization. The firing activity was not affected by TEA 

treatment at this stage. The firing rate evoked by various depolarizations and the shape of 

the spikes were not substantially different between control and TEA treatments. The 

relationship between firing rate and depolarization was also comparable between these 

two groups. 

In mature cells, chronic TEA-treated Puridnje neurons showed the different 

profiles in the firing rate and the shape of spikes when compared with control cells. In 

Figure 16, the repetitive firing patterns were recorded from a control cell at 22 DIV and a 

chronic TEA-treated cell at 23 DIV. The firing rate at comparable magnitudes of 

depolarization during current steps was lower in TEA-treated cells as compared widi 

controls. The relationship between firing rate and depolarization was less steep in the 

TEA-treated group than in the control group. The duration of the spike was greater in the 

TEA-treated group and the after-hyperpolarization phase seen in the control cell was not 

evident in the TEA-treated cell. 

A scatter graph (Fig. 17) shows the spike duration plotted against developmental 

age for control and TEA treatments. The duration of the first spike at each depolarizing 

step within a voltage range of -60 mV to -28 mV (a range that did not strongly inactivate 

Na'*' currents) was measured at SO % of maximal amplitude of the action potential and 

represented as the mean duration (± SD) for each cell. The graph was fit by linear 

regression. In the control group (Fig. 17A), the mean duration of the spike decreased with 

time in cultures. This trend was absent in the chronic TEA-treated group (Fig. 17B); the 

spike duration remained relatively long throughout development A maximal 20% longer 

duration was observed in the chronic TEA-treated group as compared to the control group 

at DIV 22-23. 
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Maximal rising slope was measured from die upstroke of the first spike at each 

depolarizing step within a voltage range mentioned above from control and chronic 

TEA-tieated Puridnje neurons. Hgure 18 shows the distribution of maximal rising slopes 

of the upstroke of the spike as a function of age. Each data point represents mean slope± 

SD for each cell and the graph was fit by linear regression. The maximal rising slope 

increased during development in both control (Fig. 18A) and TEA treatment conditions 

(Hg. 18B), and was apparentiy not influenced by TEA treatment. Thus, chronic treatment 

with TEA appeared to prevent the normal decrease in spike duration with age, but did not 

appear to affect the maximal rising slope during development. These data suggest that a 

decrease in K**" conductance and/or an increase in Ca '̂*' conductance may be involved in 

the prolongation of repolarization phase of spikes, while Na"*" conductance is not affected. 

The frequency of firing was examined in control and TEA-treated Purkinje cells 

during development For each cell, firing rates were measured and plotted against die 

membrane depolarization. The graph was fit by linear regression and the slope of line was 

defined as "A Firing Rate / AVoltage". It indicates how fast the firing rate increases with 

membrane depolarization. Using membrane potentials rather than injected currents as the 

independent parameter avoided the variability caused by difference in membrane 

resistance from cell to cell. Figure 4.8 shows the A Firing Rate Qlz) / AVoltage (-60 to 

-28mV) as a function of age. For control Purkinje neurons, the A Firing Rate / AVoltage 

increased during development (Fig. 19A). However, this change was not observed under 

chronic TEA treatment; instead the A Firing Rate / AVoltage at the later stages remained 

comparable to that seen at the early stages (Fig. 19B). 

The threshold of the spike is defined as the membrane potential required to evoke 

the action potential. It is dictated by the type and number of ion channels existing in the 

cell membrane. Therefore, changes in the threshold during development may reflect 

changes in the expression of ion channels. The threshold voltage was measured as the 
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most negative membrane potential at which the action potential was evoked in response 

to current injection. Figure 20 shows threshold voltages as a function of age. The 

threshold voltage was more negative in the older cells than in the younger cells in both 

control (Fig. 20A) and TEA treatment (Fig. 20B) conditions. Thus, TEA treatment did 

not substantially change the threshold voltage for the firing of spikes, again suggesting 

that the Na"*" conductance was not affected. 

D. Discussion 

In summary, the results of my study of firing patterns showed that when 

compared with controls, cells subjected to chronic TEA treatment were less likely to 

acquire repetitive firing pattem during development TEA treatment also prevented the 

shortening in the duration of the action potential and the increase in the firing rate as a 

function of developmental age that occurred in controls. Chronic TEA treatment did not 

affect the maximal rising slope and threshold of spikes. 

The excitable membrane properties in Purkinje neurons, as in other neurons, are 

dictated largely by the types and relative abundances of ion channels in the membrane 

(Hille, 1992). The activation of Na"^ channels contributes to the upstroke phase of action 

potentials; while activation of K"*" chaimels is responsible for repolarization of action 

potentials. Therefore, the duration of spikes is determined by a balance between 

depolarizing components (Na''' and Ca^"*" channels) and repolarizing components (delayed 

rectifier K"'" and Kca channels). Kca and A. type K+ channels also contribute to 

modulating the frequency of firing (Hille, 1992). 

Effects of chronic treatment with 1 mM TEA on the cellular firing patterns could 

be explained in part by decreased Kca activity. However, TEA treatment also affected the 
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levels of Ca '̂*' transcripts and thus channels also could contribute to the observed 

effects of TEA on the cellular firing activity. Kca channels contribute to the 

repolarization of membrane potential and generation of afterhyperpolarization phases of 

action potentials (Hille, 1992). Therefore, the longer duration of the action potential seen 

in chronic treatment with TEA could directly result from decreased activity of ICca 

channeL Alternatively, a broadened Ca '̂*' component could arise from activation of Ca^* 

channels, either by increasing Ca '̂*' channel activity or as an indirect effect of reducing 

Kca channel activity. The lower frequency of firing seen in chronic TEA-treated cells 

may be due to impaired recovery of the Na*** channels from inactivation, as a result of the 

reduced afterhypeipolarization phase. This mechanism is consistent with the observed 

increase in the interval between spikes in a train of action potentials. 

During development, the threshold voltage required to evoke the spikes was more 

positive Gugh-threshold) at early stage and more negative (low-threshold) at later stages. 

In addition, the maximal rising slope of upstroke of spikes showed a increase during 

development These trends were not obviously affected by chronic treatment with TEA, 

suggesting that Na'*' conductances may also contribute to developmental changes in 

electrical properties of Purkinje neurons, but are not regulated by the processes affected 

by TEA. This topic is beyond the scope of this study. 

The cellular firing pattern of Purkinje neurons during development in vivo and in 

vitro has been studied previously. For in vivo study. Woodward and colleagues and others 

have shown that spontaneous activity began at 1-2 days posmatal, and then increased in 

firing rate and showed a transition from regular sustained firing to complex firing patterns 

between posmatal 10 to 15 days (Lathan and Paul, 1971; Llin^s et al., 1981; Woodward 

et al., 1969). For Purkinje cells in vitro, Gruol and colleagues (1987) reported an increase 

in the firing rate with time in cultures, and changes in firing patterns from irregular 

repetitive firing and single spike patterns at the early stage (4 days in vitro) to a 
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predominantly regular rq)etitive firing with some complex and doublet spike patterns at 

the mature stage (13-21 days in vitro, Gruol and Franklin, 1987; Yool andGruoU 

unpublished). The cellular firing activity recorded in vitro in my study showed patterns 

similar to those recorded in vitro by Gruol and colleagues. The predominant firing 

pattern of mature Puridnje cells in vitro was regular repetitive firing, whereas irregular 

complex spikes dominated in vivo. This observed difference may be due to the fact diat 

the Purkinje neuron dendridc structure is less developed in culture than in vivo. 

From my study, I would speculate that the single spike firing pattern results from 

low expression of Kca channels, and that the repetitive firing pattern correlates with 

increased expression of Kca channels. It is possible that at a given developmental stage, 

the level of expression of Kca channels in different Purkinje ceUs is not homogeneous, 

and varies for sub-population of cells. In order to answer this question, future 

experiments with in nm-hybridization or immunocytochemistry will be required to 

determine the distribution of channel transcripts or proteins. 

The goal of this smdy was to characterize development of Purkinje neurons in 

terms of electrophysiological properties, and in particular to examine the possible 

contribution of the Kca channel to developmental changes. The results shown in this 

chapter demonstrate a developmental trend in the shape of spikes and cellular activity 

patterns firom single spike to repetitive firing during the maturation of Purkinje cells. 

Chrotuc treatment with TEA (1 mM) prevented the developmental increase in the 

abundance of Kca channel activity, which could account for the lack of significant 

alterations in the shape of the spike and the pattern of activity seen in controls. The 

observation that chronic treatment with TEA antagoruzes the transition of electrical 

properties of Purkinje cells indicates that the normally upregulated expression of Kca 

conductance may serve as one of mechanisms that contribute to development of mature 

membrane excitability in Purkinje neurons. Changes in Ca '̂*' conductances also are likely 
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to be involved in development of the mature filing patttm of Puikinje neurons, and are 

the topic of Chapter VI. 
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Table 5. The percent Purkinje cells that display single, repetitive or complex firing 

pattern in culture with different chronic treatment conditions. 

Rring 
Pattem Treatment % of cells 

Single 

5-6 DIV 
Obs n % 

Control 
TEA (1 mM) 

2 
3 

9 
9 

22 

33 

7-8 DIV 
Obs n % 

1 6 17 

2 6 33 

10-23 DIV 
Obs n % 

1 
9 

26 4 

34 27 

Repetitive Control 1 9 78 5 6 83 23 26 88 

T E A ( l m M )  6  9  < 5 7  4  6  6 7  2 3  3 4  ( 5 7  

Complex Control 09 0 060 2 26 5 

T E A ( l m M )  0 9  0  0 6 0  2  3 4 5  

"Obs" is the number of cells containing a given firing pattem; "n" is the total number of 
cells recorded; % is the percent cells that display a given firing pattem; "DIV" is the age 
of the culture in days in vitro. 
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Figure 12. Cunent clamp recording of cultured Puridnje neurons exhibiting single spike 

and repetitive firing patterns. 

The single spike pattern (A) was recorded from a control Purkinje neuron at day 14 in 

vitro and the repeddve firing pattern (B) was recorded finm a control Purkinje neuron at 

day 13 in vitro. Depolarizing cuirent pulses (amplitude indicated K) the left of each trace) 

at 400 ms duration were injected to evoke the firing response. The single spike mode is 

characterized by one action potential followed by oscillations of membrane potentials; the 

repetitive firing is characterized by several action potentials of uniform amplitude and 

duration with approximately regular intervals between spikes. 
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Figure 13. Current clanq) recording of a cultured Puridnje neuron exhibiting complex 

spike firing pattern. 

The complex spike pattern was recorded from a Purkinje neuron at day 21 in vitro. The 

depolarizing current pulses (ao^litude indicated to the left of each trace) at 400 ms 

duration were injected to evoke the acdon potentials. This pattern is characterized by 

bursts of three or more action potentials on a slow depolarization that within a burst show 

a decrease in amplitude and an increase in duration; each cooqplex spike event is 

followed by a period of inhibition between bursts. 
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Figure 14. Analysis of types of firing patterns observed in control and chronic TEA-

treated Purkinje neurons during development. 

The percentages of cells that displayed the single spike pattern, repetitive firing pattern 

or complex spike pattern are plotted as a function of developmental age from control 

group (A) and chronic TEA tieated-cultures (B). The percentage calculated as the 

number of cells that displayed a given pattern of spike events out of the total number of 

cells studied within each age and treatment group. The Chi-Square test was used 

systematically to determine statistically significant differences between each age and 

treatment In control cultures, the percentage of cells with single spike firing at DIVlO-23 

was significandy smaller (P< O.OS) than that at DIV S-6. There was no significant 

difference with age within the chronic TEA treatment group. However, when comparing 

the difference between control and TEA-treated groups, the percentage of cells that 

exhibited the single spike pattern in TEA-treated group at DIV 10-23 was significandy 

greater (P< O.OS) than that in age-matched control. The number of Puridnje neurons 

analyzed in each group is indicated in parentheses above the data columns (n). 
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Figure 15. Cmrent clamp recording of the repetitive firing pattern observed in control 

and TEA-treated Purkinje neurons during early development 

The repetitive firing pattern was recorded from a control Purkinje neuron at day 8 in vitro 

(A) and a chronic TEA-treated Purkinje neuron at day 8 in vitro (B). The amplitudes of 

the injected depolarizing currents are indicated to the left of the traces. 
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Figure 16. Current clamp recording of the repetitive filing pattern fixnn the control and 

TEA-treated Purkinje neurons at the mature stage of development in culture. 

The repetitive firing pattern was recorded firom a control Puiidnje neuron at day 22 in 

vitro (A) and a chronic TEA-treated Purkinje neuron at day 23 in vitro (B). The 

amplitudes of the injected depolarizing cunents are indicated to the left of the traces. The 

inserted traces show selected action potentials {*) at an expanded time scale. 
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Figure 17. Effect of chronic TEA treatment on the duration of spikes recorded from 

cultured Purkinje neurons during development 

The scatter plot shows the duration of the spike as a function of developmental age from 

control (A) and chronic TEA-treated (B) Purkinje neurons. The duration was measured at 
SO % of tnayimal amplitude of the initial spike and calculated as mean ± SD for each cell. 

The plot was fit by linear regression. The linear coefBcient (see methods) is 0.75 for the 

control and 0.08 for the TEA-treated groups, suggesting a moderate and weak strength of 

correlation, respectively. The slope of the line is -0.12 for control and -0.01 for TEA-

treated groups, and shows the significant difference between control and treated groups 

(P<0.01, t-test). 
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Figure 18. E£fea of chjconic TEA treatment on the maximal rising slope of the upstroke 

of spikes, recorded firom cultured Putkinje neurons during development 

The scatter plot shows the maximal rising slope of the upstroke of the spike as a function 

of developmental age from control (A) and chronic TEA-tieated (B) Pinkinje neurons. 

The data were calculated as mean ± SD for each cell and fit by linear regression. The 

linear coefBcient is 0.44 for control and 0.62 for TEA-treated groups, suggesting a weak 

and moderate strength of correlation, respectively. The slope of the line is +0.39 for 

control and +0.S1 for TEA-treated groups. The statistical analysis shows no significant 

difference for the slope between control and treated groups (P>0.05, t-test). 
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Figure 19. Effect of chioiiic TEA treatment on the relationship between firing rate and 

depolarization (A firing rate/AV) from cultured Purkinje neurons during development 

The scatter plot shows the A firing rate/AV for each cell as a function of developmental 

age from control (A) and chronic TEA-treated (B) groups. Hie A firing rate/AV 

represents the increase of firing rate as a function of voltage over a range of -60 to -28 

mV. The data points were fit by linear regression. The linear coefficient is 0.80 for 

control and 0.01 for TEA-treated groups, suggesting a moderate and weak strength of 

correlation, respectively. The slope of the line is +0.06 for control and 0 for TEA-treated 

groups. The statistical analysis shows significant difference for the slope between control 

and treated groups (P<0.01, t-test). 
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Figure 20. Effect of chronic TEA treatment on the threshold voltage for evoking spikes 

&om cultured Puridnje neurons during development 

The scatter plot shows the threshold voltage for eliciting an acdon potential as a function 

of developmental age £rom control (A) and chronic TEA-treated (B) groups. The data 

points were fit by linear regression. The linear coefScient is 0.60 for control and 0.52 for 

TEA-treated groups, suggesting a moderate strength of correlation in both conditions. 

The slope of the line is -0.92 for control and -0.71 for TEA-treated groups. The statistical 

analysis shows no significant difference for the slope between control and treated groups 

(P>0.05, t-test). 
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CHAPTER V. DEPOLARIZATION AND CALCIUM ENTRY 

INFLUENCE THE LEVELS OF TRANSCRIPTS OF Kca 

CHANNELS IN VITRO 

A. Introduction 

In this study, I used a PGR method demonstrated to be valid for comparison of 

relative abundance (Cause and Adamovicz, 1994; Zhao et al., 1995) to determine whether 

the pattern of expression of Kca transcripts in vitro follows the pattern described in vivo 

(Chapter II), and whether the low frequency occurrence of Kca channel activity observed 

in chronic TEA treated Purkinje neurons reflected a corresponding change in the level of 

Kca transcripts. 

Reverse-transcription was used to generate cDNA from the cytoplasmic total 

RNA that was isolated from cerebellar cultures in control and chronic ImM TEA 

treatments. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR amplifies specific signals from the cDNA pool 

and is used to detect the relative amount of a transcript of interest with respect to a 

constimtively expressed gene. Measurements of the amount of a PGR product are based 

on identifying a sub-saturating range of template concentrations for the reaction 

condition, so that the amount of original RNA in the sample is reflected in the quantity of 

the PGR product In control cultures, the level of Kca transcripts showed no significant 

change during development from day 4 to day 21 in vitro; however, the levels of ICca 

transcripts were upregulated in the chronic TEA-treated cultures. 

The known effects of 1 mM TEA include depolarization of the resting potential 

and broadening of the calcium component of the endogenous action potential in 
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cerebellar Purkinje neurons (Yool et al., 1988). I hypothesized that chronic TEA 

treatment enhanced the level of Kca transcripts through a voltage- and calcium-

dependent mechanism. To test this idea, the effects of membrane depolarization and Ca?* 

influx were assessed with high external K"*" (lOmM) or with TEA(lmM) as the 

stimulatory agents, in the presence of either normal or low external In the presence 

of normal external Ca '̂*', both TEA and high KQ increased the levels of Kca channel 

transcripts. Low external Ca2+ prevented the stimulatory effects of TEA and "high" K+. 

One could speculate that the level of Kca transcripts in vivo also is influenced by 

depolarization and Ca^^ entry. The effect in vivo could be mediated by endogenous 

mechanisms (such as excitatory synaptic input that is known firom anatomical studies to 

be present; Altman, 1972). Regulation of gene expression by long-term electrical 

stimulation and Ca.̂ * entry has been observed in expression of channels in Xenopus 

skeletal muscle and in expression of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in rat skeletal 

muscle (Gilmour, et al., 1995; linsdell and Moody, 1995; Tang et al., 1994). Dynamic 

regulation of Kca channels during development could influence membrane potential and 

calcium signaling, and thus be significant in shaping the process of neuronal maturation. 

B. Methods and Materials 

Primary cerebellar cell culture methods: 

The primary cerebellar cell cultures were established using the same methods as 

described in Chapters m and IV. To test the levels of Kca transcripts during normal 

development and following chronic treatment with TEA, cultures were set up for control 

and for chronic TEA treatments in parallel. The K+ channel blocker TEA at a final 

concentration of 1 mM was added to the culture medium beginning on day 3 until 

harvesting at days 4,8,10,14 and 21 in vitro. 
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An additional set of cultures was set up for control and various treatments to test 

the involvement of depolarization and entry in the levels of Kca transcripts. The 

control culture medium contained S.3 mM KQ and 1.8 mM Ca '̂*'. For TEA treatment 

experiments, TEA was added at a final concentration of 1 mM to the culture medium as 

described above. For the high K"*" treatment, the KQ concentration in the culture medium 

was supplemented to a final concentration of 10 mM. In low Ca '̂*' medium, the external 

Ca.^* concentration level was adjusted to 0.1 mM by addition of EGTA at 1.7 mM 

(Fabiato, 1988). Each of the four different treatment conditions; TEA (1 mM), high KCl 

(final concentration of 10 mM), TEA plus low Ofi* and high KCl plus low Ca^""" was 

tested with long- and short-term exposures. For long-term treatments, cultures were 

treated with the conditions described above beginning on day 3 until harvesting at day 14 

in vitro. For short term, the cultures were initially kept in control media and then were 

treated with the same conditions beginning on day 13 for 24 hours before harvesting all 

samples at day 14 in vitro. 

Isolation of cytoplasmic RNA from rat cerebellar cultures: 

From a batch of sibling cultures, three to four culture plates were combined to 

generate each RNA sample, creating one sample per time point for each treatment 

(control and chronic treatment with 1 mM TEA) at five stages (4,8,10,14 and 21 days in 

vitro). For the matched short- and long-term treatment experiments, cytoplasmic RNA 

from all treatments was isolated at day 14 in vitro. Cultures were washed several times 

with chilled phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and cells were scraped from the plates and 

lysed on ice for 5 minutes in RNA extraction buffer containing: 0.5 % Nonidet P-40 

(Sigma); 0.14 M NaQ; 1.5 mM MgQ2; 10 mM Tris; ImM DTT and 400 unit/ml RNase 

inhibitor. Proteins were digested with 50 Hg/ml Proteinase K in 0.2 M Tris; 25 mM 

EDTA; 0.3 M NaCl and 2% SDS for 30 minute at 37®C and cytoplasmic RNA was 
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extracted twice by phenol and chlorofoim and precipitated by isopropanoL The 

contaminating DNA was removed by incubating with RNase-&ee DNase at a final 

concentration of 2 p-g/ml at 37^ for 60 minutes. The concentration of the total RNA for 

each sample was detemuned by UV spectrophotometry (A?^). 

Reverse transcription was carried out using the nuxlified procedures described by 

Sambrook et al. (1989). Two ̂ g of cytoplasmic RNA was used to synthesize single-

stranded cDNA with 1 )ig random primer; 0.2 ^g oligodeoxythymidine (dT) primer, 40 

unit RNase inhibitor; IX reverse transcription buffer; ImM each of deoxynucleotides 

(dNTP) and 50 unit reverse transcriptase M-MuLV (Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus, 

Boehringer-Mannheim) in a total of 25 ^1 volume at 37°C for 1 hour and reaction was 

stopped by incubation at 92^0 for 5 minutes. 

Semi-quantitative polymerase chain reaction: 

A modified technique for polymerase chain reaction, known as the semi

quantitative or non-competitive method (Gause and Adamovicz, 1994; Zhao et al., 1995) 

was used to compare the amount of a target sequence with respect to the amoimt of a 

constitutively-expressed reference sequence such as cyclophilin. The amount of cDNA 

template that is needed to produce a dose-dependent amount of reaction product is 

de&ied empirically in initial experiments by testing a range of template concentrations 

and choosing a sub-saturating concentration. The relative intensity of the target sequence 

product visualized with ethidium bromide can then be interpreted as reflecting the relative 

abundance of the target mRNA in the original total RNA pool (Zhao et al., 1995). 

Aliquots of cDNA generated by reverse-transcription were used for PCR 

amplification with sequence-specific synthetic oligodeoxyribonucleotides primers. 

Primers for the Kca sequence were: sense 5'-GGCTGGAAGTGAATTCAGTAG and 

antisense 5'-TGAGTAAGTAGACACATTCCC-3'. These primer sequences are based on 
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the rat brain Kca sequence rslo from 660 to 680 bp, and 951 to 971 bp respectively, and 

produced a product of the expected size at 314 bp. Hie selected piimer regions for Kca 

are 98% homologous between mouse and rat, reflecting the high overall homology (96%) 

that exists between the rslo and mslo coding regions (Mi and Schwaxz, unpublished data). 

Primers for cyclophilin sequence were: sense 5'-GGGGAGAAAGGATTTGGCTA-3* 

(from 166 to 185 bp), and antisense 5'-ACATGCTTGCCATCCAGCC-3* (&Dm404 to 

422 bp) and produced a product at the expected size of 259 bp. Cyclophilin served as an 

internal standard for the relative quantitative comparisons. PGR reactions for the Kca 

channel and cyclophilin sequence were carried out in parallel in separate reaction tubes. 

Each PGR amplification (50 |il final volume) contained 25 pmole of each primer, 0.2 mM 

each of dNTP; 10 mM Tris-HQ; 1.5 mM MgGl2; 50 mM KQ and 2.5 unit Taq DNA 

polymerase (Boehringer-Mannheim). Components were aliquoted fiom maximally 

diluted stocks to enhance the reproducibility of the pipetted volumes. The PGR reactions 

(in a Peridn-Elmer 9600 thermocycler) used the following steps: denaturation at 94''C for 

30 sec, annealing at 59°G for 30 sec and polymerization at 72®G for 1 noin for 25 cycles, 

ending with 5 min at 72®C and storage at 4®G. Initial PGR reactions first surveyed the 

different preparations to determine which appeared to have highest intensity of Kca 

sequence products, and then tested a dilution series of template cDNA concentrations 

ficom that same preparation to determine the concentration of template that yielded an 

amount of product near the midpoint (50 %) of the dose-dependent range. The 

empirically-determined sub-saturation levels of template were held constant for the 

subsequent comparisons of relative abundance across cDNA preparations from all stages. 

For gel electrophoresis, one-fifth of the PGR product volumes were combined with 

sample-matched rslo and cyclophilin reactions into the same lanes of a 3 % MetaPhor 

high-resolution agarose (FMG Bioproducts) gel and run at 60V for 4 hours. Gels were 

stained with ethidium bromide (0.05 mgAnl) for 20 min and destained with water for 30 
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min and dien photographed. The intensides of the bands were measured from scanned 

photographic images with NIH Image software (Nad. Inst Health) and adjusted by 

subtraction of adjacent background regions. Signal intensity data for the rsh Kca bands 

(multiplied by 0.1 to account for the 10-fold higher proportion of cDNA template used in 

the reaction for rslo) were standardized to the intensity of the signal for cyclophilin in the 

same lane. Hnal data represent the summarized values quantitated from two sets of total 

RNA preparations from two different batches of cultures, based on two different PGR 

reactions at each time point, with data analyzed from 2 gels per PGR reaction. These 

multiple comparisons demonstrated that the PGR results were consistent within a given 

preparation as well as across preparations from different batches of cultures. 

To ensure that the amplification of contaminating genomic DNA did not 

contribute to the signals of interest, a negative control PGR reaction was carried out in 

which the RNA sample without reverse transcription was used as the template. 

To verify the PGR product is indeed a rslo sequence, not a non-specific product, 

the PGR product for rslo was subjected to restriction enzyme digestion with either Ncol 

(10 unit) or Sad (10 unit) in a final volume of 20 nl at 370G for 2-3 hours. Restriction 

digests were analyzed by gel electrophoresis (3 % MetaPhor high-resolution agarose). 

C. Results 

Definition of the optimal cDNA template concentrations for RT-PCR: 

Transcripts for many ion channel genes are present at low abundance (Drewe et 

al., 1992; Salkoff et al., 1992). In my smdies, the ms/o-related sequence could only be 

detected by Northern blot analysis when more than 10 ^g of polyA-RNA per lane was 

used. Among the various techniques for detecting RNA levels, including RNase 

protection assay and in ^im-hybridization, RT-PGR is the most sensitive (Cause and 

Adamovicz, 1994). Non-competitive semi-quantitative RT-POl allowed me to evaluate 
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the relative amounts of ion channel transcripts from three to four culture plates (35 mm) 

per time point The method relies on establishing a PCR reaction condition in which the 

amount of PCR product reflects the amount of original RNA. The PCR reaction amplifies 

the DNA sequence that lies between a pair of known primers in an exponential manner 

until the process reaches a plateau that is limited by the number of cycles, enzyme 

viability, or the concentration of template or primers. Therefore, the reliability of the 

method as a relative quantitative tool depends on defining a sub-saturating level of cDNA 

template at a given cycle number, enzyme and primer concentrations, so that the 

abundance of the original cDNA is the dominant limiting factor. 

Hgure 21A shows the PCR products resulting from amplifications with a dilution 

series of cDNA template, using samples harvested at 4 days in vitro for cyclophilin and 7 

days in vitro for rslo. The cDNA template is presumed to correspond directly to the 

concentration of original RNA by assimiing the efBciency of reverse transcription was 

100 % (Cause and Adamovicz, 1994; Zhao et al., 1995). Visualized with ethidium 

bromide, the signals for rslo and cyclophilin (at the expected sizes of 314 bp and 259 bp 

respectively) showed different dose-dependent relationships with template concentrations 

at 25 cycles. The signal for cyclophilin was more intense than that for rslo, showing that 

the relative abundance of constitutively expressed cyclophilin is higher. The intensities of 

PCR product bands were measured for uniform areas by NIH bnage software, and 

adjusted by subtraction of adjacent background areas. All data were standardized to the 

maximal signal intensity seen for cyclophilin with 300 ng template (Rgure 22A). 

Saturation of the amount of reaction product was evident at cDNA template 

concentrations of 200 ng for rslo and 10 ng for cyclophilin. From this initial 

characterization, the amount of cDNA template was set constant at 50 ng for rslo and 5 

ng for cyclophilin for the subsequent analyses of all samples from control and chronic 

TEA treatments at different ages. 
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Semi-quantitative analysis ofKca transcript levels in vitro assessed by PCR: 

Figure 21B shows the PCR product bands obtained fiom separate an^lifications 

with template cDNA prepared from cytoplasmic RNA isolated at 4,8,10,14 and 21 days 

in vitro from control and chronic TEA-treated cerebellar cultures. The products for rslo 

and cyclophilin were loaded on the same gel lanes and ran at the expected sizes of 314 bp 

and 259 bp respectively. Data for rslo were standardized to cyclophilin, and multiplied 

by 0.1 to account for the 10-fold difference in template concentration (SO ng for rslo and 

5 ng for cyclophilin). The box plot in Figure 22B shows the data collected from four PCR 

gel analyses of two separate batches of culture preparations. In control cultures, the 

intensity of signals for rslo exhibited no significant differences across all ages as 

compared with day 4 in vitro (non-parametric Mann-Whimey test; P>0.05), indicating no 

change in Kca transcript levels during development However, in cultures treated 

chronically with TEA, the rslo signal intensity ratio was increased significantly at 10,14 

and 21 days when compared with age-matched control and when compared with TEA-

treated cultures at day 4 (p<0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whimey test). 

The PCR product for rslo was verified by restriction enzyme digestion with either 

Ncol or SacL The digested bands stained with ethidiimi bromide ran at the expected sizes 

of 252 bp and 62 bp when cut with Ncol; and 214 bp and 100 bp when cut with SacI (Fig. 

23, lane 3,4). The uncut control PCR product for rslo showed the expected band at 314 

bp (Fig. 23, lane 2). This band at 314 bp was also observed in the lane 3 and 4, indicating 

that the digest reaction with Ncol or SacI did not go completely. These data confirmed 

that the PCR product generated with rslo sequence specific primers indeed encoded a 

partial sequence of Kca channels. 

Influence of expression ofKca transcripts by depolarization and ir^ux: 
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An additional set of RT-PCR experiments was perfonned to study the effects of 

membrane depolarization and calcium entry on the level of Kca transcripts. Cytoplasmic 

RNA &om control and short- and long-term treatments with TEA, KQ, TEA plus low 

Ca2+ or KQ plus low Ca2+ was isolated at 14 days in vitro (see Methods). Hgure 24 

shows that die semi-quandtative PGR products visualized with ethidium bromide ran at 

the sizes of 314 bp for rslo and 259 bp for cyclophilin. The abundance of Kca transcripts, 

measured as the relative signal intensity with reference to cyclophilin, is shown in Hgure 

25. For the long-term treatment, the intensiQr of signals for rslo was significandy 

increased in both 1 mM TEA and 10 mM extracellular KQ treated cultures when 

compared with control cultures (P <0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whimey test). In 

contrast, low external Ca '̂*' (0. ImM) negated the effect of TEA or high KQ, and the level 

of Kca transcripts showed no significant differences as compared with control (P> 0.05, 

non-parametric Mann-Whitney test). For the short-term treatment, the intensity of signals 

for rslo showed a trend similar to that seen in the long-term experiment, in that 1 mM 

TEA and 10 mM extracellular KQ appeared to increase the level of Kca transcripts, but 

the differences were not significant as compared with control cultures (P>0.05, non-

parametric Mann-Whimey test). These results suggest that the membrane depolarization 

with 1 mM TEA or high external KQ enhances the level of Kca transcripts. Upregulation 

of the level of Kca transcripts appears to depend on calcium entry. A plausible 

mechanism is that the membrane depolarization by TEA or high extracellular KQ 

activates voitage-gated Ca2+ channels and leads to an elevation of internal Ca2+ through 

Ca2+ influx. The enhanced Ca^+ level may upiegulate gene expression. The effect of 

TEA or high KQ on the level of Kca transcripts was more remarkable in the long-term 

(12 days) treatment than in the short-term (24 hours) treatment, suggesting that the 

upregulation of gene expression requires more than 24 hours. 
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D. Discussion 

The results presented in this chapter showed that in control cultures, Kca channel 

transcripts were detected throughout all stages; however, there was no apparent change in 

transcript levels during development. Li chronic TEA-treated cultures, the level of Kca 

transcripts was upregulated as compared with age-matched control group. The level of 

Kca transcripts was increased from day 10 and reached the peak at day 14 and then 

declined at day 21. The expression of Kca transcripts in control cultures at early stages 

correlated with single channel recordings that showed a low level of Kca channel activity 

at early stages in vitro, and also correlated with the detection of faint bands by Northern 

analysis at posmatal days 2-6 in vivo. 

However, the finding that Kca transcript levels showed no appreciable increase 

during development in vitro did not match the increase of Kca channel activity in vitro 

seen by patch clamp recordings. One possible explanation is that the increased frequency 

of occurrence for Kca channels in cultures represents an accumulation of channels that 

persist from earlier stages. An alternative explanation of the mismatch between the Kca 

transcript and protein levels in vitro is that the level of Kca transcripts reflects the whole 

cerebellar cultures which comprise multiple cell types, while the Kc^ channel activity 

was recorded only from Purkinje neurons. The third possibility is that the Kca channels 

may be encoded by multiple isoforms of Kca channel gene (other than rslo), reflecting 

the existence of a multigene family or alternative RNA splicing (Butler et al., 1993). 

Therefore, RT-PCR method may only detect one isoform of Kca channel transcripts 

(rsb), whereas the patch clamp technique may record Kca channels encoded by multiple 

isoforms of the channel gene. 
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There also was a mismatch between the pattern of Kca transcription in vivo and 

that seen in vitro, in that control cultures showed a constant level while Northern analysis 

in vivo suggested an upregulation. This discrepancy suggests that the factors potentially 

regulating the expression of this channel in vivo are not fully reproduced in die control 

condition in vitro. In cultures treated chronically with 1 mM TEA, the Kca transcript 

level detected by PGR was upregulated from day 10 to 14 in vitro, and then declined 

slighdy by day 21 in a pattern that was more similar to that seen in the Northern analysis 

of the Kca-related sequence in vivo. This suggests that chronic TEA treatment may 

mimick some key aspect of cellular condition in vivo. TEA has been shown to block Kca 

channel and depolarize the cell membrane, so one possible factor driving expression in 

vivo might be frequent depolarization of the cell by tonic excitatory synaptic inputs. This 

idea v '̂ pported by evidences that the resting membrane potential recorded in Purkinje 

neuro slices was more negative than those observed in the in vivo condition. It was 

probably due to removal, by slicing process, of the background synaptic inputs generated 

by the parallel fibers from granule cells (Llinis and Sugimori, 1980). E>uring second and 

third posmatal weeks of rat cerebellum, Puikinje cells in vivo undergo extensive 

synaptogenesis with parallel fibers from granule cells and a dramatic increase in the 

number of synaptic junctions occurs (Hemdon and Oster-Granite, 1975). The 

morphological development of Purkinje neuron in culture is comparable to that described 

for Purkinje neurons in vivo (Woodword et al., 1969a,b; Altman, 1972). However, an 

obvious difference between Purkinje neurons in culture and those in vivo has been 

observed in the dendritic stracture; the dendritic a:ee of Puikinje neurons in culture is 

smaller and less well developed. In addition, synaptic connections appear to less 

extensive in culture (Gruol and Franklin, 1987), and may result in less frequent 

depolarization in cultured cells. This difference could account in part for the low level of 

transcripts for Kca channels in vitro as compared with in vivo. 
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Therefore, I hypothesized that the level of channel transcripts was 

upregulated in vitro by membrane depolarization and Ca '̂*' influx. This hypodiesis was 

tested by inducing membrane depolarization with increased extracellular K"*" in cultures. 

An increase of external &om S.3 mM to 10 mM was expected to induce an 

approximately 16 mV membrane depolarization according to Nemst equation (E|c=60 

log[K]o/[K]i)- The effect of increased external K**" on the level of Kca transcripts was 

similar in stimulatory action to TEA. Decreased external calcium fiom 1.8 mM in 

control mediimi to 100 )iM in the low Cs?-* medium prevented the upregulation of 

transcript level by TEA or high K+. The low Ca2+ medium (100 nM) used to decrease 

Ca2+ entry through voltage-gated channels did not appear to affect the survival of 

Puiidnje neurons during the short- or long-term treatments in my study. Morphological 

development and relative abiuidance of different cell types in the cerebellar culture were 

not obvious!-- affected by low Ca^**". In addition, the signal intensity for constitutively 

expressed cyclophilin did not show a decline as compared with control cultures, although 

it was not possible to formally quantitate this observation because cyclophilin itself 

served as a reference for the amount of tissue prepared. 

Intracellular Ca '̂*' has been shown to regulate gene expression in many cell types. 

For example, high external Ca2+ downregulates the expression of neurofibromin in 

human keratinocytes (Hermonen et al., 1995); and Ca?* is also involved in the c-fos 

transcription induced by endothelin-1 in vascular cells (Simonson et al., 1996). Electrical 

activity and Ca2+ influx induce ion channel expression in embryonic skeletal muscle cells 

of Xenopus laevis. Both K+ and Na+ currents failed to develop in the presence of TTX 

and nifedipine, suggesting Na^-dependent electrical activity and influx are required 

for ion channel expression (Linsdell and Moody, 199S). 

The membrane depolarization has been shown to influence the survival and 

differentiation of cerebellar granule cells in previous studies (Gallo et al., 1987; Hack et 
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al., 1993). The elevated external K**" ^ ZOmM) was essential for the survival and 

differentiation of cerebellar granule cells in culture. The positive effect of elevated 

external K"*" was prevented when Ca2+-cntry was blocked by Mg2+, EGTA or 

dihydropyridine, indicating that this effect was mediated through a depolarization-

induced increase of Ca '̂*' influx (Gallo et al., 1987). It was further suggested by authors 

that depolarization of the granule cells in culture mimics the influence of the 

physiological stimulation in vivo through N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, 

involving Ca '̂̂ '-entry and the activation of a Ca^Vcalmodulin-dependent protein kinase 

(Gallo etal., 1987; Hack et al., 1993). 

In summary, these data support the idea that membrane depolarization caused 

either by blockade of Kca channels with 1 mM TEA or by high external K"*" influences 

the level of Kca transcripts through a mechanism involving voltage-gated Ca2+ entry. 

Several aspects of this hypothesis remain unproved and will require further studies, such 

as whether an elevated intracellular Ca '̂*' level caused by depolarizing agents involves 

activation of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels; and how intracellular Ca.^* signal influences 

the level of Kca transcripts. However, the connection between depolarizing stimuli and 

changes in intracellular Ca2+ in the cultures is supported by evidence that 1 mM TEA and 

high external K+ evoke slow Ca2+ transients in Purkinje cells in cultures seen by Ca2+ 

imaging with Fura-2 (Reitstetter and Yool, unpublished). 
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Figure 21. PCR analysis of Kca cyclophilin transcript levels during cerebellar 

development in vitro. 

(A). PCR products visualized with ethidium bromide were generated from a dilution 

series of ten:q)late, using sequence-specific primers for KQI {rslo) and cyclophilin (eye). 

Products at the expected sizes {rslo at 314 bp; cyclophilin at 259 bp) showed a dose-

dependent relationship to the amount of template at sub-saturation levels. Template for 

this analysis was prepared from cytoplasimc RNA of rat cerebellar cell cultures at 4 days 
in vitro for cyclophilin and 7 days in vitro for rslo. (B). Coo^arison of PCR products 

generated with templates synthesized from cytoplasmic RNA at different ages (days in 

vitro, DIV)- Relative signal intensities are interpreted with reference to cyclophilin for 

evaluation of the developmental pattern of transcription of Kca in control cultures Geft 

side) and in cultures subjected to long-term chronic treatment with I mM TEA (right 

side). 
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Figure 22. Quantitative compaiison of the relative abundance of Kca transcripts during 

development in control and long-term chronic treatment wiA TEA. 

(A). The graph shows the relative intensities of PGR product bands obtained from 

separate amplification reactions for rslo and cyclophilin with a dilution series of template 

concentrations (gel illustrated in Fig. 21A). Ethidium bromide signal intensities were 

quantitated for uniform areas by NIH Image software, adjusted by subtraction of adjacent 

background, and plotted as a proportion of the maximum signal as a fimction of template 

concentration. The maximum signal was the produa band for cyclophilin at 3(X) ng 

template. 

(B). The box plot shows the relative intensities of rslo signals obtained from a constant 

amount of total template at different developmental stages (days in vitro, DIV, illustrated 

in Fig. 21B). The rslo signals (SO ng template) were standardized to the intensity of the 

signal for cyclophilin (S ng template) for the same template preparation, and data are 

presented as the ratio of rslo to cyclophilin multiplied by 0.1. Boxes show the full range 

of data values; internal bars represent the median value. Significant differences between 

control (open) and chronic TEA-treated (filled) cultures at each age were determined by 

the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, and are indicated by asterisks (•). 
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Figure 23. Verification of the PGR product for rslo by restriction enzyme digestion. 

PGR product for rslo was confirmed by restriction enzyme digestion with either Ncol (10 

unit) or Sac I (10 unit). The digested products stained with ethidium bromide show bands 

at the expected sizes of 252 bp and 62 bp when cut with Ncol (lane 3); and 214 bp and 

100 bp when cut with SacI (lane 4). The uncut control band ran at the expected size of 

314 bp (lane 2). The DNA ladders were loaded on lanes 1 and S, and indicating the DNA 

sizes (in bp) of 587,540,504,458,434,267,234,213,192,184,124,104,89,80,64. 
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Figure 24. PGR analysis of Kca channel transcript levels after treatment with TEA or 

high KCl in the presence of normal or low calcium medium. 

Cerebellar cultures were subjected to the short-(24 hours) and long-term (12 days) 

treatment with TEA (ImM) or high external KQ (10 mM) in Ae presence of normal (1.8 

mM) or low (0.1 mM) external Ca?*. PGR products visualized with ethidium bromide 

were generated with a constant amount of total templates synthesized from cytoplasmic 

RNA isolated from control and treatments at 14 days in vitro. PGR products for rslo and 

cyclophilin were loaded on the same lanes and ran at the expected sizes of 314 bp and 

259 bp. The signal intensities of Kca channel transcripts were standardized to die internal 

control, cyclophilin. 
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Figure 25. Quantitative comparison of the signal intensities of Kca transcripts in TEA 
and high KCl-treated cultures in the presence of ncmnal or low extracellular calcium 

medium. 

The box plot illustrates the relative intensities of rslo signals obtained from a constant 

amount of template at a sub-saturating concentration at 14 days in vitro ficom the control 

and treatment groups (gel illustrated in Fig. 24). The rslo signals were standardized to the 

intensity of the signal for cyclophilin. Boxes show the full range of data values firom the 

multiple PGR reactions; internal bars represent the median values. Significant differences 

between control and treatment were determined by the non-parametric Mann-Whimey 

test, and axe indicated by asterisks (*). 
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CHAPTER VL EXPRESSION OF Csfl+ CHANNELS DURING 

MATURATION OF THE RAT CEREBELLUM IN VITRO 

A. Introduction 

Several types of voltage-gated Ca^+ channels have been identified by 

electrophysiological and pharmacological properties. The high-voltage activated L-type 

Cap-* channels show little or no inactivation, and are found in heart, lung, skeletal muscle 

as well as brain (Hille, 1992). The N-type Ca2+ channels are also known as high-voltage 

activated channels, and have demonstrated to be largely restricted to the brain (Dubel et 

al., 1992). An additional high-voltage activated CaP* channel called the P-type was 

identified originally in cerebellar Purkinje neurons (Llin^ et al., 1989), and also has been 

found to a minor extent in other parts of brain, heart and pituitary (Starr et al., 1991). The 

T-type Ca^"*" channel shows low-voltage activation and rapid inactivation, and is 

expressed in cardiac cells, sensory neurons and endocrine cells (Tsien et al., 1988). Yet, 

another class of low-voltage activated Ca2+ channels, the R-type, is widely found in the 

brain (Soong et al., 1993). Molecular cloning has revealed that the P, N, L, T and R-type 

Ca2+ channels correspond to the cloned al subunit sequences in rat brain designated as 

rbA, rbB, rbC, rbD and rbE respectively (Snutch et al., 1990; Starr et al. 1991; Dubel et 

al., 1992; Soong et al., 1993), although it is still unclear if the P-type Ca^"*" channel is 

encoded by rbA sequence (Sather et al., 1993). 

Ca2+ influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels is linked with many cellular 

processes, including the regulation of gene expression, neuronal differentiation and 

synaptic transmission (Hille, 1992; review, Miller, 1987; review, Tsien et al., 1988). The 
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serves as an important intracellular messenger and thus dictates a need for close 

regulation of Ca2+ entry. The regulation of Cd?* entry is accomplished in part by Kca 

channel activity. Kca channel blockade with 1 mM TEA has been shown to depolarize 

the resting potential and broaden the Ca?-* component of endogenous action potentials in 

cerebellar Purkinje neurons (Yool et al., 1988). 

The signal has been shown to serve a key role in neuronal differentiation. 

Neurite outgrowth is correlated with an optimal level of intracellular Ca^^, whereas 

higher or lower Ca2+ levels may cause a cessation of outgrowth (Cohan et aL, 1987). 

Spontaneous Ca '̂*' transients generated by developing neurons have been suggested to 

regulate the neurite extension. The neurite length is elongated when the Ca?* transients 

are eliminated by preventing Ca2+ influx (Gu and Spitzer, 1995; Spitzer et al., 1994). 

Developmental regulation of calcium conductance expression has been shown in 

many studies (Beam and Knudson, 1988; McCobb et aL, 1989; Yaari et al., 1987). In 

immature cerebellar Purkinje neurons, only a high threshold Ca '̂*' conductance that is 

slowly inactivating is present, and a low threshold conductance that is rapidly 

inactivating appears later in development, coincident with dendritic outgrowth (Gruol et 

al., 1992). In Purkinje neurons, several types of Ca^^ channels (N, P, R and L types) have 

been identified by pharmacological channel blockers (Bindokas et al., 1993). OD-

conotoxin GIVA (5 pM) is a specific blocker of N type Ca2+ channels and oo-conotoxin 

MVnC blocks both N type and P type Ca2+ channels (Mintz and Bean, 1993). a>-Aga-

IVA (2(X) nM) predominately blocks P type Ca2+ channels in Purkinje neurons (Bindokas 

et al., 1993; Llinas et al., 1992) and blocks R type Ca^* channels in a less extent in cloned 

rbE expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Soong et aL, 1993). blocks both R type and T 

type Ca2+ channels, however, the concentration required to block R type Ca2+ channels 

(50 jiM) is lower than that for T type Ca?* channels (0.2 -0.5 mM; Rossier et al., 1993; 
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Soong et al., 1993). The L type channels aie highly sensitive to dihydropyridine 

(Nowycky et al., 198S). In my smdy, three types of Ofi* channels were identified in 

cultured Purldnje neurons using channel blockers. The Ca '̂''-dependent spikes were 

partially blocked by ci>-conotoxin GIVA, ca-Aga-IVA, or Ni2+. 

Semi-quantitative Reverse Transciiption-PDlymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) 

was used to show that the transcript levels for these three types of Ca.^* channels 

decreased as a function of time in control conditions. Qironic TEA treatment, presumed 

to act by depolarizing membrane potentials, upregulated the transcript levels of the N and 

R type Ca2+ channels, whereas P type transcripts were downregulated. The effect of 

treatment with TEA on the R type Ca^"*" channels was mimicked by high K+ in the 

presence normal external Ca2+ and blocked in low Ca2+ medium, suggesting that the 

upregulation of Ca '̂*' channel transcripts was influenced by membrane depolarization and 

Ca2+-infiux in a pattern similar to that seen for Kca channel (Chapter V). The 

transcriptional effects of depolarization and altered extemal Ca^"*" concentration on the 

upregulation of N type Ca2+ channels and downregulation of P-type Ca2+ channels were 

not studied, and thus the possible role of depolarization and voltage-gated Ca^"** entry in 

the observed developmental changes for these other types of channels remains unknown. 

B. Methods and Materials 

Current clamp recording in vitro: 

Primary cerebellar cell cultures were established using the procedures described in 

Chapter IE. Puridnje cells firom control cell cultures were used for the Ca2+-dependent 

spike analysis using the nystatin perforated-patch technique (see Chapter IV). The Ca2+-

dependent spikes were evoked by injecting depolarizing currents. The Na+ saline in the 
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bath was identical to that used for the Na'̂ '-dependent spike recordings (Chapter IV) 

except that 0.5 TTX and lOmM TEA were added to block Na^ and a subset of K*** 

channels. The saline in the pipet was the same as that used for Na^-dependent spike 

recordings, except that 54 nsM KQ was substituted by an equal concentration of CsQ for 

the Ca2+.<jgpen(jeiit spike recordings. The effects of subtype-selective Ca2+ channel 

blockers on the Ca '̂''-dependent spike were studied to determine the individual 

contributions of the different Ca^^ channel types. The N-type Ca?* channel blocker ca-

conotoxin GIVA (10 nM) and P-type Ca2+ channel blocker o>-Aga-IVA (0.5 nM) were 

sequentially applied in the bath solution, with CD-conotoxin GIVA added first followed by 

ca-Aga-rVA, or in the opposite order (one test per culture plate). Ni2+ (50 nM) was used 

to block the R-type Ca2+ channels in separate experiments. The washout step was not 

carried out because of the lack of a perfusion apparatus in the recording system. The 

amplitude and maximal rising slope of the upstroke phase of Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes were 

measured with pClamp software before and after drug application. The threshold voltage 

required to evoke Ca2+-dependent spikes was also measured. 

Sem-quantitative polymerase chain reaction: 

The cDNA was prepared by reverse transcription from RNA (as described for the 

analysis of Kca transcripts in Chapter V) and was used to study the levels of expression 

of R, N and P types of Ca^+ channel transcripts in vitro and the influence of 

depolarization and Ca2+-entry on the R type transcript levels. 

Aliquots of the cDNA mixture were used for PCR amplification with sequence-

specific synthetic oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers for several types of Ca2+ channels. 

Primers for the R, N and P types of Ca2+ channel-related sequences were designed based 

on the hydrophilic segments between domains n and m that show the least amount of 

sequence conservation (< 5 %) among the different subtypes of neuronal Ca2+ channel ai 
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subunits (Soong et al., 1993). Primers for the R type Ca '̂*' chamiel a subunit sequence 

were designed from the published rbE sequence (Soong et aL, 1993) and were: sense 5'-

GGACATAGGTGGCCrGACTA-3* (from 2621 to 2640 bp), antisense 5'-

CCCITCATCCAGACrCCGCr-3' (from 2881-2900 bp) and yielded a product of the 

expected size of 282 bp. Primers for the N Qrpe channel a subunit sequence were based 

on the published rbB sequence (Dubel et al., 1992) and were: sense 5'-

CCTGCGTrATGCCAGCACG-3' (from 2391 to 2409 bp), and antisense 5'-

TGGTGACGT(n'ACrGCGCTC-3' (from 2731 to 2750 bp) and yielded the predicted 

product of 362 bp. Primers for the P-type channel a subunit sequence were based on the 

rbA sequence (Stair et al., 1991) and were: 5'-CATAGCTGTGAAGGAACAGCA-3' 

(from 2280 to 2300 bp), and antisense 5'-TGTTACGGTTCTCXnGCGGG-3' (from 2481 

to 2500 bp) and yielded a product at the expected size of 222 bp. The PGR amplifications 

were carried out for the Ca '̂*' channels in separate reactions using the same procedures as 

described for Kca channels (Chapter V). 

Restriction enzyme digests were carried out to verify that the PGR products for R, 

N and P type Ca2+ channels showed the expected sequences. Enzymes were chosen based 

on the restriction maps for R, M and P type cDNA sequences such that they should cut at 

only one or two sites in the PGR product The PGR product for the R type Ca2+ channel 

was tested with Bgl I (10 unit; 37oC) and Dde I (10 unit; 37oC). The PGR product for the 

N type Ca2+ channel was tested with BamH I (10 unit; 370Q and Apa I (10 unit; 30oG). 

The PGR product for the P type was tested with Hae II (10 unit; 37oQ and BssH n (10 

unit; 50PC). Restriction digests were incubated for 3 to 4 hours and analyzed by gel 

electrophoresis (3 % MetaPhor high-resolution agarose). 

C. Results: 
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The sensitivity ofCa '̂*'-dependent spikes to external axonotoxin GFVA and CD-Aga-IVA 

during development of Purkinje neurons: 

Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes were recorded fiom cultured Purkinje cells using current 

clamp techniques in the presence of TTX (0.5 ^M) and TEA (lOmM). Figure 26 

illustrates the Ca '̂*'-dependent spikes recorded before and after application of channel 

blockers firom the immature (Fig. 26A) and mature Purkinje neurons ^g. 26B). The 

Ca '̂''-dependent spikes evoked by depolarizing current injection were characterized by a 

small amplitude, slow rising phase of the upstroke (seen as a less steep maximum slope), 

and long duration (control traces) as compared with Na^ dependent spikes (Chapter IV)-

In Figure 26 A, the left panel shows the Ca^+^gpendent spikes recorded firom a Purkinje 

neuron at DIV 7 in control condition and after sequentially applying (O-Aga IVA followed 

by Q}-conotoxin GIVA; the right panel shows the traces recorded from a Purkinje neuron 

at DIV 8 with toxins added in the opposite sequence. Hgure 26 B shows the Ca?^-

dependent spikes recorded from a Purkinje neuron at DIV 16 with (D-Aga-IVA added first 

followed by Q>-conotoxin GIVA (left panel) and another neuron at DIV 21 with toxins 

added in the opposite order (right panel). The amplitudes and rates of rise (maximum 

slopes) of Ca2+-dependent spikes were reduced in the presence of either 10 |iM Q>-

conotoxin GIVA or 0.5 |iM o-Aga-IVA. Further reduction of amplitude and rate of rise 

of these Ca^*^ -dependent spikes was observed by applying the second toxin in addition to 

the first one. The remaining unblocked response suggests that other types of Ca '̂*' 

channels may also contribute to the Ca2+-dependent spike. The percent reduction in the 

magnitude and maximal rising slope caused by the application of toxins is summarized in 

Table 6. After o>-conotoxin GIVA, the amplitude was decreased 33.6± 4.8% (mean±SE, 

n=29) and the maximal slope of the rising phase of the (2a2+-dependent spike was 

decreased 38.9± 5.3% (n=28). After CD-Aga-IVA, the amplitude was decreased 24.6± 
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3.6% (n=29) and rising slope was decreased 20.6±3.7% (n=26). These data show the 

effects of block on the magnitude and maximal rising slope did not ^pear to be 

influenced by the order in the sequence of toxin plication and did not change with 

developmental age. 

The threshold voltage required to evoke the Ca^^-dependent spike was more 

negative in the older cells than in the younger cells ^g. 27), suggesting the high-

threshold Ca2+ channels were expressed at the early stage, while the low-threshold Ca2+ 

channels were expressed at the later stage. Figure 27 shows a scatter graph of the 

threshold potential require to evoke a Ca '̂*'-dependent spike firom Puridnje neurons as a 

function of developmental ages and the sensitivi^ of the response to toxins. "Sensitivity" 

to co-conotoxin GIVA or Q)-Aga-IVA was defined as a > 60 % reduction in amplitude by 

one toxin with respect to the total block produced by both toxins combined. The cell 

equally sensitive to both toxins was defined by an {^proximately 50% block in amplimde 

by each toxin. These data suggested that during maturation of Putkinje neurons, the high 

threshold and low threshold channels may be differentially expressed and thus may 

contribute to the changes in the threshold voltage required to evoke the Ca '̂̂ '-dependent 

spike. However, the results discussed above indicated that the sensitivity of Ca '̂*' spikes 

to either co-conotoxin GIVA or o>-Aga IVA as measured by amplitude did not show any 

trend as a function of age, and thus did not provide evidence for differential regulation at 

the protein level. 

The effect of R-type Ca2+ channel blocker Ni2+ on the Ca^+^gpgndent spikes 

was tested in separate recordings. Unlike N and P types, R type channels are known as 

low voltage-activated channels, thus the baseline membrane potential was adjusted to -90 

mV. In the recordings for N and P type Ca^"*" channels, the baseline membrane potential 

of -60 to -65 mV would be expected to inactivate low voltage-activated channels. In 
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spikes evoked from -90 mV, I^Cl2 (SO ^M) decreased the maximal rising slope by 34 ± 

3.7% (mean ± SD, n=4) but had litde effect on the anqilitude (4.6i± 2.6% ; Table 6). The 

possible development of sensitiviQr of Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes to with age in culture 

was not determined. In summary, the pharmacological data indicate that at least N, P and 

R types of Ca2+ channels are present in the Puridnje cells and contribute to Ca^^-

dependent action potentials at all stages of development studied. 

Semi-quantitative analysis ofN type ofCa^* channel transcripts in vitro: 

Developmental expression of Cs?-* channel transcripts was investigated by semi

quantitative RT-PCR. Each subtype (N, R and P) is described in tum below. In Figure 

28A, a dilution series of cDNA templates reverse transcribed from RNA harvested from 

14 days in culture was used to define a sub-saturating template concentration. The PGR 

products for N type Ca '̂*' channel transcripts stained with ethidium bromide ran at the 

expected size of 362 bp. The intensity of signals increased as a fimction of template 

concentration within the sub-saturating range. Figure 29A shows a corresponding plot of 

the intensity of PGR products for N type Ca2+ channels as a function of template 

concentration in the PGR reaction mixture. Data were standardized to the intensity of the 

maximal signal (seen with 3(X) ng template). Intensities of the bands showed a dose-

dependent relationship, reaching saturation at template concentrations of 300 ng or more. 

A template concentration of 100 ng yielded at approximately SO % of the maxima] signal 

and thus was selected as the template amount for subsequent PGR reactions for analysis 

of N type Ga2+ channel transcripts. Gyclophilin served as the internal control and was 

assayed using S ng cDNA, as described for Kca-

From cytoplasmic RNA isolated at 4, 8,10,14 and 21 days from control and 

chronic TEA-treated cultures, cDNA template was subjected to PGR amplification for N 
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type channels and cyclophilin separately. The PGR products for N type Ca '̂*' 

channels and cyclophilin were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and ran at the expected 

sizes of 362 bp and 259 bp respectively (Fig. 28B). The standardized signal intensities for 

N-type Ca '̂*' channel bands (N type Ca?-* channels/ cyclophilin) from control and chronic 

TEA-treated groups at different stages were multiplied by 0.05 to account for the 20-fold 

higher proportion of cDNA used in PGR reactions for N type Ca^"^ channels as compared 

with cyclophilin. The box plot (Fig. 29B) illustrates the full range of data &om a total of 

four gels from two PGR reactions from two different RNA preparations. The horizontal 

midline represents the median value. The plot shows that during normal development, the 

level of transcripts for N type Ca?* channels remained relatively high before day 10 and 

gradually declined at days 14 and 21. The control group shows a significant decrease at 

days 14 and 21 with respect to the initial day 4 (P< 0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whimey 

test). In chronic TEA-treated cultures, the level of N type Ca2+ channel transcripts was 

significantly greater at day 10 and thereafter when compared with age-matched controls, 

as indicated by asterisks (P<0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whimey test). The levels of 

transcripts in the TEA-treated cultures at day 10 were significantly greater than at day 4 

when compared within the same treatment group (P< 0.05, non-parametric Mann-

Whimey test). These data indicate that chronic TEA treatment upregulates the levels of N 

type Ca^"*" channel transcripts from day 10 and thereafter. 

Semi-quantitative analysis of R type of channel transcripts in vitro: 

The transcriptional levels of R type Ca2+ channels in vitro were smdied in control 

and chronic TEA cultures using same methods as before. A dilution series of template 

concentration showed a dose-dependent relationship, and identified the sub-saturating 

range of template (Fig. 30A), and a midpoint of 100 ng was selected for subsequent 

analyses (Fig. 31 A). Figure 30B shows that the PGR product, visualized with ethidium 
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bromide, ran at the expected size of 282 bp. The calculated ratios of intensities for R type 

bands standardized to cyclophilin bands were multiplied by O.OS and plotted in Hgure 

3 IB. The reladve intensities of signals were high before day 10 then decreased at days 14 

and 21 in the control cultures. The level of transcripts for R type Ca^**" channels remained 

higher in TEA-treated culmres through all stages. Significant differences were observed 

between control and age-matched TEA-treatment groups at days 8,10,14 and 21 

(asterisks, P< 0.01, non-parametric Mann-Whimey test). Within both the control and 

TEA-treated groups, there was a significant decrease in transcript levels at days 14 and 21 

with respect to day 4 (not indicated by asterisks). These data indicate that the R-type Ca^**" 

transcripts showed a developmental decline by day 14 and older, but that the rate of 

decline was slower in chronic TEA-treated cultures. 

Semi-quantitative analysis qfP-type ofCa^* channel transcripts in vitro: 

The transcript levels of the third type of Ca2+ channel, the P type, was studied 

using the same methods as above. Initial PGR reactions were carried out to define the 

sub-saturating range of template concentration; however, the PGR reactions done with a 

dilution series of cDNA template for 25 cycles did not prcxluce any detectable bands, 

indicating that the abundance of transcripts for P type Ca^^ channel was very low. This 

is consistent with a previous report (Starr, et al., 1991) in which a re-amplification of the 

first round PGR product from cerebellar cDNA was required in order to yield a visible 

PGR band. My characterization was repeated using 35 instead of 25 cycles and produced 

a visible signal (Fig. 32); this cycle number was used in the subsequent PGR reactions for 

P type Ga2+ channels and in the corresponding reactions for cyclophilin. Hgure 32A 

shows the PGR products of the P type Ga^^ channel amplification ran at the expected 

size of 222 bp. The intensity of signal increased in a dose-dependent maimer and 
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saturated at template concentrations >300 ng (Fig. 33A). The amount of 100 ng tenq)late 

was selected for the subsequent experimental PGR reactions. The sub-saturating template 

concentration for cyclophilin PGR reaction at 35 cycles was determined with a dilution 

series of template concentrations, and the cDNA concentration was set at 1 ng (5-fold less 

than that used for reactions using 25 cycles) for subsequent reactions. The results in 

Hgures 32B and 33B show that the intensity of the signal for the P type Ca '̂*' channel 

transcripts decreased by day 14 and thereafter in the control condition. The control group 

showed significant differences at days 14 and 21 as compared with day 4 (P< 0.05, non-

parametric Mann-Whimey test). In chronic TEA-treated cultures, the level of transcripts 

for P type Ca2+ channels was dramatically decreased to a level that was barely detectable 

at all ages. The transcript levels in the TEA-treated cultures were significantiy lower than 

the age-matched controls at days 4, 8 and 10 (asterisks; P< 0.05, non-parametric Mann-

Whimey test). These data indicate that the levels of P type Ca^"*" channel transcripts 

declined during development, and that the decline was accelerated by chronic TEA 

treatment. This effect of chronic TEA treatment on P type transcript levels is opposite to 

the stimulatory action observed for the N and R types of Ca2+ channel transcripts, 

suggesting that depolarization and Ca^^ entry may differentially regulate gene expression 

through different mechanisms, although this idea has not been further studied here. 

The identification of PGR pnxiucts for R, N and P type Ca^"*" channels was 

verified by restriction enzyme digestion with two enzymes for each PGR product. The 

PGR product for the R type Ga^^ channel showed bands at the expected sizes of 209 bp 

and 73 bp when cut with Bgl I; and at 21 Ibp and 71bp with Dde I (data not shown). The 

uncut control PGR band for the R type C^2+ chaimel ran at the expected size of 282 bp. 

The PGR product for the N type Ga^"*" channel showed bands at the expected sizes of 269 

bp and 93 bp when cut with Apa I; and at 214 bp and 148 bp with BamH I (data not 
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shown). The uncut control PCR product for N type Ca2+ channels showed the expected 

band at 362 bp. The PCR products for P type Ca^"** channels showed the expected bands 

at 148 bp and 74 bp when cut with BssH II, and at 107,92 and 23 bp when cut with Hae 

n (the additional 23 bp band was too small to be visualized on the gel, data not shown), 

while the uncut control band ran at 222 bp. These data confirmed that signals for the PCR 

products generated with R, N and P type sequence specific primers indeed represented 

these channel sequences. 

The upregulation ofR type Ca^* channel transcripts by depolarization and influx: 

Results shown in Chapter V suggested that the level of Kca transcripts was 

influenced by membrane depolarization and Ca^"*" entry. The same strategy was used here 

for the R type Ca^+ channels to smdy the influence of depolarization and Ca?* entry on 

the level of Ca^"*" channel transcripts. Figure 34 illustrates the PCR products for the R 

type Ca^"*" transcripts from control, short- and long-term treatments with TEA, KQ, TEA 

plus low Ca2+ or KCl plus low Ca2+ (methods as in Chapter V). The box plot (Fig. 35) 

shows that the signal intensity for the R type Ca '̂*' channel transcripts was significantly 

increased by exposure to TEA (1 mM) or high external KQ (10 mM) as compared with 

control (asterisk, P<0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test). Both short- (1 day) and 

long-term (12 days) treatments were effective, but the long-term treatment displayed a 

more remarkable increase. In the presence of reduced external Ca2+ (0.1 mM), TEA 

failed to increase the level of transcripts for R type Ca2+ chaimels in both the short- and 

long-temi treatments. In the case with high KCl, the stimulatory effects was antagonized 

by reduced extracellular Ca^^ in the long-term treatment, but less so in the short-term in 

which the transcript levels although reduced remained significantiy above control. These 

results indicate that chronic treatment with either TEA or high extracellular KQ 
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upregulates the level of the R type CiP-* transcr^ts and low external Ca^^ prevents this 

effect, though the full effect of low external Ca '̂*' may require more than 24 hours of 

treatment These data suggest that die level of transcripts for die R type channel is 

influenced by membrane depolarization and is mediated through Ce?* entry. 

D. Discussion 

Subtypes of Ca '̂*' channels known to be expressed in the cerebellum in vivo 

(Dubel et al., 1992; Soong et al., 19093; Starr et al., 1991) are shown to be present in 

cultured Purkinje neurons by pharmacological channel blockers. Other studies have 

shown that Ca2'''-dependent spikes or Ca?-* currents in Purkinje neurons are highly 

sensitive to the P type chaimel blocker, oo-Aga-IVA, and almost insensitive L and N type 

chaimel blockers, dihydropyridines and a>-conotoxin GIVA, using current clamp and 

voltage clamp techniques (Lliais et al., 1989; Mintz et al., 1992; Regan et al., 1991). 

Similarly, Bindokas and colleagues (1993) have demonstrated that an intracellular Ca '̂*' 

increase induced by depolarization was mainly blocked by the P type Ca2+ channel 

blocker, co-Aga-IVA. Small components of the intracellular Ca2+ signal were blocked by 

nimodipine and o>-conotoxin GIVA and thus indicated the presence of L and N types of 

Ca2+ channels as well (Bindokas et aL, 1993). In response to depolarization, a Ca2+. 

induced Ca^s- release has also been observed in Purkinje neurons in other studies (Llano 

et al., 1994) and thus might contribute to the remaining unblocked portion of intracellular 

Ca2+ signal in the study by Bindokas. In addition, T and R type Ca2+ channels have also 

been described in Purkinje neurons (Bossu et al., 1989; Soong et al., 1993). 
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Current clanq) data in this chapter confixm that at least N, P and R Qfpes of Ca '̂*' 

channels are present in Purkinje neurons and provide new information that all three 

classes can participate the generation of Gi^^-dependent spikes in Purkinje neurons. The 

remaining unblocked components are possibly due to L or T types of Ca '̂*' channels that 

were not evaluated individually in this study. The relative contributions of N, P and R 

types of Ca^"*" currents to the total Ca^"*" currents in cultured Purkinje neurons were also 

not determined. 

Ca '̂''-depeadent spikes were studied by Llin^ and colleagues (1989) in cerebellar 

slices in vivo. Intracellular recordings were made from the Purkinje cell dendrite after 

TTX administration. A short depolarizing current pulse (20 ms) initiated a prolonged 

dendritic potential that outiasted the pulse by about 20 ms. However, after application of 

fimnel-web spider toxin (FIX; 0.5 nM), a specific blocker of the P type Ca2+ chaimel, 

this Ca '̂''-dependent component was completely blocked (Llin^ et aL, 1989). 

Immimocytochemistry studies with antibody raised against the P type protein showed that 

the staining was most strong in Purkinje cell dendrites with hot spots at spines. Signals 

also were present in the Purkinje axon terminals (Hillman et al., 1991). These data were 

suggested by Llinds to show that the P Qrpe Ca '̂*' channels are mainly responsible for 

generating the dendritic Ca^^-dependent spikes in Purkinje neurons. However, my study 

showed that for the slow Ca '̂*'-dependent spikes, only 25% of amplitude was blocked by 

the P type channel blocker, o)-Aga-IVA. The difference in these interpretations of the 

channel types involved in the generation of Ca^+-dependent spikes may be due to the 

facts that I recorded Ca '̂i'-dependent spikes from the soma in vitro, whereas Llin^ and 

colleagues (1989) recorded in dendrite in vivo; and I used Aga-IVA, whereas FTX was 

used in their study. Therefore, the discrepancy between these studies of C^^+^gpendent 

spikes may reflect a differential distribution of P type Ca?* channels in dendritic versus 
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somatic regions of Puddnje neurons or overlapping sensitivities of other Ca '̂*' channels to 

FIX In addition, the in vivo versus in vitro conditions may yet be another factor that in 

part contributes to the differences. 

A dendritic Ca '̂*'-dependent spike has been shown in cerebellar Puridnje neurons 

and hippocampal pyramidal neurons and other neurons (Ross and Werman, 1987; Regehr 

et al., 1989). In rat neocortical pyramidal neurons, imaging with a Ca '̂̂ '-sensitive dye 

indicated that a rapid Cs?-* increase in dendrite could be evoked by a action potential 

propagating in a retrograde direction, from the soma into the dendrite, as opposed to 

propagation from the dendrite toward the soma. This dendritic Ca '̂*' transient generated 

by somatic action potentials was mediated by several types of Ca '̂*' channels including 

L, N, P and R types (Marioam et aL, 1995). The action potentials simultaneously 

recorded in the soma and dendrite of neocortical pyramidal neurons show some 

differences; the somatic spikes are higher in amplimde, shorter in duration and faster in 

rising phase than dendritic spikes (Markram et al., 1995), suggesting that the expression 

of underlying ion channels may be spatially regulated according to functional 

specification. 

After confirming the existence of N, P and R types of Ca2+ channels by their 

pharmacological sensitivities under current clamp technique, I smdied the levels of these 

Ca^-t- channel transcripts during development in cultured cerebellar cells using semi

quantitative RT-PCR. The results showed that N, R and P type Ca2+ channels were 

expressed throughout development, although the transcript levels for all three channel 

types were highest in inmiature cultures and gradually decreased by day 10 and 

thereafter. The reasons for the decrease in the levels of transcripts were unclear. Selective 

cell death seemed unlikely because relative abundance of different cell types in the 

cerebellar culture did not show any obvious decline over time. General death also seemed 
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unlikely because the signal intensity for constitutively expressed cyclophilin at later 

stages was comparable with that at early stages. I speculate that a decline in the level of 

CsP-* channel transcripts may be due to that the gene expression is sensitive to the Ca '̂*' 

signal only at the early stages, a limited time window, dien is turned "ofT at the later 

stages. The alternative explanation is that since Ca '̂*' channel transcripts were assessed 

using RNA isolated &om cerebellar cultures containing multiple cell Q^s, the overall 

expression pattern of Ca^^ channels from all cell types seen here may not reflect the 

developmental pattern in each cell type. It is possible that levels of Ca^**" channel 

transcripts are upregulated in some cell types during development, whereas 

downregulated in others. 

The idea that depolarization is involved in upregulation of levels of Ca^^ channel 

transcripts was further tested by treatment with high external K'*', and showed a 

stimulatory effect that was similar to that seen in TEA treatment This effect by 

depolarizing stimuli was inhibited when external Ca?* was reduced, suggesting that the 

Ca '̂*' signaling may play a key role in modulating the effect of depolarization on the 

transcription of the channel genes. As in my findings with Kca channels (Chapter V), my 

studies with channel transcripts did not distinguish between an increase of rate of 

transcription or a decrease of rate of mRNA degradation, since semi-quantitative RT-PCR 

only detected the levels of channel transcripts. 

Intracellular Ca^*** has been suggested to regulate the expression of genes through 

transcription factors. For example, intracellular Ca^^ is required for activating 

transcription factors that bind to cAMP response elements and increase transcription of c-

fos gene (Simonson et al., 1996), Downregulation of the expression of neurofibromin in 

human keratinocytes also has been shown to be Ca2+-dependent (Hermonen et al., 1995). 

Activation of Ca2+-dependent transcription factors as enhancers and suppressors may 
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e^lain the effects of chronic treatment with TEA in upregulation of R and N type Ca '̂*' 

channels and downregulation of P type Ca^*** channels. 

A comparison of die relative intensities of the PCR signals for the three Ca^"** 

channel types (Rg. 29B, 31B and 33B) showed that die mRNA levels for the N and R 

types were comparable, while mRNA levels for the P type were present at a lower level. 

This low abundance of P type channel transcripts is not consistent with oAer reports 

in which the P-type channel has been suggested to be the predominant channel type 

in Purkinje neurons (Llin^s et al., 1989; Llin^ et al., 1992; Mintz et al., 1992). FTX 

blocked 100% Ca2+ currents (Llinds et al., 1992) and co-Aga-IVA blocked 95% Ba^^ 

currents (Mintz et al., 1992) from cultured Purkinje neurons using voltage clamp 

recordings. In cerebellar slices, FTX completely blocked Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes in 

Purkinje neurons as analyzed by current clamp techniques (Llin^Es et al., 1989). This 

discrepancy may be related to the different preparation. In studies by Llinds and Mintz, 

the recordings were made from Purkinje cells. However, in my prq)aration, cytoplasmic 

RNA was extracted from cerebellar cultures containing multiple cell types, and the 

transcript levels thus represent an average finom a population of mixed cell types. It was 

possible that P type channels were predominately present in the Purkinje neurons at a 

high level, but were masked by contributions of other cell types to the total mRNA level 
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Table 6. Percent block of the amplitude and maximal rising slope of Ca '̂''-dependent 
spikes by co-conotoxin GIVA, ot>-Aga-IVA and nickel. 

% block of amplitude^ % block of maximal rising slope^ 
Mean ± SE (n) Mean ± SE (n) 

OH»notoxinGIVA 33.6 ± 4.8 (29) 38.9 ±5.3 (28) 

co-Aga-IVA 24.6 ± 3.6 (29) 20.6 ±3.7 (26) 

Nickel 4.6 ±2.6 (4) 34.0 ±3.7 (4) 

1. % block of amplitude was calculated as a difference in the amplitude before and after 

administradon of a channel blocker, normalized to the amplitude measured before drug 

application. 

2. % block of maximal rising slope was calculated as a difference in the maximal rising 

slope before and after administration of a channel blocker, normalized by the rising slope 

measured before drug application. 

Cultured Purkinje cells from all ages (DIV 7-22) were used for the Ca^+^epenjent spike 

analysis using the nystatin perforated-patch technique. The baseline membrane was 

adjusted to -60 to -65mV and Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes were evoked in the presence of O.S 

jiM TTX and lOmM TEA by injecting dqpolarizing currents (800ms duration). The N-
type channel blocker CD-Conotoxin GIVA (10 îM) and P-type Ca?* channel blocker 

0)-Aga-IVA (0.5 pM) were sequentially applied in the bath solution (one test per culture 

plate). Ni^"*" (50 ^iM) was used to block the R-type Ca2+ channels in separate experiments. 

The amplitude and maximal rising slope of the upstroke phase of the first Ca '̂̂ '-dependent 

spike were measured before and after drug application. 
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Figure 26. Sensitivity to external co-conotoxin GIVA and o>-Aga-IVA of Ca2+. 

dependent spikes in immature and mature Putidnje neurons. 

(A). The left panel shows the Ca '̂̂ '-dependent spikes recorded from a Puridnje neuron at 
DIV 7 in control condition and after sequentially applying co-Aga-IVA (0.5 (iM) followed 

by co-conotoxin GIVA (10 (xM); the right panel shows the traces recorded from a Purkinje 

neuron at DIV 8 with toxins added in the opposite sequence. 

(B). The left panel shows the Ca^- '̂-dependent spikes recorded from a Purkinje neuron at 
DIV 16 with (D-Aga-IVA (0.5 ^M) added first followed by a>-conotoxin GIVA(10 ^M), 

while right panel shows a Purkinje neuron at DIV 21 with toxins added in the opposite 

order. Ca '̂*'-dependent spikes were evoked by depolarizing current injection (indicated by 

the square pulse with 8(X) ms duration) in the presence of TTX (0.5 nM) and TEA (10 

mM). The baseline membrane was adjusted to -60 to -65 mV. 
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Figure 27. Analysis of the threshold of the Ca '̂''-depeiident spike and sensitivity of the 
spike to (D-conotoxin GIVA and o-Aga-IVA during development of Puridnje neurons in 

vitro. 

Scatter graph shows the threshold voltage required to elicit Ca2'*'-dependent spikes in 

cultured Puridnje neurons as a fimction of developmental age. Ca '̂*'-dependent spikes 

were evoked in the presence of Na*^ and K"*" channel blockers, and the threshold 
membrane potential was measured for each celL The CD-Conotoxin GIVA (N Qrpe Ca^^ 

channel blocker) at 10 nM and (D-Aga-IVA (? type Ca?* channel blocker) at 0.5 nM 

were applied during recordings and the percent decrease in amplitude was measured. 
"Sensitivity" to (D-conotoxin GIVA or (o-Aga-IVA was defined as a > 60 % reduction in 

the amplitude by one toxin with respect to the total block produced by both toxins 

combined. The cell equally sensitive to both toxins was defined by an approximately 50% 

block in the amplitude by each toxin. 
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Figure 28. PCR analysis of the level of transcripts of N type Ca '̂*' channels during 

development in vitro. 

(A). PCR products visualized with ethidium bromide were generated ftom a dilution 

series of different template concentrations, using sequence-specific primers for the N type 

Ca^^ channel. Products at the expected size of 362 bp showed a dose-dependent 

relationship to the amount of template that saturated at ^proximately 300 ng of template. 

Template for this analysis was prepared from cytoplasmic RNA of rat cerebella at 14 

days in vitro. 
(B). Comparison of PCR products generated with a constant amount of total template 

ficom cytoplasmic RNA finom rat cerebellar cultures at different ages (days in vitro, DIV). 

Relative signal intensities were standardized to the signal for cyclophilin for evaluation of 

the developmental pattern of the level of N type Ca^"*" channel transcripts in control 

cultures Geft side) and chronic TEA-treated cultures (right side). 
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Figure 29. Quantitative comparison of the signal intensities of N type channel 

transcripts amplified by PCR from control and chronic TEA-treated cultures during 

development 

(A). The graph shows the relative intensities of PCR product bands obtained from the 

amplification reactions for N type Ca '̂*' channels sequence with a dilution series of 

template concentrations (gel illustrated in Fig. 28A). Signal intensities for ethidium 

bromide stained bands were measured by NIH Image software and plotted as a proportion 

of the maximum signal at 300 ng template. 

(B). The box plot shows the relative intensities of N type Ca '̂*' channel signals obtained 

from PCR amplification at a constant template concentration of 100 ng for different 
developmental stages (days in vitro, DIV; gel illustrated in Rg. 28B). The N type Ca2+ 

signals were standardized to the intensity of the signal for cyclophilin for the same 

template preparation, and the data are presented as the ratio of N type signal to 

cyclophilin signal. Boxes show the full range of data values (n=4); internal bars represent 

the median values. Significant differences between control (open) and chronic TEA-

treated (filled) cultures at each age were determined by the non-parametric Mann-

Whimey test, and are indicated by asterisks (*). 
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Figure 30. PGR analysis of transcript levels of R Qrpe Ca '̂*' channels during development 

in vitro. 

(A). PGR products visualized with ethidium bromide were generated from a dilution 

series of template concentrations, using sequence-specific primers for the R type 

channel sequence. Products at the expected size of 282 bp showed a dose-dependent 

relationship to the amount of template. The template for this analysis was prepared from 

cytoplasmic RNA of rat cerebellar cell cultures at 21 days in vitro. 

(B). Comparison of PGR products generated with a constant concentration of total 

template synthesized from cytoplasmic RNA of the rat cerebellar cultures at different 

ages (days in vitro, DIV). Relative signal intensities are standardized to cyclophilin for 

evaluation of the developmental pattern of transcript levels of R type Ca '̂*' channels in 

control cultures Geft side) and chronic TEA-treated cultures (right side). 
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Figure 31. Quantitative con^aiison of the signal intensities of R type Ca '̂*' channel 

transcript levels in control and chronic TEA-treated cultures during development. 

(A). The graph shows the relative intensities of PGR products for the R type Ca '̂*' 

channel sequence as a fimction of template concentration (gel illustrated in Fig. 30A). 

Ethidium bromide signal intensities were measured by NIH Image software and 

standardized to die maximum signal obtained at 350 ng of template. 

(B). The box plot shows the relative intensities of R Qrpe Ca^^ channel signals obtained 

from a constant total template concentrations of ICX) ng fiom different developmental 

stages (gel illustrated in Hg. 30B). The R type Ca '̂*' signals were standardized to the 

intensity of the signal for cyclophilin for the same preparation of template. Boxes show 

the fiill range of data values (n=4); internal bars represent the median values. Significant 

differences between control (open) and chronic TEA (filled) treatments are indicated by 

asterisks (*). 
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Figure 32. PCR analysis of transcript levels of P type Ca?-^ channels during development 

in vitro. 

(A). PCR products visualized with ethidium bromide were generated firom a dilution 

series of template concentrations, using sequence-specific primers for the P type 

channel sequence. Products at the expected size of 222 bp showed a dose-dependent 

relationship to the amount of template and saturation at 300 ng of template. The template 

for this analysis was prepared from cytoplasmic RNA of rat cerebellar cultures at 4 days 

in vitro. 

(B). Comparison of PCR products generated with a constant amount of total template, 

synthesized from the cytoplasmic RNA of rat cerebellar cultures at different ages. 

Relative signal intensities are standardized to cyclophilin for evaluation of the 

developmental pattern of transcript levels of P type Ca^^ channels in control cultures (left 

side) and chronic TEA-treated cultures (right side). 
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Figure 33. Quantitative con:9arison of the signal intensities of P type Ca^*^ channel 

transcripts amplified firom control and chronic TEA-treated cultures during development 

(A). The graph shows the relative intensities of PGR products for the P type of Ca^^ 

channel as a function of template concentration (gel illustrated in Hg. 32A). Ethidium 

bromide signal intensities were measured by NIH Image software and standardized to the 

maximum signal at 350 ng template. 

(B). The box plot shows the relative intensities of the P type Ca '̂*' channel signals 

obtained from a constant amoimt of total template (100 ng) for di£ferent developmental 

stages (gel illustrated in Fig. 32B). The R type Ca '̂*' signals were standardized to the 

intensity of the signal for cyclophilin for the same template prq)aration. Boxes show the 

full range of data values (n=4); internal bars represent the median values. Significant 

differences between control (open) and chronic TEA (filled) treatments are indicated by 

asterisks (*). 
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Figure 34. PCR analysis of transcript levels of R type Ca '̂*' channels aiier treatment with 

TEA or high KCl in the presence of normal or low external Ca '̂*'. 

Cerebellar cultures were subjected to short- (24 hours) and long-term (12 days) 

treatments with TEA (ImM) or high KQ (lOmM) in the presence of normal (1.8 mM) or 

low (O.lmM) external Ca '̂*'. PCR products visualized with ethidium bromide were 

generated with a constant amount of total template synthesized from cytt}plasmic RNA 

isolated from cerebellar cultures harvested at 14 days in vitro from control and 

treatments. The signal intensities of R type Ca^"*" channel transcripts are standardized to 

the internal control, cyclophilin. 
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Figure 35. Quantitative compaiison of the signal intensities of R type Ca?-* transcripts 

for the gel shown in Hgure 34. 
The box plot illustrates the relative intensities of R ^pe Ca '̂*' signals obtained from a 

constant amount of the template at a concentration of 100 ng at 14 days in vitro 

(illustrated in Rg. 34). The R type channel signals were standardized to the intensity 

of the signals for cyclophilin. Boxes show the fiill range of data values (n=4); internal 

bars represent the median values. Statistical con:^arisons were made between each 

treatment and the control group, and significant differences are indicated as asterisks 

0.05, non-parametric Mann-Whimey test). Other details are as in the legend to Fig. 34. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of my dissertation was to study the developmental regulation of K'*' 

channel and Ca '̂*' channel expression during maturation of rat cerebellum. In vivo 

development was assessed by Northern blot analysis and oocyte expression with mRNA 

isolated firom postoatal rat cerebellum at different stages. I demonstrated that the level of 

transcripts for Kca channels was upregulated beginning at 7-8 days postnatal, peaked by 

14 days and then slightly declined by 21 days, whereas KD channels were expressed at a 

fairly constant level throughout development I concluded that the expression of Kca 

channels in the rat cerebellum is developmentaUy regulated at the transcriptional level. 

The same trend appeared to be trae in vitro  ̂in that the abundance of Kca channel 

activity at the single channel level increased during development, as analyzed by patch 

clamp recording. This increase in BCca activity in vitro was antagonized by chronic Kca 

blockade with 1 mM TEA. Unexpectedly, analysis of transcript levels in cultures treated 

with chronic TEA showed the opposite trend. Specifically, the in vitro analysis of Kca 

transcripts using semi-quantitative RT-PCR showed that the mRNA level for Kca was 

constant in control cultures, and increased in chronic TEA treated cultures. The mismatch 

between the decrease in Kca channel activity and the increase in Kca transcript levels by 

chronic treatment with TEA suggested several possibilities. Rrst, Kca charmel activity 

was recorded from cultured Purkinje neurons, whereas the signal for Kca channel 

transcripts was from cerebellar cell cultures containing multiple cell types. Second, the 

effect of TEA on decreasing the abundance of active Kca channels might result from an 

increase in the rate of protein turnover to a level that exceeded the rate of new synthesis. 

The effect of TEA in causing an upregulation of Kca transcript levels in vitro might be 

mediated through depolarization and Ca2+ entry. Alternatively, it is possible that the 
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decrease in Kca channel activity itself might result in the increase in transcript level 

through a compensatory feedback mechanism. 

The membrane depolarization with 10 mM external K"*" caused an upregulation of 

Kca transcripts in vitro that was similar to that seen with TEA treatmenL The stimulatory 

effect of TEA and high K+ was inhibited in low Ca2+medium (0.1 mM), suggesting that 

the level of Kca transcripts is influenced by voltage-gated entry. The developmental 

pattern of change in the levels of Kca transcripts in vivo was mimicked in cultures treated 

with TEA, but not in the control cultures. It suggests that the factors regulating the 

expression of Kca chaimels are not fully reproduced in the control condition in cultures. 

TEA may induce a depolarization on the cultured Purkinje neurons in a way that mimicks 

the effects of excitatory synaptic inputs in the native cerebellum in vivo. 

The reasons for the decrease in Kca channel transcripts by day 21 in vivo and in 

cultures treated with TEA is unclear. The synthesis of channel transcripts may only occur 

during a critical period of development (Ribera and Spitzo*, 1989). Alternatively, a 

feedback mechanism may be involved that decreases the expression level after the period 

of upregulation. 

Both transcriptional level and single channel activity of KD channels showed that 

the expression of KD channels is fairly constant during development However, multiple 

subtypes of KD channels that show high sequence homology and similarities in single 

channel properties could not be distinguished by the techniques in my studies and thus 

may contribute to the overall signal attributed to the class of KD channels. Therefore, the 

possible developmental trends of each individual subtype of KD channel may be masked 

by the overlapping expression patterns of all KD channels. In fact, multiple subtypes of 

KD channels such as Kv4, RCK2, Kv3.1a, and Kv3.3b are present in cerebellum and the 

expression of Kv4 and KvB.la has been shown to be upregulated during development 

G^rewe et al., 1992; Goldman-Wohl et al., 1994; Pemey et al., 1992; Weiser et al., 1994). 
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The levels of channel transcripts for N, R and P types of Ca '̂*' channels all 

showed a decline during development in control cerebellar cultures. The N and R type 

transcripts were upregulated in TEA-treaied cultures, whereas the P type Ca^"^ channel 

transcript level was down-regulated by the same treatment The upreguladon of the R 

type Cs?-* channel was shown to be mediated by membrane depolarization and Ca '̂*'-

entry, suggesting involvement of the same general mechanism as seen for regulation of 

Kca transcript levels. The mechanism for downregulation of P type Ca^^ channels is 

unknown. The developmental upregulation in levels of R and N type transcripts and 

downregulation in levels of P type transcripts may not reflect the pattems in Puridnje 

neurons, because the RNA was isolated firom mixed cerebellar cultures in my studies. If 

the overall transcript levels were representative of the case in Puridnje neurons, my 

speculations would be that the differentially expressed Ca^*** channels may allow Ca '̂*' 

entry to be associated with different functions. The upregulation of N and R type Ca2+ 

channel transcripts during synaptogenesis may play a role in the synaptic transmission or 

production of high frequency of bursting activity. P type Ca2+ channels are 

predominantly expressed in the dendrites and axon tenninals of Puridnje neurons shown 

by immunocytochemistry (Hillman et al., 1991) and are involved in the generation of 

dendritic spikes (Llinds et al., 1989). It is possible that the downregulation of P type may 

be designed to serve a balance mechanism to suppress the high frequency of cellular 

firing in dendrites and axons, or simply to prevent the overloaded intracellular Ca2+ 

caused by the overexpression of other Ca2+ channel types. 

The Na+-dependent firing pattems of developing Puridnje neurons were studied 

using current clamp recording to correlate cellular electrical properties with the 

underlying contributions of some of the changing ion conductances. During development, 

Puridnje neurons showed an increase in firing rate, a decrease in the duration of the spike. 
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and an increase in the proportion of cells displaying the repetitive firing pattern as 

opposed to the single spike pattern. This transition of membrane excitabillQr coincides in 

pan with the upregulated expression of Kca conductance. Oironic Kca blockade with 1 

mM TEA prevented the increase in the firing rate and the shortening in the duration of 

action potentials and antagonized the transition in pattern of activity fixnn single to 

repetitive firing that occurred in Purkinje neurons during normal development Overall, 

the TEA treatment appeared to act by prolonging the immature phenoQrpe, suggesting 

that the upregulation in the Kca conductance may in part contribute to the mature firing 

pattern in Purkinje neurons. However, TEA treatment was also shown to affect the levels 

of Ca2+ transcripts (Chapter VI), suggesting the Ca2+ channels may also in part 

contribute to the effects of TEA on the cellular firing activity observed here. 

In addition, during development, the threshold voltage required to evoke the Na**"-

dependent-spikes was higher (more positive) at early stages than that at later stages; 

maximal rising slope of upstroke of spikes showed a developmental increase. These 

trends were not obviously changed by chronic treatment with TEA, suggesting that the 

Na+ conductance was not affected. 

The Kca conductance sets resting membrane potentials and regulates voltage-

dependent Ca?-  ̂signals in many cells. Li this study, I propose that in vivo the fiequent 

depolarization induced by excitatory synaptic inputs during development may upregulate 

the level of Kca transcripts and abundance of Kca channel activity. This increased 

expression of Kca channels may serve as a feedback mechanism to repolarize the 

membrane potential and to limit voltage-dependent CsP-  ̂entry in Purkinje neurons. 

A spectrum of environmental cues including neurotransmitters, extracellular 

matrix components and growth factors has been demonstrated to play essential roles in 
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regulating neurite outgrowth and gene expression; many of these agents can converge on 

Ca^-*- as an intracellular signaling mechanism (review, Spitzer et aL, 1994). While Ca^  ̂

level is regulated largely by pumps and buffering systems, it is possible that Kca and 

Ca^  ̂channels can provide an immediate and sensitive mechanism for the fine control of 

influx (Gorman and Thomas, 1978; Pallotta et al., 1981). Therefore, the 

developmental expression of Kca and Ca^"*" channels may serve a key role in modulating 

the Ca^"*" signaling that could be important elements acting "downstream" from the 

environmental cues that are known to direct neuronal outgrowth and shape the patterns of 

synaptic connectivity in the cerebellum. 

The future investigations could be carried out to study: 

(1). The cell-specific expression of Kca and Ca2+ channel transcripts using in-situ 

hybridization and sub-cellular distribution of these channel proteins using 

immunocytochemistry. 

(2). Changes in amount of Kca and Ca '̂*' channel proteins during development and under 

chronic TEA treatment using Western blot analysis. 

(3). Effects of depolarization and Ca2+ entry on the transcription rate of Kca and (}a2+ 

channels using nuclear run-on assay. 

(4). The consequences of over- and underexpression of Kca and Ca2+ channels on 

electrophysiological development in vitro using the virus-mediated introduction of cDNA 

sense or antisense. 
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